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MESSAGE FROM THE 
CHIEF

Ey swayel Sts’ailes!   Another year has come and gone and I am very pleased to present 

the Annual Report for the 2015/2016 fiscal year.   Keeping our people up to date with 

everything is always a challenge.  Each department of Sts’ailes has included updates on all 

the highlights for the year in this beautifully designed report.   

As your elected Chief, I have been busy meeting with other leaders, government officials, 

and the people about the many things we have in store.  Our Council and management 

team have been working diligently to protect and provide for the best interests of the 

Sts’ailes people and our traditional territory.

Sts’ailes has embarked upon a journey in an effort to protect our territory the best way we 

can.  We are asserting our rights to the fish and seeking to take over the management of the 

majority of the Harrison Watershed!  Currently we are in the early stages of a court case so 

stay tuned for more development.

Our financial position has caused much concern over the last several years.  As a result, 

INAC put us into a MAP (Management Action Plan), in which our finances are monitored 

closely by INAC.  I am pleased to say that, although we are still in the MAP, our finances are 

very much in order and our situation has improved immensely.   We no longer operate in a 

deficit situation like we did several years ago.  Improvements in Finance are ongoing as we 

do our utmost to ensure a healthy financial position.

Politically, Sts’ailes remains a progressive nation.  We are currently working with 

government to enhance the MOU (Memorandum of Understanding) with the Province of 

BC.  This ensures that we work collaboratively with government for the best interests of our 

people and ensures that we are on the same page as government in moving forward.

Council is concerned about the increase in drug abuse in our community.  Please be aware 

that our efforts here are also ongoing as we strive for a healthy drug free community.

I hope you enjoy the 2015/2016 Sts’ailes Annual Report.

Humbly yours,

CHIEF HARVEY PAUL  |  Steq’oye kul 
Sts'ailes
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CAPITAL PROJECTS  
& PUBLIC WORKS

DEPT. MANAGER 
Pierre Joe 
Piyal

STAFF

Public Works Coordinator 

Lloyd Charlie 

 

Custodians 

Kristen Joe 

Harvey Deboer 

Alexander Paul Jr. (ASERET) 

 

Custodian On-Call 

Jesse Hall 

 

Public Works Workers 

Stacey Antone 

Dale Leon

FIRE DEPARTMENT  

Our Volunteer Fire Department 

is comprised of a Fire Chief, Fire 

Captain, and 9 volunteers:

Fire Chief 

Tim Felix   

Fire Fighters   

Lloyd Charlie 

Mikhail Crispin 

Dale Leon 

Mark Charlie 

Colton Louie-Felix 

Heather Louis 

Leanne Julian 

Michael Peters 

Ashley Felix 

Fire Captain 

Edward Carter

Public Works Department oversees the Asset Management of all our 

Community Infrastructure (drinking water, sewer, & roads) as well as 

Electrical, Buildings & Facilities, Fleet & Equipment (transportation), 

Sanitation, Fire Dept.  This is a vital function in our community and affects 

the Health and Safety of all community members. 

The Indian Registry Program maintains the Band Lists Program on behalf 

of INAC (Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada) and participates in the 

determination of an individual’s eligibility for Indian Status.  I serve our 

membership in registering different life events: Births, Deaths, Marriages, 

Divorces, Band Transfers to name a few, plus issue Certificates of Indian 

Status (status cards).

CAPITAL PROJECTS & PUBLIC WORKS

We do have certified individuals in the community that 

are no longer on the department, some of them were 

on the fire dept dating back to 1970’s & 80’s.  My hands 

go out to those individuals, as being on a volunteer fire 

department does take commitment and dedication.  

There is annual training provided through FNESS (First 

Nations Emergency Services Society) of B.C., which 

is a combination of hands on training, a competition 

with other departments from all over B.C., and a 

conference.  This year it was held in Richmond, B.C., 

which all of our volunteers attended with the exception 

of a few – this gives them a chance to be trained by 

outside professionals who have been in this area for 

many years.  FNESS main Mission is working toward 

safer and healthier communities through prevention, 

planning, education, and training.  

This Society is key to keeping all communities who 

have their own fire department trained & certified, 

community workshops, school education, and more.  

We were also provided for each home (170 homes) 

a new fire extinguisher and new combination smoke/

carbon dioxide alarms, which we will be working 

on installing in each home – this initiative was also 

provided through FNESS.

ASSET MANAGEMENT

Through an INAC funded program, the Public Works 

and Housing Department are in a Pilot Program, 

which enables us to use a database system to input 

all our assets.  We are able to populate this system 

with all pertinent information on all our assets ie. Band 

facilities, roads, houses, water mains, reservoirs, etc.  

We can then track annual maintenance tasks, repairs 

(past work completed), replacements (completed or 

becoming due), life cycle of asset, future planning 

(5 – 10 years).  This will provide a better picture of an 

overall annual schedule and maintenance management 

plan from annual inspection to work/maintenance 

needed, and work already completed, and budgeting.  

All information on our assets to date was populated 

on a spreadsheet and collected through various past 

reports, individual files, and AANDC reports (ie. ACRS: 

Asset Condition Reporting System).  The biggest part 

of this program was finding all past information on all 

our assets: construction date, mapping (some of which 

need GPS location), past work completed.  There is 

still work to do in that area, but have completed a good 

portion to date.   
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SOLID WASTE/RECYCLE PROGRAM

Sts’ailes retained Tetra Tech EBA Inc to conduct a waste 

composition study as part of a Solid Waste Needs 

Assessment and Waste Reduction Project back in April 

to June 2014.  The waste composition study, which 

also been used to estimate waste generation and 

diversion rates, provided us a baseline for Sts’ailes to 

measure increases in diversion and waste reduction 

into the future.  The main individuals of this training and 

skills development were the public works employees 

who now carry out our weekly collection services.  We 

also had other groups involved including students, 

teachers, executive assistants, facilities staff, elders, 

council representative, who participated in different 

training sessions and events.  The samples collected 

and audited were for this study and were estimates 

and only represent the conditions for that period of 

time which they were collected.  Seasonal and annual 

variability, weather, and other factors can affect amount 

of composition of waste, organics, and recyclables 

generated at any given time.  

This assessment gave us a good picture of our waste 

generated in our community – not only household, but 

community buildings as well.   

 

This was a great start to us taking over our own 

services, for the present time we are collecting weekly 

garbage and recycle and in the future we will also be 

collecting separately organics.  A huge change for our 

community with respect to protecting our environment.

INDIAN REGISTRY

Carla Charlie will be taking over this program once fully trained in-house, she became certified February 2016.   

I have been administering this program on and off since March of 1998, a few times in the past staff have taking 

the training and held the I.R.A. (Indian Registry Administrator) position but has always came back into my world 

once that employee moved on.

CAPITAL PROJECTS & PUBLIC WORKS
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MESSAGE FROM THE  
EDUCATION DIRECTOR

2015-2016 was an exceptional year at your community school. The growth in literacy and 

numeracy at the elementary level was amazing. Kids are showing continued positive growth 

through the Reading Mastery and Math Mastery programs and the national assessment 

scores prove that Sts’ailes Community School is a school on the rise.

Student successes and experiences will be shared in the class summaries. All parents and 

families share in our success for it is their continued support that makes SCS the best little 

school in BC.

Coming up for 2016-2017 – two new classrooms will open in September for the resource 

education staff and the high school wing. There are also plans for an expansion to the 

playground. The assessment that was completed this year supports additions to the 

Fine Arts program, and with the return of Mrs. Smith and Ms. Choi from maternity we are 

excited to be adding Drama and Performing Arts. Watch for the next movie as well from the 

secondary students under the tutelage of Adam Palmer. 

We expect a full school next year!

WILLIAM DIETRICH  |  Nanuqw’tel 
Education Director
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EDUCATION
EARLY EDUCATION CENTRE COMMUNITY SCHOOL POST SECONDARY

EDUCATION

STS’AILES EARLY EDUCATION CENTRE (SEEC)

SUCCESSES

Increased enrollment:

• 12 children in the pre-K program.

• 12 children in the Infant –Toddler program.

• 9 children in the Wee Three Daycare program and 5 

Head Start children (Mornings only)

• 2 before and after Pre-K children ( these children go 

back to the Three year old group daycare program 

from 3:00 till 4:30 PM.

Good trusting relationships between parents, staff 

and children:

• Parents always have an opportunity to talk with 

staff when they bring in their children.

• We organized a few parent “fun” mornings, where 

some art activities were prepared for parents to 

create.

• We have held a very successful “grandparents” 

coffee and home baked muffins morning.

• Staff cooked a spaghetti luncheon for parents.

Improved language skills for ALL children:

• Staff have incorporated many activities to enhance 

language, by providing the children with new words 

daily.

• Infants are being taught words because that is what 

they learn first, then they begin to speak, they also 

are being taught some sign language. 

• All children were screened by a Speech Pathologist, 

and 12 children have been seen twice a week by 

her Assistant all year.

• The Infants and Toddlers are saying the 

Halq’emelyem prayer every day with the staff.  They 

are also learning Halq’emelyem words in circle. 

A young toddler will point to their nose when the 

teacher asks: “where is your meqsel?”

• The Pre-K children are able to sing songs in 

Halq’emelyem and understand directions from the 

Culture teacher. Parents have been so impressed! 

We have seen a huge improved in the children’s 

overall:

• Physical, intellectual, social and emotional 

Development 

EDUCATION

Staff training:

Three Band members have furthered their ECE 

Education by successfully finishing one ECE course 

on line through Northern Lights College. We therefore 

were able to apply for an exemption from Licensing to 

upgrade two staff members from a Responsible Adult 

status to Assistant Status, so they can be counted into 

the ratio AND be able to be left alone with a group of 

children. One staff member is currently doing her ECE 

last 6 week practicum at our Center and she received 

an exemption to already gain officially her ECE status.

One staff member has travelled to Seabird Island 

College two nights a week and one Saturday in order 

to receive her Early Child hood Education Diploma. She 

will be fully qualified at the end of December 2016, has 

taken her a year and a half.

Healthy eating:

All children receive a plate full of fresh fruit /vegetables 

twice daily with yogurt and cheese and milk for protein. 

We also make twice a week a “smoothie” from fruits 

and vegetables for the very young ones. This especially 

works well for the picky eaters that will not eat the fruit 

on their plate. They LOVE the smoothies!

Supported Childcare:

Children with challenges are referred to Seabird Island 

Supported Childcare. We have had the service of one 

support worker who has given 2 children the extra 

support they required and were also able to help the 

teacher with carrying out her daily program.

Plan for the 2016-2017 Year:

• Continuing offering a variety of exciting but 

educational activities

• Providing further professional training for staff.  

(We now offer three Professional days for staff)

• A cooking/baking program for the children

• More fieldtrips for the Pre-K children 

• A daily 3 hour Halq’emelyem Immersion program 

for the Pre-K program

• Continuation with a speech and language program 

from the Speech pathologist to work with the 

children who have been identified needing this 

important service. The teachers then are given 

direction to practise in the classroom environment.
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STS’AILES COMMUNITY SCHOOL (SCS)

EDUCATION

 As time doesn’t hold still, yet another little crop of kindergarteners are 

ready for grade one. 

Once again, the children of the 2015/16 year took part in SOI, Reading 

Mastery, Number Worlds, a host of computer and ipad programs and a 

wheel barrow load of Mrs. Haslett’s favourite Social Studies and Science 

units.

One thing that can be said about this year is that a real team approach 

was taken in kindergarten.  New to our school was, one on one worker Jen 

Leon who spent most of her time in the kindergarten classroom (lucky 

us!).  Also, as per usual, Tracy Peters was in the class daily helping with SOI, 

Number Worlds and Reading Mastery.  Barb den Admirant and another 

newbie to our school, Jenny Andrie, helped out daily with student reading 

and math.  Again, this year morning activities were partially conducted in 

Halq’eméylem…thanks to Xoyetlha and Seliselwet.  Children also benefited 

from activities designed by Sarah White (School Counsellor) and Mr. Weber 

(P.E. instructor).  With all these wonderful people and their ideas, energy 

and creativity, how could we not have a successful school year!

The picture shows some of the projects done for a recent plant unit.  Under 

the watchful eye of Miss Senft (who took over from Mrs. Haslett after spring 

break) the children’s knowledge bloomed.  Everyone agrees this little group 

of kids were awesome to spend time with and they are definitely off to a 

good start with their academic lives.

Have a happy summer and fill it with lots of educational experiences!  

KINDERGARTEN
Mrs. Haslett

EDUCATION

GRADE ONE
Ms. Coppola

Wow, what a GREAT year! The grade 1’s have covered a lot of material and 

have engaged in many fun and exciting projects. We have made ice cream, 

grown plants, carved pumpkins and even made our own blackboards. 

Students have made progress in important skills, especially in reading and 

math. Our class has worked hard to improve our journal writing skills. 

Throughout the year we got to go on many exciting field trips including the 

Chilliwack Pumpkin Patch and Harrison beach, The students also got to 

spend a day at the Zoo learning about all the animals. We finished off the 

year with week of swimming lessons at the Agassiz pool. 

The students worked very hard with Sarah and Mrs. Murphy, in Boys and 

Girls Group, learning all about identifying and expressing their feelings and 

how this relates to the Zones of Regulation and Dinosaur school. The grade 

1’s are always using their manners and are very keen on helping others out.

The grade 1’s spent some time every Wednesday reading with their grade 

11/12 buddies and they had craft time every Friday with their grade 6 pals. 

They really enjoyed this.

The grade 1’s have had such an exciting year and they have grown so 

much! What a fantastic year of learning! They are all set for grade 2!

Sts'ailes Community School students participated in swim lessons at 

Fernie Coombs Pool in Agassiz the week of June 13 - 17.  Fun and learning 

was had by all Grades - Kindergarten to Grade 3.  Two days of rain did not 

deter the students from having fun.  The Grade 2 and 3 classes went to 

the museum on Friday, June 17 and it was great!!  Thanks to the staff and 

volunteers who showed us around.  We learned a lot!!

GRADE TWO / THREE
Mrs. Grant
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Grade 2/3 students have learned a lot in reading, math and writing.  Keep 

practicing what you have learned.  Exercise your brain as you would 

exercise your body!

Our year-end field trip with Grade 1's was great!!  We went to Harrison Lake 

and the weather was good!  The students played in the sand and the water 

for hours.  Thanks to staff who attended and cooked and shopped for a 

great time!!

The students have all worked very hard in their Reading Mastery and 

Saxon Math classes.  Saxon Math, Grade 2 students learned to problem 

solve by Understanding What to Look For; Drawing a Picture; Making a 

Guess; or working with a partner to problem solve.  We reached Lesson 

80 of 135 Lessons in the Program.  Students learned to measure cup, 

half-cup, teaspoon and tablespoon to make cookies.  They learned about 

lines of symmetry, making congruent polygons, reading a Venn Diagram 

and counting money.  They learned to add three 2-digit numbers with 

regrouping ones.  

Reading Mastery has improved all students' reading levels.  It is a 

wonderful program that helps students read at their level and increases 

vocabulary and comprehension.  The program enabled students to read for 

information, complete daily exercise pages and workbook pages on time.  

To ensure your child continues to read, write and count, please practice 

daily during the summer break.

Have a wonderful, safe, and happy summer!

EDUCATION

We had a year full of hard work and fun filled experiences. We started the 

year off with a guest storyteller; we visited the local slough to learn about 

local plant and animal habitats. We had a half-day self-defense class; 

we had fun learning about Elemental Energy with Engineering/Science 

students from the University of BC. Our girls & boys groups went for 

an exciting day of hiking and swimming at Cultus Lake with Sarah, Mrs. 

Murphy, and Ms. Kyle.  

This year’s two most memorable field trips were to the Thiyothel 

Smokehouse where the class learned plenty about basic protocol, which is 

always important knowledge that can be used in everyday life. Our second 

memorable trip was to the local Kilby Historic Museum. The class was 

able to learn about the early pioneer village and how the Sts’ailes people 

contributed to its success. Most recently, our class spent the day in my tipi 

discussing Cree and Ojibwa songs, cultural practices and stories. The year 

was full of new concepts and growth, and we worked hard to prepare for 

Grade 5 next year! As per tradition, we will end the year at the Bridal Falls 

Water Slides. 

Have a great summer!! And kids don’t forget to read!

GRADE FOUR 
Ms. Smoke
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Grade 4 and 5 are transformative years. We have worked so hard to build 

skills that are meaningful in all aspects of life (home, school, community).  

Starting the year off with goals that we brainstormed together helped to 

guide our enormous personal and academic growth:

Wisdom – We learn from others and from our mistakes to be the best we 

can be.

Responsibility – We do our jobs and make good choices.

Success – We work hard to set goals and to reach our goals so that we can 

improve.

Safety – We are careful with our bodies, our beliefs and feelings.

Trust – We believe in each other and depend on each other. We share our 

thoughts and feelings.

We are wise, responsible, successful, safe and trustworthy.

We learned to write our first essay, to use technology to research 

information or to present our ideas in different meaningful ways, and to 

think deeply and critically about topics.  We learned to use writing tools to 

help us communicate well and in a powerful way. We participate actively to 

show respect and to show responsibility. Most importantly, we learn how to 

deal with problems and to help ourselves succeed. 

GRADE FOUR / FIVE 

EDUCATIONEDUCATION

GRADE SIX The grade 6 class has grown immensely since the first days of school. This 

year, we have focused on building and strengthening skills that will aid the 

students with maximizing both their academic and their personal success. 

This class is an incredibly unique and talented group of young learners!

Building confidence: By doing creative projects and detailed scientific 

experiments in groups, the grade 6 students have been able to strengthen 

their team abilities.  Working with peers in order to achieve a common 

goal taught students to learn from their peers’ abilities and ideas. Class 

discussions created an open atmosphere for students to express their 

ideas and beliefs in a comfortable setting.

Independence: The grade six class is a close network of friends and peers. 

Although pair work and group projects strengthened communication, 

working independently was a skill that the kids have learned to master.  

By relying on their own abilities to find success with lesson/topic 

comprehension, students were able to consistently verify that they were 

highly capable learners all by themselves.

Becoming leaders and role models: As the oldest class in the elementary 

wing, the grade 6’s took on many responsibilities within their school.  Lunch 

monitoring, volunteering their help, and working with our grade 1 buddies, 

gave the students the opportunity to share their knowledge and skills with 

fellow Sts’ailes children.  Strong leadership abilities emerged from the 

students and provided them with strong feelings of pride and self-worth.  

Setting a good example is what many strive to provide; they truly love being 

looked up to by the children on the playground.
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MRS. MURPHY  
& MISS KYLE

This year we had the privilege to work in many different capacities, being 

involved in parent club, teaching boys and girls groups, administering 

psycho-educational assessments, facilitating IEPs, and coaching cheer.

In Parent Club, we had leaders from mental health join us to learn more 

about mental health issues and how to support each other, our children, 

and ourselves. Melissa Epp from CYMH is available over the summer 

months for those who may need additional support and/or information 

(tel: 604-206-7152, email: Melissa.Epp@gov.bc.ca). Furthermore, we have 

connected to the START team for students in crisis. They can be reached in 

cases where there is a concern of harm to self or harm to others (tel: 604-

557-2095).

A major focus for our boys’ and girls’ groups was on social emotional 

learning skills, emphasizing self-control skills and social problem solving 

(taking others’ perspectives). We believe it is important for our students 

to understand, manage and express their emotions positively. Using the 

Zones of Regulation and Superflex curriculums, children have learned 

strategies and ways to express themselves in order to meet their needs.

EDUCATION

Students are referred for a psycho-educational assessment if staff 

recognize academic, behavioral/emotional, or cognitive concerns. The 

goal of a psycho-educational assessment is to identify areas of strengths 

and weaknesses so these areas can be targeted through intervention or 

additional support. The process involves an interview, one-on-one testing, 

observations and rating scales. The end result is a report outlining results 

and recommendations. 

Students who have academic or emotional/behavioural needs, who are 

identified (through a formal assessment), are placed on an Individualized 

Education Plan (IEP). It has been our pleasure to meet with families, 

students and staff to set goals and measure students’ progress. We are 

happy to report 80%+ parent attendance. As we know, parent involvement 

is crucial for student success!

Coaching cheer is not only about having fun and creating routines. It also 

focuses on building positive relationships, trust, and self-esteem. 13 girls 

from Grade 4 – 7, along with 2 high school helpers, make up the team.

GRADE SEVEN / EIGHT
Ms. Dutton

The grade 7/8 class had a great year! The student really grown into their 

new role as high school students! Many members of our class kept busy 

all year with various clubs and activities, such as running club, cyber film 

school and electives! We enjoyed a great year end field trip to Linderman 

Lake! Hope everyone has a great summer! See you next fall!
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GRADE NINE / TEN It has been a fun and busy year for the grade 9/10 class. All year they’ve 

been preparing for Provincial Exams, Buddy Reading with the Kindergarten 

and participating in a number of skills training program on top of keeping 

up with all of their regular coursework. 

GRADE ELEVEN / TWELVE The end of another fantastically busy year for the Grade 11’s and 12’s is 

upon us. This group of students has been involved in so many activities and 

events in and around the school lately.  Skills Training, Provincial Exams and 

Graduation preparation have been a huge part of our class’s world lately, 

not to mention passing their classes as well. Our recent ‘Fun Field Trip’ 

to Cultus Lake, although a little damp, was a highlight of the year for the 

class. Congratulations go out to our three graduates: Lisa George, Warren 

McClean-Smith, and Quentin Williams.  Happy Summer!

This was also the first year with elective courses being offered to the 

High School students. Over this past year, they completed coursework in 

Building Trades, Foods and Nutrition and Visual Arts for the first time at 

Sts’ailes. 

As the grade 9/10 homeroom teacher, I am very proud of the work that my 

students completed, and we celebrated this at the end of the year by going 

Paintballing, which was fun for everyone. We all look forward to next year 

after a well-deserved Summer Break.

EDUCATION

BOX PROGRAM Students in the Box Program had a busy year at SCS. The Kindergarten 

Buddy Reading Program was a huge success. Students took time out of 

their day every Tuesday and Thursday to read to their little buddies. Besides 

focusing on their academic courses, students in Grades 10-12 prepared all 

year to write their Provincial Exams. 

Community Service was a key focus for students as they continued to 

provide support for many different school events like the Bike Rodeo, 

Christmas Gift Wrapping, Sports Day, Community Clean-Up, The Terry Fox 

Run, and Jump Rope for Heart.

Several students who were a part of the Athletics Program joined the First 

Nations Snowboard Team and enjoyed their time with instructor Jan Charlie 

at Hemlock Ski Resort. Dakota Dooks and Quentin Williams and Warren 

McClean-Smith attended a Provincial Competition at Big White with 

impressive results.

Students in Grades 8 to 12 participated in Skills Training and were able to 

receive certificates in: Defensive Driving, OFA First Aid, Cashier Training, 

Babysitting, Emergency First Aid, Safe Boating, First Host, WHMIS, 

Foodsafe, Power Pallet Operator, and Fork Lift Operator.
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LALEM PROGRAM
Mrs. Anglehart

The Lalem Program began at Sts’ailes Community School in September 

2013 and is run by Mrs. Anglehart with the support of Kevin Charlie and 

Arlene Johnson this year. Students in this program work to build basic 

academic and life skills in order to better prepare themselves for their 

future.  Highlights from this year include:  

Morning Circle: Each morning begins with a traditional circle, led by Kevin 

Charlie, to check-in and give each student the opportunity to share with 

their peers. Students have built self-confidence, overcome their fear of 

speaking in front of others, built meaningful connections, and formed 

healthy friendships through this process.

Life Skills: We have worked hard to gain and build valuable life skills. Some 

of these include: basic cooking & baking, doing laundry, washing dishes, 

recycling, and running a concession (taking inventory, ordering product, 

stocking, handling money, and giving correct change). Good personal care 

(hygiene, sleep, nutrition) and staying healthy with daily physical activity 

were also a focus.

Fieldtrips: Throughout the year the Lalem Program was able to go on 

several fieldtrips. As part of our daily physical activity we swam at the 

Chilliwack Landing Leisure Centre, went bowling in Chilliwack, visited 

Othello Tunnels in Hope, walked the Rotary Trail in Chilliwack, hiked Bridal 

Veil Falls and finished the year with a trip to the Bridal Falls Waterslides.

Skills Training: This year Lalem students participated for the first time in 

the Skills Training Program offered at our school.  The following is a list of 

courses taken and certificates received:

• ICBC Knowledge Test (2 students got their ‘L’)

• Defensive Driving (5 students)

• Cashier Training (2 students)

• Food Safe (1 student)

• St. John’s Ambulance Babysitting Course (3 students)

• St. John’s Ambulance Emergency First-Aid for Infants and Toddlers  

(3 students)

• Powered Pallet Course (1 student)

• Fork Lift Course (2 students)

• WHMIS (1 student)
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This year was another good year for the Language Club, which is 

called Halq’emeylem Sq’ep. This year we have been invited to open up 

ceremonies and singing songs in our Halq’emeylem Language:

November 3, 2015: Lhawathet Lalem – Honoring the Elders

November 12, 2015: Hemlock Ski Resort – Hemlock Master Plan signing 

ceremony

December 2015: Lhawathet Lalem – Elder’s Christmas Luncheon

February 2, 2016: Sts’ailes School Gym – Honoring Elders & Welcoming 

Newborns

June 17, 2016: Harrison Hot Springs – Opening Ceremony for the East 

Sector walking/running trails

The Language Club have the opportunity to learn more language and learn 

new songs. We are so proud of the girls who dedicate their lunchtime to 

the Halq’emeylem language!

This year was also a good year for teaching new techniques and 

methodologies to make learning Halq’emeylem fun for all the students of 

Sts’ailes Community School.

Lhemlhi:m te’ xpay (Cedar Picking): The class took grade 9/10 on an 

outing to give them the hands on experience of harvesting cedar.  The 

students learned the importance of Xpay, the many uses and how powerful 

it is.  We travelled to Veddar Mountain, the first thing we did was formed a 

circle and Kevin Charlie – Teylexen explained the proper way of harvesting, 

the importance of giving thanks. To which side of the tree you take bark 

from and how much.  Once the cedar is stripped, then group is waiting in 

the open area to peel the outer bark from the inner bark. It was quite the 

experience to see Sts’ailes students take pride in learning the importance 

of harvesting cedar.

LANGUAGE CLUB 

EDUCATION
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POST SECONDARY

STUDENT 
NAME

Amy Beevor-Potts BA of Health 

Sciences

University of Calgary 1st FT June 2020 

PROGRAM INSTITUTION
PROGRAM 

YEAR
COURSE 

LOAD
GRADUATING

Paul Beevor-Potts
BA of Science – 

Actuarial Science 

Major

University of Calgary 2nd  FT June 2018 

Christopher Blain BA of Arts UBC 4th FT June 2017 

Tasheena Boulier 
Bachelor of Social 

Work - FN option
UFV 2nd FT June 2018 

Caitlin Burdenuik
Bachelor of 

Education Thomson Rivers University 3rd  FT June 2018 

Jacob Caouette 
Criminal Justice 

Diploma
UFV 2nd FT June  2017

Amy Charlie
Masters of 

Counseling 
City University of Seattle 2nd FT  2018 

Annette Charlie  
Early Childhood 

Education Diploma

Sprott Shaw Community 

College
1st FT June  2017 

Kateri Charlie  UCEP – Visual Arts 

Diploma

UFV 2nd   FT June 2019 

Domonic Cote 
The Bachelor of 

Kinesiology degree

UFV 1st  

Miranda Charlie 
Practical Nursing 

Diploma

Sprott Shaw Community 

College 1st FT December 2018 

Jacob Firlotte 
General Studies 

Diploma
Queens University 2nd FT June 2017 

Tisheena Green 
Early Childhood and 

Care Diploma

Seabird College & 

Northern Lights College 1st  FT April 2018 

Michaela James

Business 

Administration 

Diploma

UFV 1st FT June 2018 

Leanne Julian 
General Studies 

Diploma
UFV 2nd  PT June 2017 

Jessica LaRochelle Master of Education UBC 2nd  PT June 2018

EDUCATION

STUDENT 
NAME

Amanda Leon
 

Arlene Leon

Chadwin Leon

Candice Leon

 

Cheyenne Leon

 

Kristine Leon

 

Mariah Leon 

 

Marvin Leon

 

Jasmine Paul
 

Richard Paul 

Braydon Peters 

Jennifer Schuetze
 

Joshua Schuetze
 

Theresa Schuetze
 

Joseph Seaman

Early Childhood and 

Care Diploma

Aboriginal Culture & 

Language Support 

Diploma

Social Services 

Worker Youth 

Specialist Diploma

Early Childhood 

Education Diploma

Early Childhood 

Education Diploma

Early Childhood and 

Care Diplma

Early Childhood 

Education Diploma

Plumbing and Piping 

Certificate

UCEP – Bachelor of 

Arts

Graphic Arts Diploma

Bachelor of 

Education (NITEP)

Accounting 

Technician Diploma

Bachelor of Business 

Administration

Accounting 

Technician Diploma 

Bachelor of Business 

Degree

Northern Lights College  

(on-line)

UFV

Vancouver College

Sprott Shaw Community 

College

Sprott Shaw Community 

College

Northern Lights College  

(on-line)

Sprott Shaw Community 

College

 

UFV
 

UFV

Art Institute of Vancouver

Seabird College & UFV

Thompson Rivners 

University  - OL

Thompson Rivers 

University

Thompson Rivers 

University  - OL

University of Prince 

Edward Island

PROGRAM INSTITUTION
PROGRAM 

YEAR
COURSE 

LOAD
GRADUATING

1st 

2nd 

1st 

1st

1st

1st 

1st

1st 

2nd
  

2nd 

1st 

1st 

1st 

1st
 

2nd 
 

PT
 

FT

FT

 

 

FT

 

FT

 

PT
 

FT
 

FT
 

FT
 

FT

 

FT

 

PT

 

FT 

PT

FT

Graduation date 

pending PT 

status 

 

June 2017

March 2016

 

January 2017

 

August 2016

 

Graduation date 

pending PT status 

December 2017 

(Pending return 

date)

June 2016

June 2019
 

December 2016

June 2020

 

June 2019

 

 

June 2019 

June 2019
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FINANCE

FINANCE

DEPT. MANAGER  
Paul Andrew 
Squa:thom

2015 / 16 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
FOR STS'AILES CAN BE FOUND ON 

THE STS'AILES WEBSITE AT: 

www.stsailes.com/business

FINANCE

A Comprehensive Community Plan (CCP) is a 

community owned and driven approach to planning, 

where the process enables a community to contribute 

to building a roadmap and a vision for the future of the 

community by getting as many ideas and input from 

the people. 

The Sts’ailes CCP has been approved and adopted by 

Chief & Council at a duly convened meeting on April 

12, 2016 and approved by the community at the CCP 

Celebration dinner on May 5th, 2016.The Sts’ailes CCP 

is a living document. 

The overall vision, goals and objectives have been 

identified in the document and in essence it also tells 

story of our past, present and future path. 

Sts’ailes has been approved for a phase 3 (April 1, 

2016 – March 31, 2015) to establish an implementation 

strategy for Sts’ailes opportunities in order to keep the 

plan alive. 

Having this information will assist leadership and 

staff to create an implementation strategy through 

their planning and annual and 5 year workplans. An 

implementation strategy will include identifying specific 

projects and activities, priorities, indicators of success, 

responsibilities, timeframes and required resources 

and support for implementation.

Community Needs

• Objectives

• Priorities

• Needs

• Programs Deliverables

• Community Outcomes

Resources

• Leadership & Management

• Workforce

• Continuing Operations

• Institutions

• Land

• Finances 

Resource Opportunities

• Government Programs

• Government Grants

• Foundation Grants

• Partnership Opportunities

• Corporate Donors

• Financial institutions 

Developing partnerships in Governments, Business, 

and Foundations is an important step to bringing new 

resources. Sts’ailes is well known for delivering on the 

objectives with funders and will be just as committed 

on reporting the CCP progress to the community.

Council and Management will establish a 

comprehensive library of resource and the goals 

and objectives each of them wishes to achieve and 

establish a strategy for Sts’ailes opportunities.

 

 

The Sts’ailes CCP Report is 

available for download at 

www.stsailes.com/ccp 

COMPREHENSIVE COMMUNITY PLAN (CCP)
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MESSAGE FROM THE 
HEALTH DIRECTOR

As the Lead for Sts’ailes Health & Family Services, I have the pleasure of sharing “Where We 

Are” and “Where We Plan to Go” by reflecting on what has happened in the last fiscal year, 

2015/2016.

You will notice from our Health Community Based Reporting Template (CBRT) that Sts’ailes 

Health is operating a full array of Health Services and Programs. At the end of the fiscal 

year, we had to regretfully conclude our Psychologist’s Contract due to uncertainty of funds 

for the 2016/2017 fiscal year. Services by Specialized Professionals is most important 

to ensure delivery of a holistic health program for our people. We are happy that Fraser 

Health has partnered with us for Psychiatric and Nurse Practitioner Services. Other Visiting 

Professionals include a Physician and an Optometrist. Through the Aboriginal Diabetes 

Initiative Program we employ a Podiatrist and a Massage Therapist.

Sts’ailes Health Staff have been the pioneers for ensuring that Culture and Spirituality are 

incorporated into the delivery of all Health Programs and Services. Culture and Spirituality 

have since become the foundation for our entire Sts’ailes Organization. Taking the best 

of both worlds, we have been able to implement programs and services that really make 

a difference for the growth and development for many of our community members who 

want to be healthy and strong again. Several Events and Gatherings are held every year to 

maintain high community spirit.

We are aware that there is a need to operate strong holistic programs that deliver 

appropriate services to build strong and healthy individuals/families. Therefore, Health and 

Snowoyelh have integrated their Departments (Staff). We have structured Service Teams for 

Children/Youth; Adults; Elders; Community Health; and Community Wellness. Each Team 

has a Leader and an Alternate Leader and is assisted by a Secretary. We are in the early 

stages of integration and feel confident that given time, it will be a successful transition.

In conclusion, I want to reiterate that Sts’ailes Health is doing their utmost to contribute to 

rebuilding the strength for our community. It starts with the individual, then the family and 

on to the community. Working together, “Lets’emot; lets’e thale; lets’e shxweli (one mind; 

one heart; one spirit), we have come a long way and many of our goals have been achieved. 

We truly believe that “Teamwork makes the dream work”!

VIRGINIA PETERS  |  Siyamex 
Health Director
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HEALTH

HEALTH

A MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF 

As the elected Chief of Sts’ailes, I am pleased to comment on the Annual Report and Surplus 

Reinvestment Plan to First Nations Health Authority.  Sts’ailes Health continuously evolves and 

progresses; with every year that passes, we always have such great accomplishments to share 

and such effective services to offer to our people.  In retrospect, we have climbed mountains to 

get where we are today. 

At Sts’ailes, we strive to include the rich heritage of our teachings and culture with the services 

available to the people.  We are proud to offer holistic healing methods that integrate Sts’ailes 

culture with modern medicine techniques.   It is the collaboration of the Sts’ailes Health team 

and First Nations Health Authority, along with Fraser Health, and many other agencies that 

make our programs unique and effective.

I’d like to commend the Sts’ailes Health team for its outstanding effort in achieving Health 

Accreditation.   This is a significant achievement for Sts’ailes and our team worked relentlessly 

to comply with all the standards and to make the necessary adjustments required.   I also 

acknowledge the people of Sts’ailes for utilizing these services and having the trust in our 

Health Department.  Other effective programs under Health that are/will be developing are the 

Justice Strategy, the Drug & Alcohol Strategy, and a Diabetes support program.  I anticipate 

further achievements in these areas in the near future.

The great strides and progress made in health has had significant positive impacts on our 

people.  Looking forward at the future of Sts’ailes Health, I foresee more wonderful initiatives 

and advancements that will enhance the programs and services even greater.

All my relations,

CHIEF HARVEY PAUL  |  Steq’oye kul

HEALTH ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

CHIEF EXECUTIVE  
OFFICER

COMMUNITY HEALTH  
MANAGER

VISITING 
PROFESSIONALS

Massage Therapist

Nure Practitioner

Family Physician

Ophthalmologist

Foot Clinic

Psychiatrist

Dietician

Dental Therapist

Adult Hearing

Mammography

Home & Community Care 
Nurse / C.H.N.

Home Support Attendant (5)

Community Health Nurse

Community Health Rep. & 
Elder's Support

Community Wellness Worker

Alcohol & Drug Worker

Contracted Psychologist

Telmexw Awtexw

Administrative Assistant

Community Wellness  
Workers (3)

ADMINISTRATIVE 
ASSISTANT

COMMUNITY WELLNESS  
MANAGER

HEALTH
DIRECTOR

HEALTH  
COMMITTEE

EXECUTIVE  
ASSISTANT

COUNCIL
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STS'AILES COMMUNITY WELLNESS

COMMUNITY WELLNESS CENTER

The community wellness center (formerly community hall) evolved this 

fiscal year into a center for youth and adults to enjoy a healthy lifestyle with 

programs that enhance the well-being of Sts’ailes community members. 

There is now a fitness room for those who wish to use equipment for 

muscular strength and cardio endurance. There are evening recreation 

time slots for floor hockey, indoor soccer, and family night with movies and 

play time. The afternoon homework club was in full swing for the entire 

school year. 

• Three nights a week recreation program

• Up to 25 children for afternoon homework club 5 days per week

• Friday evening family nights with movies and game tables

• Summer program for 45 community children ages 8 to 15

• Family Fun day – 300 community members attending

• Elders Bingo – 30 Elders 

• Halloween Bash 

• Community Christmas dinner and Santa

• PNE Summer Outing

• Community events 

HEALTH

• 

SUBSTANCE ABUSE, ADDICTIONS AND MENTAL HEALTH ACTIVITIES

The Telmexw Awtexw Healing Center is located in Sts’ailes and is funded through First Nation 

Health Authority. It is governed by Sts’ailes Health department and reports to Sts’ailes Chief 

and Council. In collaboration with First Nation Health Authority, the Children Youth Mental 

Health Substance Use collaborative, (CYMHSU) and other Fraser – Salish First Nations 

communities, Sts’ailes Community Wellness office is developing programs that assist 

Residential School survivors, intergenerational effected Aboriginal people, and those with other 

serious life issues, come to terms with their past, present traumas to hopefully position them 

for future rewards. Our curriculum will assist them in better understanding how to deal with the 

traumas that brought them to us. The center currently operates a day treatment program for 

those suffering with addictions, mental health issues, grief and loss, as well as any issue that 

may cause anxiety, depression, or may be in need of someone to share with. 

Since 2009, Telmexw Awtexw Healing Center has helped over 200 Aboriginal men from various 

parts of the country, mostly British Columbia. The center is a five bed facility that offered a 

90 day residential culturally based alcohol and drug program. Since October of 2015, the 

residential component of the program came to an end. We currently operate a 12 week day 

program. (Three groups per week) The numbers have increased as a result of being able to 

transport clients and operate the program one or two days per week, allowing others to attend 

on opposite days. We are also now able to assist women as well as men. The client reviews are 

very favorable. 

The program focuses on cultural wellness, not substance use. The focus is on the root causes, 

not symptoms.

Program: Incorporating cultural teachings on the Seven Laws of Life, our program is designed 

to take a client on a journey from Health to Understanding. Spending time on each phase of 
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EXPRESSIVE PLAY THERAPY

Sts’ailes was fortunate enough to hire a retired psychologist who as a licensed Clinical 

Counselor and trained Play therapist was able to counsel many of our children. Those children 

with behavioral issues as well as their parent(s) were seen on a weekly basis. Unfortunately 

Sts’ailes funding ran short of expectations and the program was abandoned in August of 2015. 

Two of our wellness staff members were able to receive training from the Clinical counselor 

before departing and took over the milder cases with some successes.

health, happiness, generosity, generations, humility, forgiveness and understanding, the client 

paddles his/her canoe through the fog and emptiness and transforms their hearts to accept 

the things that are unchangeable, and change the things they can. 

Cultural teaching makes up 70 % of the program. Clients will experience sweat lodge. (Some 

for the first time). Basket weaving, cedar roses, mask and paddle carving, and Sts’ailes 

community cultural events are included in the curriculum. Spirit baths are only a few meters 

away. The surroundings are a form of medicine, and TelmexwAwtexw is known for its tranquil, 

healing environment. Healing becomes a reality without the urban disturbances that can 

influence ones journey.

Lessons on the history of residential schools and Aboriginal colonization is integral to 

the understanding of the past shame and traumas that have influenced generation after 

generation. This healing journey will assist clients in accepting those past indignities and move 

toward healing and self-confidence. Other community programs compliment TelmexwAwtexw 

by providing parenting, couples, Elders, one on one counselling services, and fitness and 

wellness programs. Men’s and women’s wellness groups are also available in the community 

rounding out a complete list of programs that enhance the lifestyle and wellness journey of any 

man or woman that desires it.

TRAINING

The wellness staff attended workshops in Wellness Recovery Action Plan (WRAP) covering key 

concepts of mental health recovery. This includes hope, personal responsibility, education and 

self-advocacy and support.

Wellness staff attended two day workshop on Trauma Informed Care practices facilitated by 

the Crisis and Trauma Resource Institute.

HEALTH HEALTH

COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES 

SHIATSU MASSAGE 

Sarah Doyle, Dipl, ST 

Every Monday    

4 – 6 Clients

PSYCHIATRIST   

Dr. Benning  

Every other Friday

ADULT HEARING  

Crystal Hearing & Vision 

3 – 4 times per year  

14 Clients

NURSE PRACTITIONER 

Marie McCulloch 

Every Tuesday  

12 – 15 Clients

DENTAL THERAPIST 

Brenda Isaac  

Annual Schedule 

PEDICURE  

Inez Jull  

19 clinics were held 

7 – 8 Clients

FAMILY PHYSICIAN 

Dr. Beaulieu  

Every Wednesday 

20 – 25 Clients

OPHTHALMOLOGIST 

Dr. Ahmed  

5 – 6 times per year  

30 Clients

MAMMOGRAPHY 

For women 40 – 79 

Annual  

40 Clients

VISITING PROFESSIONALS

HEALTH
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CHILDREN AND YOUTH

Maternal Child Health

• This program is intended to support pregnant 

Sts’ailes women and families with infants and 

young children to reach their fullest potential 

through healthy pregnancy; healthy babies 

initiatives both within the community and through 

partnerships with others.

• Mothers/ Fathers/Parents who attend pre/

postnatal sessions receive a car seat and “gift bag” 

for their baby.  There were twelve births this year.

• Ten mothers participated during the reporting year.  

Births weight averaged between 5lb 9oz to 8ob 

11oz with one less that 5lb 9oz and one more than 

8lb 11oz.

• More mothers to be are seeking midwife/doula care 

in place of or added to nursing services.

Children’s Oral Health Initiative (COHI)

• A Dental Therapist and the CHR provide the COHI 

Program for children ages birth to seven. To reduce 

the need for clinical intervention due to poor dental 

hygiene, the Team conducted 

 ü A multi-dimensional contest for our school, i.e. 

coloring contest; theme of good snacks; read 

labels and track the sugar count

 ü Educational sessions for parent(s) of children 

zero to seven

 ü Follow a schedule for screening, sealants, 

varnishing and temporary fillings

 ü Appropriate “gift bags” is part of the COHI 

program

HEALTH HEALTH

Diabetes Program

• Physical Activity – provided by Youth/Recreation 

staff

• Nutrition – targeted groups, e.g. Walk/Run/Jog 

Program or individual 

• Diabetes  – individual drop in or appointments with 

CHN, NP or Doctor (Care Team)

• Diabetes Screening – individual appointments with 

one of the Care team

• Diabetes Management (clinics, training) – conduct 

individual/group training to diabetics and their 

families

• According to our tracking system, six people are 

living with type 1 diabetes and 43 with type 2 

diabetes in our community.

• Injury prevention training and awareness  

(See Occupational Health & Safety section)

Health Protection

Communicable Disease Control

• Tuberculosis (TB) services are delivered to the 

community every two years.  All Sts’ailes Staff 

are required to be screened; on reserve school 

population is due to be screened at the opening 

of the new school year; clients entering addictions 

treatment services are screened as needed. 

Community attendance is approximately 30% of 

residents

HEALTHY LIVING (CHRONIC DISEASE & INJURY PREVENTION)

• Sexually Transmitted Infections (STI) and Blood 

Borne Diseases (BBD) – by appointment with one 

of the Care Team.  As per guidelines, confirmed 

cases are completed and filed to BCCDC.  

• Vaccine Preventable Disease: Immunization 

Services

• Community wide vaccination services are delivered 

across all age groups, seasonally and in response to 

outbreak within/near our community.  

• The primary focus for immunization is to of infants, 

toddlers, preschoolers and school aged children. 

97% immunization compliance consistently for 

the past 5 years in children 2 months – 6 years and 

90% in school aged children.  The immunization 

program also offers “gift bags” for babies/young 

children.

• Community residents receive vaccination services 

from Band- employed CHN’s.

• Annual reporting of activities related to childhood 

and adult immunization is provided to FNHA and to 

FHA as part of the obligations of professional and 

mandated service to the community.

Primary Health Care

First Nations and Inuit Home and Community Care/

Phase 3 (FNIHCC/PH3)

• Home Care services provided to clients living on 

reserve are coordinated with other health services 

within the community and with those of off reserve 

service providers, namely: physicians, hospitals, 
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above mentioned programs, we offer;

Examples of successes for the past year include:

• Vial of Life Program (partnership with BC 

Ambulance Service)

• Respite Care Day – Wednesdays at Te Lede Lalem

• Pamper Day (formerly known as Adult Day 

Program) – 2 – 4 times per year. 

• Foot Care – 19 clinics were held with a total cost  

of $6,451.85

• Harvesting outings in season

• 40th Annual Elders Conference at Williams Lake

Health Benefits

Non-Insured Health Benefits (NIHB)

Audits showed over expenditure.  FNHA reviewed the 

previous two years of expenditures and provided the 

organization with the over expenditure of $18,980.00 

as a “one time” contribution.  These funds will be 

expensed over the April 1, 2016 – March 31, 2017 fiscal 

year.

Medical Transportation:  $3,377.00

• This program has high use, at a rate that would 

normally pay for public transportation. 

Special Transportation:  $10,000.00

• Assist families who are in medical crises or 

continuous, long term medical care. Four special 

needs families with complex and comprehensive 

• clinics, specialists, biomedical labs, pharmacy, 

physiotherapy, intermediate and long term care 

facilities, home health supplies and equipment 

businesses and services of the Red Cross Loan 

Cupboard.

• Services are provided to people of all ages, with 

physical or mental challenges, chronic or acute 

illnesses that live on reserve and receive care in 

their homes. Assessments and reassessments 

by the Home Care Nurse (HCN) are required to 

determine client needs. Two full-time and one 

part-time Home Support Attendants are assigned 

to provide services according to the assessments 

made by the HCN. 

• Number of AHSOR Children screened/assessed for 

special needs:  7 children.

• A Home Care Service Manual was created and 

delivered to those receiving the Home Support 

Attendants services.

Elders Program 

(The Elder's program is incorporated into the  

H.C.C./AIHC Program)

Following the valuable teaching of our ancestors, 

Sts’ailes Health makes strong efforts to provide 

support and services to all our elders. It is important 

to note that there are 79 elders, ages 55 + resident 

in Sts’ailes.  About 10 of these elders form a Selsila 

(Elders) Group. Agnes Charlie is the Leader for the 

Group. They meet regularly at Te Lede to plan their own 

functions and fundraising. Their main support is our 

Community Health Representative and Community 

Health Assistant who provide advocacy/organizational 

assistance for their activities and the Recreation, Youth 

and Elders Council Portfolio holder. In addition to the 

HEALTH

• medical care needs were supported with some “top 

up” assistance for gas, meals, and parking. 

Special Needs Medical Equipment:  $5,000

• Funds were set up from Health Surplus to assist 

repair or replacement of medical equipment with 

Health covering half the cost while the family 

covers the other half of cost.

Environmental Health Services

• Sts’ailes Health services and Environmental Health 

services partner together to monitor environmental 

risks and supports activities such as

 ü Drinking Water Safety and sewage - Sts’ailes 

household and band operated facilities water 

sampling is conducted weekly and 4 – 12 

samples collected per month and submitted to 

the provincial lab.

 ü Food Safety Certificate – 16 attended with 14 

receiving certificates

 ü Facilities and Health Inspections

 ü Housing inspection and corrective 

recommendations

 ü Transportation of Dangerous Goods

 ü Contributes to Sts’ailes Emergency 

Preparedness Plan (EPP)

Mustimuhw cEMR

• The Mustimuhw client medical information system 

was installed this year along with staff being trained 

to use the program.  Examples of use:  once the 

program is fully in use it will save time in generating 

reports (statistics), gas vouchers, keep track of 

patient information and group information.

• Members still need to be entered into the program 

and more training in this area for staff.

• See attached chart of encounters as an example 

for Mustimuhw cEMR and keep in mind that the 

program was implemented in September 2015.
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COLLABORATION WITH OUTSIDE HEALTH AGENCIES & 
ORGANIZATIONS

FIRST NATIONS HEALTH COUNCIL (FNHC)

The First Nations Health Council (FNHC) seeks to close the health gap 

by carrying out the work of our health governance agreements. These 

governance agreements include the Transformative Change Accord (TCA 

2005): First Nations Health Plan (2006), and Tripartite First Nations Health 

Plan (2007). The FNHC seeks progress on the social determinants of health 

as per the BC Tripartite First Nations Health Basis for a Framework Agreement on Health Governance (2010), BC 

Tripartite Framework Agreement on Health Governance (2011), and the Health Partnership Accord

• Health

• Education

• Poverty

 

This work will be driven by and implemented in the regions. In an 18 month period, we will employ the Engagement 

and Approval Pathway to engage Regional Caucuses, Sub-Regional Caucuses and Nation Assemblies on the 

broader social determinants of health. Guided by the 7 Directives and our shared Vision and values, First nations 

in each of the five regions will develop a Ten-Year Regional Social Determinants Strategy.  These five regional 

strategies will inform the FNHC work of advocacy at Deputy Ministers Tables federally and provincially.  Through 

this, we seek a formal Partnership Accord with the Government of Canada and the Province of BC to support a 

collective effort to make progress in the social determinants of health.

Outcomes:

The FNHC seeks to achieve the following outcomes in a two-year period:

• The FNHC will employ the Engagement and Approval Pathway in the development of regional and provincial 

strategies for the social determinants of health.  This indicates three main steps:

 ü To engage First nations leadership at regional caucuses in fall 2015 on the social determinants.

 ü Informed by an ongoing dialogue, to develop a guidebook to engage and begin building consensus 

amongst First Nations leadership at Regional Caucuses throughout 2016.

 ü To report back and engage First nations leadership at gathering Wisdom VIII in fall 2016.

• Chiefs in each region will develop a 10-Year Regional Social Determinants Strategy by December 31, 2016.

• Employment and Economic Opportunities

• Housing and Infrastructure

• Healthy Child and Family Development

• The FNHC, First nations Leadership Council (FNHC) and First Nations Organizations (FNO;s) will enter into 

a Protocol on the Social Determinants of Health by October 31, 2015 that clarifies respective roles and 

responsibilities and processes for collaboration. The Protocol on the Social Determinants of Health will allow 

the FNHC, FNLC, and FNO’s to coordinate strengths in the implementation of the 10-Year Regional Social 

Determinants Strategies to be developed by Chiefs in each region.

• The FNHC and BC Deputy Ministers will enter into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) by March 31, 

2016 to guide the work of developing a government-wide strategy on the social determinants and healthy child 

development, and supporting each region to develop a Ten-Year Regional Social Determinants Strategy. Based 

on this work, the FNHC and BC Ministers will enter into a Ten- Year Social Determinants Strategy by December 

2016.

The FNHC and the Deputy Minister of Health Canada will conclude a plan and an agenda for an annual meeting 

between the FNHC and Deputy Ministers for Canada by December 31, 2015.  The FNHC will meet with federal 

Deputy Ministers by March 31, 2016.

HEALTH

FIRST NATIONS HEALTH AUTHORITY (FNHA)

Executive Summary

October 1st, 2014 marked the one year anniversary for the historic transfer 

of First Nations & Inuit Health-BC Region services, staff and resources 

to the First Nations Health Authority (FNHA). As we look forward to the 

second full fiscal year of operationalizing the transfer, our focus continues to be on stabilizing the organization, 

improving customer experience and making incremental changes where possible, and embarking on broader 

transformational initiatives enabled by strategic partnerships and continued engagement with BC First Nations.

The FNHA keeps at the core of what we do, the Seven Directives and Shared Values given to us by First nations 

in BB.  As we work together in this transformational work, we bring a renewed commitment to uphold our Shared 

Values of Respect, Discipline, Relationships, Culture, Excellence and Fairness.  The FNHA is committed to a 

health and wellness approach that is founded in First Nations knowledge and teachings.  Crating a First Nations 

health organization of this size that reflects the philosophy and culture of BC First Nations is an ongoing process.  

Over the past year the FNHA has focused efforts on managing a smooth transition and making incremental 

improvements where possible including:

• Increased regional capacity and investment to support local-decision making

• Improving crisis response to reduce administrative burden on communities

• Increase patient travel rates and customer service focus for Health Benefits Program

• Increased access to provincial health services through collaboration and partnership
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The FNHA has been learning as we transform, all within a very complex environment.  We have focused on some 

key projects in the last year to achieve on-the-ground change, learn from the experiences, and improve and 

accelerate future initiatives, while ensuring service continuity.

Crisis Response Protocol

Since transfer, FNHA has been working to strengthen our crisis response process.  As a wellness partner, the FNHA 

is committed to providing timely and comprehensive responses to communities in crisis.  A crisis is defined as an 

extraordinary circumstance that significantly challenges community capacity to respond and could arise from a 

suicide loss, violent death, or environmental emergency.

The new crisis response protocol, developed in 2014, outlines clear roles and responsibilities during crisis 

response to expedite support and promote coordinated service delivery.  When a crisis occurs, the FNHA 

engages and leverages partnerships to wrap needed services and supports around communities.  The FNHA 

takes a strategic and long-term view beyond the initial crisis response, supporting communities to address crisis 

prevention and wellness promotion.

Over the coming year, we will continue to keep our eye on our long-term strategic interests and transformation 

while fulfilling and improving our core business functions.  Theis Summary Service Plan (SSP) outlines some key 

accomplishments over the last year as well the FNHA’s operational goals, objectives, and strategies for fiscal year 

2015/2016.  In the coming year, the  

 

FNHA is focusing efforts in four key goal areas:

1. Enhance First Nations Health Governance;

2. Promote and implement the BC First Nations Perspective on Wellness as a Health and Wellness Champion;

3. Improve Health Service and Programs as a Health and Wellness Partner; and

4. Strengthen the FNHA as a sustainable and effective First nations Health Organization. 

We are working through our governance structures and processes, and with key partners, to implement new and 

innovative services for First Nations.  Importantly we are learning to work through situations together with BC First 

Nations.  This includes learning what BC First Nations expect from their health authority and defining our collective 

accountability to improve health opportunities and outcomes for those that we serve.  The province is beside us, a 

willing partner, ready to do the work.

We are working to improve access and innovation, while transforming FNHA health programs and services in a 

manner that incorporates First Nations inputs and maximizes partnership opportunities.  We are implementing 

robust planning and evaluation frameworks and continuing to develop and evolve our regional investment and 

implementation approach.  We are implementing organizational policy; a robust and wellness-based approach to 
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human resource management and employee engagement, recruitment and retention, while pursuing operational 

excellence and accreditation.

Fraser Salish Regional Journey:  Key Milestones

2010 -2012 

 

• July 2010 – Document of Intent with Fraser Health

• Dec 2011 – Fraser Partnership Accord

• 2011-2012 – Reciprocal Accountability (Consensus Papers)

2013  

• Sept – Regional Mental Wellness and Substance Use Forum

• 2013 Guidebook:  Building Blocks for Transformation – Engagement on Reciprocal Accountability 

2014 

• June – Strategic Planning Session.  Regional Health & Wellness Plan endorsed.  Priorities set by Leadership 

(Mental Wellness & Substance Use, Primary Health Care, and Children & Families). Three Regional Table 

Working Groups formed.

• Aug – Fraser Salish Regional Envelope Investment Planning

• Sept – HUB Engagement Sessions: 

 ü Fraser Canyon (Sept. 8)

 ü South West (Sept. 9 & 17) 

• Dec – Medical Transportation Regional Forum (Scowlitz)

2015 

• (2015-2016) Regional Team growth

• Mar – Medical Transportation Regional Forum (Boothroyd)

• Apr – Action Now Forum on Youth Suicide

• Aug – Regional Table Engagement on Home/Away from Home and Housing

• Nov – NNADAP Review

• Dec – Regional Caucus: Start the Conversation on Social Determinants of Health 

HEALTH

 ü Seabird Island (Sept. 10)

 ü Sto:lo Nation (Sept. 11)
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2016  

• Feb – Home/Away from Home Meeting; Regional Data Governance Engagement Session

• Mar – Regional Communications Planning

• June - $2M new investment commitment from Fraser Health and FNHA

• July – Regional Visioning Session

• Oct 31 – Nov 2:  Regional Caucus

 

Traditional Wellness Strategic Framework – FNHA

Traditional medicine covers a wide variety of therapies and practices which vary from country to country and region 

to region.

The establishment of Canada’s first provincial FNHA was a key component of the Tripartite First Nations 

Health Plan (TFNHP) signed in 2007.  The FNHA was established to set-up a governance structure to provide 

administrative oversight of health services to BC First Nations.  The BC Tripartite Framework Agreement on First 

nation health Governance (Framework Agreement) set the foundation for the FNHA to undertake the service 

delivery responsibilities formerly carried by Health Canada’s First Nations & Inuit Health Branch, Pacific Region.  

The Framework set out four main components to the new health governance structure, referred to as the “four 

pillars.”  These four components are:  The First Nations Health Authority, the Tripartite Committee on First Nations 

Health, the First Nations Health Council, and the First nations Health Directors Association.  Each of these four 

components has a specific role in the new health governance arrangement, and must work together and provide 

advice and feedback to one another as they carry out their roles and responsibilities.  Each component also has a 

fundamental role in supporting traditional wellness, this is described in further detail in section seven.

Overview of Traditional Wellness

Traditional wellness is a term that encompasses traditional medicines, practices, approaches and knowledge.  

Traditional wellness is based on a holistic model of health, and is often overlooked in the prevention and treatment 

of chronic conditions and in the promotion of health and wellness.  Traditional medicines and practices are found 

worldwide in Indigenous communities.  In many developing countries, it is the primary health option.

Traditional healing services are particularly important in rural areas where access to appropriate and affordable 

primary health care is difficult and, at times, near impossible.

The TFNHP acknowledges the importance of traditional wellness.  One of the principles noted in the TFNHP is that 

“cultural knowledge and traditional health practices and medicines will be respected as integral to the well-being of 

the First nations”.  First Nations communities throughout BC have affirmed the importance of traditional wellness 

and have clearly stated that they want increased access to and use of traditional medicines and practices.
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The importance of traditional wellness as a means of improving the health and quality of life for First Nations 

people is increasingly being recognized.  There are a number of studies and reports that suggest incorporating 

holistic wellness into health services for First Nations communities will improve health and wellness.  Holistic 

wellness is believed to lead to better long term results, not just for the health system but also for communities.  A 

scan of the literature on this topic suggests that:

• Traditional healers are an important entry point on the pathway to care for people who use traditional health 

services.

• Traditional medicine practices provide more health care alternatives to communities, and this may help in 

meeting the needs of community members and increasing their access to health care.  It follows that increasing 

access to traditional medicines may decrease the need for acute care services because community members 

would have the opportunity to access health care options that they desire and feel comfortable with, which in 

turn increases their compliance to treatment and follow up management care.

• Where there are integrated approaches to health care, I.e. where traditional wellness is combined with 

mainstream approaches to health, there appear to be positive results.  In an integrated model, health care 

practitioners, medical and traditional, can work together by inter-referring to each other and co-managing 

patients, and they can share the responsibilities of providing health care.

Reference:  Traditional Wellness Strategic Framework.  First Nations Health Authority.  Pg. 13 -15

FIRST NATIONS HEALTH DIRECTORS (FNHD)

Health Director Certification

• The FNHDA is developing a made-in-BC Health Director Certification 

program that reflects our context in BC

• The made-in-BC Certification program is linked to the seven Standards of Excellence developed by our 

Association

Timeline for Certification Program

2015

Confirmation of Components at AGM, Focus Group meetings, RFP, Curriculum started, and Delivery method 

researched
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2016

 Focus Group meetings, Update provided at Spring Regional meeting, Curriculum created, material presented at 

2016 AGM, and Deliver method confirmed

2017

Health Director Certification program started

Curriculum Writing Underway:

• The FNHDA is pleased to announce that a successful candidate has been selected to develop the curriculum 

for our made-in-BC FNHDA Certification Program – we are excited to inform you that Gevity Consulting is the 

successful proponent

• The lead curriculum writer, Dr. Cathy Martin, is Mi’gmaq First nation from the Listuguj nation where she was 

raised and currently resides.  Cathy holds a Doctorate of Leadership in Education and Curriculum & Instruction 

as well as a Master’s of Science Degree and a Bachelors of Education Degree.  Cathy has more than seven 

years of experience developing curriculum

• The focus group began curriculum development with Gevity and Dr. Cathy Martin in early April 2016 and 

continue to meet regularly

• The initial work focused on confirming the Curriculum overview, as well as, review of the first module:  First 

nations Culture and Protocol

Next Steps:

• FNHDA Board to continue to guide and oversee future content development

• Health Directors will be provided with an update on the process and draft material will be presented for 

feedback at the 2016 FNHDA AGM in Prince Rupert

FNHDA Regional Caucus Sessions

• Reflecting back, last year’s FNHDA Day at the Regional Caucus last fall focused on responding to lateral 

violence with lateral kindness

• The Regional planning for this years’ Regional Caucus is underway

HEALTH

• This year, we plan to focus on elements such as our “Head to Heart” mental wellness campaign

Lateral Kindness

• The FNHDA issued a position statement consisting of 13 action items

• The FNHDA understands that stress is directly linked to job satisfaction and as an organization we want 

members to feel supported

• The FNHDA offered “lateral violence” awareness and prevention training at the last Regional Caucus

New this Year

• The FNHDA has a new validation process due to the Constitution & By-law updates that was confirmed at the 

2015 Annual General Meeting

• We require confirmation letters from each Health Directors employer from the authorized signing authority.  

The FNHDA has developed a template for the confirmation letter
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PROPOSED COMMUNITY HEATH CARE CENTRE (CHCC)

A  Community Health Care Centre (CHCC) continues to be a high priority project for Sts’ailes. The project has 

been at a stand-still because the current Health Management Team do not have adequate time to devote to the 

project. We feel confident that we will be able to hire a CHCC Project Manager in the near future to get the project 

underway. As you have been previously informed, our plan is for the CHCC will also provide health services to 

neighboring communities, such as Hemlock Valley, Tapadera, Harrison Mills, etc.

• The location for the CHCC has two possible choice of location.  LS1 located out by the highway or between the 

bridge and store area (LS8).  LS1 would be more idea for higher traffic and usage while LS8 is property owned 

by Sts’ailes and more accessible to the community.

• Planning meetings were held monthly in Sept, Oct, and Nov 2015.  Presentation on the CHCC were held:  Sept 

2015 with funders, Nov 2015 with Kris Tasci and Feb 2016 with Scowlitz.  

HEALTH INITIATIVES

Activity 2016-2017

• Phase 1: Building design and construction completed 

• 2 FTE Elders/Cultural Advisors. Review/develop all policies & Protocols 

for the new centre. 

• NP Proposal – 1 FTE successful. Physician funding

• Acquired for 2.5 days pw.

• Train MOA and support staff.

• Implement EMR.

The next steps for the CHCC Project include:

1. Secure a CHCC Project Manager

2. Complete Identified Health Services with Fraser 

Health and First Nations Health Authority (FNHA)

3. Build on current Partnerships and Identified 

Stakeholders

4. Confirm Building Design, promoting a Blended 

Model of Aboriginal & Western Health Service 

Centre. Ensure properly planes Infrastructure

5. Conclude Land Acquisition Re: LS1 and LS8.

Potential Implementation Plan for Incremental Growth  (Taken from 2009/2014 Health Program Evaluation Report)

Land and Building

Traditional Wellness Team 

Physician & Nursing Team

HEALTH

Visiting Professionals & Specialists

Mental Health & Addictions 

Home & Community Care 

Dental 

 

 

Family Programs and  

Wellness Programs

• Space created for visiting practitioners on site. Recruit. 

• Current service located at site & Telmexw Awtexw.

• Fraser Health Authority (FHA) and visiting Mental Health & Addictions 

capacity.

• Psychologist employed. 

• Current service located at site. FHA add Home Health includes bathing, 

activity room, etc. 

• Create dental space in new facility with opportunity for up to 3 chairs. 

COHI will compliment Dental Program Dentist brought in 1 day per 

week (use NIHB and private claims). Staff in training for support to 

dental Program. 

• Locate some of current staff at new site.

• Community Health Representative (CHR) expansion and development 

to advocacy.

• Incorporate Social Worker.

HEALTH
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ACCREDITATION

• Sts’ailes Health is now Accredited in reaching the more than 300 standards of practice.  

The award covers the period of November 2014 to November 2018.

• On September 29, 2015 the Accreditation Award was unveiled.  Both the Award and the 

Accreditation banner (located in front of the administration building) on display.

• Many thanks to all those that worked towards achieving each of the standards. 

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY (OHS) 

• Injury prevention training and awareness (e.g. safety committees – Occupational Health & 

Safety, tool kits, First Aid Training, Fire Fighters Training)

• A Committee comprised of staff from Organizational Departments has been formed

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN (EPP)

• A funding proposal has been submitted to bring someone in to review and revise the EPP 

plan.

• Planning basic training for community volunteers with an emphasis on table top exercise 

and mock scenarios which is where the section leads feel they get more “hands on/real 

experience”

CULTURAL/SPIRITUAL/OTHER

Monthly Culture Committee meetings take place to plan events/celebrations/other.  

Below are some of the events that take place during the year:

2015 

 

April: Athletes Dinner and Swearing in Ceremony 

May: First Salmon Ceremony and Youth Soccer Tournament 

June: Sts’ailes Aboriginal Day and Sasquatch Days 

July: Canoe Journey and Elder’s Annual Conference 

August: Fire Fighters Thank You 

HEALTH

September: Family Fun Day and Accreditation & Elder’s Declaration Celebration 

October: Sts’ailes New Year, Fall Burning and Halloween Bash 

November: MOU signing at Hemlock 

December: Elder’s Christmas Luncheon and Community Christmas Dinner 

 

2016

January: Farewell Retirement Mask Ceremony for Geraldine Paul

February: Elder’s Honoring and Welcoming of New Babies and Farewell to Sister Kitty 

March: Spring Burning and Meat Preservation

HEALTH
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LETS'EMOT 
LEADERSHIP TEAM

INTEGRATION OF SERVICES 

PAT CHARLIE
SNOWOYELH DIRECTOR

GINNY PETERS
HEALTH DIRECTOR

Provides cultural teachings, guidance 
and support for all programs.

MANAGER: Marg Hamilton 
Back-Up: Ron Strople

ADMIN: Leilani Francis 
Back-Up: Sonya Williams

SueAnn Phillips

Daryl Francis

Brenda Pierre

Sam Noizadan

Dr. Benning

CHILDREN  
& YOUTH

MANAGER: Jolie Lawrence 
Back-Up: Anna Charlie 

ADMIN: Christy Wenamn 
Back-Up: Sarah Kinshella

Margaret Charlie

Katherine Charlie

Kelsey Charlie JR.

Brenda Pierre

Sam Noizadan

MENTAL  
WELLNESS

MANAGER: Ron Strople 
Back-Up: Jolie Lawrence

ADMIN: Sarah Kinshella 
Back-Up: Christy Wenman

Daryl Francis

SueAnn Phillips

Brenda Pierre

Elders

TRADITIONAL ADULT  
WELLNESS

MANAGER: Anna Charlie 
Back-Up: Marg Hamilton

ADMIN: Sonya Williams 
Back-Up: Leilani Francis

SueAnn Phillips

Claudette Leon

Brad Charlie

Elders

 
ELDERS

Wellness Model

ELDERS

INTERVENTION

YOUTH ADULT

PREVENTION

Family, Culture, History, Relationship Family, Language, Music,  
Friendship, Recreation

Cultural Teaching
Traditional Medicine
Stories & Songs
Ceremony

Parenting
Activities
Role Modelling
Culture

A&D Councelling, Suicide Prevention, Expressive 
Play, Therapy, Psychiatrist, Clinical Counselor

Wellness Workers, Doctor, Home Care, Nurse 
Practioner, Community Nurse

Community Wellness

Referrals

Ceremony, Fianances, Self-Care, Sobriety

The Lets’emot Leadership Group are meeting 

monthly, or as required to ensure the implementation 

of combined programs and services are clearly 

understood and implemented by our staff.  Change is 

not easy, however, we continue to work with staff to 

ensure a good transition.  

Snowoyelh Director, Patricia Charlie and Health & 

Family Services Director, Virginia Peters play lead roles 

for the integration of services.

• Restructure of Service Team Chart to reflect a lead Manager for each Service Team with a second one named.  

The administrative support also has a first and second in this role.  Working together as “ONE” providing 

services with a team approach

• Adult Services: Kidney Foundation Information Presentation, ASI-EY Program

 ü Tatel (Women’s) Program:  coffee meetings, physical activities, outings, sewing, harvesting, food 

preservation, topics for discussion

 ü Memel (Men’s) Program:  coffee meetings, physical activities, outings, carving, harvesting, topics for 

discussion

• Children & Youth Services:  Spring Break, After School Program, Summer Program, Youth Council, Youth 

Soccer Tournament, Puberty Camps for Girls & Boys, Around the Kitchen Table (HIV/AIDS topic), 

• Elders Services:  Regular monthly meetings, fundraising, harvesting, Elder Sharing in all groups, Elders 

Conference, Physical Activities, Outings

• Mental Wellness Services:  A.A. Mtgs. Mondays, Play House Program for youth counselling 

 

 

Working together, “lets’emot ; lets’ethala; lets’shweli” (one mind; one heart, one spirit), It starts with the 

individual, then the family and on to the community.  We truly believe that “Teamwork makes the dream work”!

“Ey Chap Te Sqwelewel” 

“Doing things with a good heart and good mind promises good results” 

Hoy Chexw!

HEALTH
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Wow, what a busy year it’s been our last annual Housing report. So much 

exciting things have happened within the 2015/2016 fiscal year. To name a 

few, the following took place:

MAJOR RENOVATIONS AANDC 

16 major renovations funded by Aboriginal & Northern Affairs 

Development of Canada (AANDC) were completed within the year. 

Individuals include:

 

Please note that renovation submissions are based on a first come, first 

serve basis (letter of request).  For the upcoming fiscal year 2016/2017, 

we have a whopping 36 units approved as well.  The funders for these 

projects include: Aboriginal & Northern Affairs, (AANDC) Canada Mortgage 

& Housing, (CMHC) and the Federal Budget which Housing has accessed; 

more detail to follow on those units in our next report. 

HOUSING

DEPT. MANAGER  
Sherry Point 
Chemeylem Taunat

HOUSING

Eric / Delores Paul

Harold Green / Charlene Phillips

Pierre / Monica Joe

Ron Hansen

Thelma / Dale Wenman 

Jerry Joe

Mike / Dawn Leon

Joanne Chapman

Stevie Victor

Alex Paul

Robert / Naomi Phillips

Marie Joe

John / Denise Point

HOUSING

 
CMHC SECTION 95 UNITS (3 NEW SOCIAL HOUSING UNITS)

These have been identified as rent to own; these 3 homes are located in our new subdivision; 

tenants include: Shawn Leon/Laura Wright, Patrick Victor-Mack/Emily Aneskan and Joseph/

Tina Wenman.

Tenants were chosen based on our Sts’ailes Housing Policy ‘criteria rating for tenants’. Basically 

is you are a good tenant, who does ‘not’ owe the Band any receivable, and you maintained your 

unit accordingly, the policy would apply to you.  (Stay tuned for next fiscal year, new tenants 

who were chosen for brand new units, we have an additional 4 new homes currently starting 

new construction in the 2016/2017 fiscal year.

NEW CONSTRUCTION

You’ve probably noticed that we had an additional two home that underwent new construction.  

Congratulations to Brock Carter who is a new first time homeowner.  There was also the 

construction of one new band rental unit, which is occupied by Leilani Francis.

Diane Francis has also been approved for new construction for the upcoming fiscal year. 

Congratulation to Diane as well who will be building on Xe’Pay Rd.
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ASSET MANAGEMENT PROJECT (2015/2016)

The asset management project was approved and funded by AANDC in the amount of 

$26,315.  All band assets belonging to Housing & Capital/Public works was entered into a data 

base and stored. This information system was long overdue but, very necessary.  

HOUSE SALE(S)

The sale of 3 existing Band rental units has also taken place in the fiscal year; Congratulations 

to Toni Carter/Clint Purcell who purchased 5601 Chehalis Rd, along with Sarah Kinshell (Leilani 

Francis daughter) who purchased 5527 sachem Rd and Kristen/Jesse Joe who purchased their 

existing band rental unit (5327 Sachem Rd). 

If you are interested in purchasing your existing band rental unit, building your own home, and 

require assistance in any way, I will be more than happy to provide you with more detail and 

direction on how to go about this process.

If you are interested in having your name placed on our housing waiting list to rent a unit, 

please submit your letter with the following information included:

• Your current living situation 

• Applicant ‘Must be Sts’ailes Band Member’ (how many are Sts’ailes and how many family 

members in total that will be residing in the unit. 

HOUSING

• 2 Letters of reference (ie; previous landlord, or if you have not rented before, reference 

from previous or current employer or a non-family member 

• Identify any disabilities (if any) reason is to find a suitable unit for the applicant.

• Those who owe any receivables to the Band will not be considered for any type of housing, 

unless there is a concrete plan in place to correct the matter.

• Update letters of request on an annual basis

BAND HOUSING ARREARS

What a great year, Housing had a zero balance in accounts receivable owing for the 2015/2016 

fiscal year. Happy dance!

These were only some of the highlights that were shared above. Should you have any question, 

concerns, or require any type of information with anything that pertains to Housing, feel free to 

call or email me: sherry.point@stsailes.com     

A special thank you to ‘The Sts’ailes Housing Crew’: Mike Leon, Ryan Charlie, Corey Charlie 

and our renovation contractor, ‘Dale Wenman’ who have been huge contributors to the success 

and completion of the renovation projects as well as Nations Construction & Consulting (Jim & 

Deanna Johnson) for the new construction projects. (I couldn’t have done it without you guys)

HOUSING
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HUMAN RESOURCES 
& ADMINISTRATION

HUMAN RESOURCES I.T.ADMINISTRATION SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE SERVICES

HR & ADMINISTRATION

DEPT. MANAGER  
Linda Pettis

2015-2016 was a very successful year for the department as we 

continued along the path of change to meet the needs of the Sts’ailes 

community. It is with pleasure that I present our 2015-2016 Human 

Resource (HR), Administration, Employment Assistance Services (EAS) and 

Social Development (SD) annual report. The annual report is a reflection 

of our successes for the 2015-2016 fiscal year. The employees of this 

department are as follows:

STAFF

Department Manager 

Linda Pettis 

 

Admin/Receptionist 

Carla Charlie

IT Department Officer 

Mark Balfour

IT Network Administrator 

Adam Balfour

IT Assist/Web & Multimedia 

Mikhail Crispin

Social Dev. Administrator 

Joanna Charlie

EAS Supervisor 

Shelley Felix 

 

EAS Receptionist 

Lillie Joe

EAS CDP 

Verna Leon

EAS CDP 

Stephanie Phair

EAS CDP 

Robin Chapman

Social Dev. Clerk 

Holly Charlie

HR & ADMINISTRATION

As we reflect upon and plan for the upcoming year, it is evident that while a lot of progress 

has been achieved in 2015-2016 there is still so much to do.  During the 2015-2016 fiscal year 

several key changes and initiatives were implemented by our department to meet the needs of 

our community.  

The EAS department continues to build on the leadership’s goals and visions for a stronger 

employment growth and development of training initiatives. The EAS team continues to 

provide effective advice on the Labour Market to support and encourage Sts’ailes members to 

engage into the workforce. The EAS department is instrumental in building the employment 

economics of the Sts’ailes community. The department manager has been very successful 

in the negotiations for funding the EAS program and training initiatives that provide the 

opportunity for Sts’ailes members to build on their skills sets to engage in the labour market.  

The funding received for 2015-2016 exceeds over $500,000.The EAS team will continue to 

encourage, support Sts’ailes members to develop their skills and build their confidence to 

engage into the Labour market or return to school. 

The Information Technology (IT) team is a major asset to the Sts’ailes organization as they 

have a strong commitment and willingness to work collaboratively with all departments.  IT 

staff continue to go above and beyond for the Sts’ailes organization and provide tailored 

services that will meet the needs of each department within the Sts’ailes organization. A major 

undertaking for the IT department for 2015-2016 was moving forward with the next phase of 

the newly purchased servers by upgrading the power to the server room, configuration active 

director and remote back up for the Sts’ailes Community School. IT team will continue to work 

collaboratively with all departments across the organization to ensure that all IT needs are met. 

The Social Development team continues to meet and exceed the expectations of AANDC in 

delivering the Social Development program.  The Social Development department received 

a 98% compliance review by AANDC which is excellent.  The staff continue to work with 

all departments within the organization to develop employment opportunities for social 

development clients by offering WOP’s and ASARETs.  The Social Development Administrator 

also provides CDP support to clients on supporting them to move forward with their career and 

educational goals. 
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The Human Resource department continues to develop systems and processes that addresses 

the strategic needs of the Sts’ailes organization.  . The role of the Human Resource department 

is to support the goals and visions of Sts’ailes Chief and Council. Human Resource Manager 

continues to provide support to the following departments of the Sts’ailes organization: 

• Sts’ailes Development Corporation

•  Sts’ailes Community School

• Health Department

• Snowoyelh 

• Aboriginal Rights and Title

 

One of the main goals achieved in Human Resources was to ensure that the Sts’ailes 

Personnel Policy and Procedures Manual is current with all Federal and Provincial employment 

Legislation.  This past fiscal year the Sts’ailes Personnel Policy and Procedures Manual and 

Sts’ailes Salary Grid and Policy were amended and approved by Chief and Council.  

HR and EAS department continues to work closely with the Sts’ailes Development Corporation 

on the employment opportunities arising within the Sts’ailes traditional territory.  The 

negotiations around the IPP for Big Silver was a great success as we were able to engage 50+ 

Sts’ailes community members into employment. 

Human Resource department continues to work closely with all departments within the 

Sts’ailes organization to identify professional development needs for staff.  Through this 

process HR was successful in securing professional development dollars for 9 Sts’ailes 

employees to enhance their skill sets.  

Every year the department will have come together to review the goals set for the fiscal 

year.  I am pleased to report out that 95% of the goals targeted for 2015-2016 were met.  

The goals that were not achieved will be addressed in 2016-2017.  I would like to thank the 

Sts’ailes community members for their participation in the development of the CCP report. 

This document provides clear direction on what Sts’ailes community members would like 

to see implemented within the community.  During our planning session held in 2015-2016 

we reviewed the CCP and started to develop a work plan on how we can move forward in 

achieving the goals and strategies that were set out in the CCP document.    

Human Resource department continues to manage in excess of three hundred employee 

personnel files.

Every year our department coordinates the Sts’ailes Community Christmas Dinner. A Christmas 

Committee is formed to ensure that this event is successful. The Christmas Committee is 

• Housing

• Capital and Public Works

• Finance

• Administration, Social Development, EAS

HR & ADMINISTRATION

comprised of staff members from all departments within our organization.  I would like to express 

my gratitude and appreciation to the Christmas Committee, Charlie Longhouse (Pat Charlie), 

Lhawathet (Debbie Bennett) who dedicate their own time and resources to support this very 

special event for our Sts’ailes community members. 

The HR, Administration, EAS, Social Development will continue to look for new and innovative 

ways to deliver services to Sts’ailes community members and the organization. Sts’ailes remains 

competitive in its human resources management policies and practices by actively seeking and 

developing best practices, methods and approaches.

I would like to acknowledge our new portfolio holder Carla Charlie and the newly formed HR 

committee Janice George, Sherylynn Crispin and Pierre Joe for their dedication and commitment 

in working with our department. Their knowledge and expertise has been vital in our department in 

achieving the goals and visions that were set for 2015-2016 fiscal year. 

I am pleased to inform you that the following reports for each department that I manage and 

oversee have been prepared by:

Information Technology Report – Mark Balfour

EAS – Shelley Felix

Social Development – Joanna Charlie

HR & ADMINISTRATION
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The Sts’ailes IT Department has had a very productive year that has seen important improvements in our 

infrastructure, the successful completion of multiple long-term projects and issues, and the beginning of new 

initiatives.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT)

IT Infrastructure Improvements and Additions

• Power infrastructure improvements which have 

made a critical difference to our operation and 

disaster recovery capabilities include a NEW 

$40,000 20kw Uninterruptable Power Supply 

(Battery) in the Band Office Server Room, and a 

$100,000 generator in the Sts’ailes Community 

School that will provide continuous power for 

Sts’ailes’ offsite backup systems. The UPS will 

allow 60-90 minutes of runtime in the event of a 

power outage.  While obtaining a generator for 

the Band Office remains an important priority 

due to the frequency and length of the outages 

we face each year, the risks presented by the 

many power outages that we suffer through each 

year have been significantly reduced through 

these improvements.  Both improvements were 

obtained through Susan Balfour’s efforts and were 

generously funded by INAC.  

• The acquisition of a new 2-ton air conditioning 

unit in the Band Office Server room has eliminated 

the challenges we have had keeping our new 

equipment cool.  The older 1-ton A/C unit remains 

as a backup cooling system.  Both air conditioning 

systems are powered by the new UPS unit so that 

cooling continues in the event of a power outage.

• New backup software (Veeam) has been purchased 

and deployed which gives us greatly improved 

reliability and significant cost-savings over our 

previous disaster recovery software (Acronis).

• A new, high-power workstation has been built for 

GIS mapping and has been used to digitize analog 

video and audio.

• Access to video-based tutorials (Pluralsight.

com) has been acquired that allows Sts’ailes 

employees who wish to increase their skills with 

nearly any software to do so.  The Sts’ailes Human 

Resources and Administration Department makes 

this valuable professional development resource 

available to all employees.

Completion of Previous Projects and Issues 

• The new servers deployed during the 2014-15 

disaster recovery were fully stabilized and tested 

during this fiscal year.  All work is now complete.

• The Microsoft software audit was successfully 

completed, and Sts’ailes was found to be in 

compliance without the need for any remediation.

• Deployment of upgraded wireless backbone 

equipment linking Sts’ailes buildings was 

completed.

• Systems running Windows XP have been replaced 

or upgraded.

Sts’ailes IT Department’s Current Status

• We remain at our regularly low staffing level (total IT 

FTE=2.5)

• The IT Department has absorbed the GIS 

(Geographic Information System) role for Sts’ailes.  

IT staff have engaged with GIS training throughout 

the year and are gearing up to provide limited first-

phase production GIS services to the Aboriginal 

Rights and Title and Forestry departments. We are 

planning a dedicated webserver to make maps 

accessible to management and staff for planning.

• We are planning the deployment of new servers 

to store and provide secure, searchable access to 

digitized documents, pictures, audio, and video 

for Sts’ailes.  This planning includes designing a 

working process to digitize the many analog (non-

digital) resources that are important to Sts’ailes to 

safeguard its history and provide timely access for 

future negotiations.  These servers will be open-

sourced and Linux-based and will have no licensing 

costs.

HR & ADMINISTRATION
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STS’AILES EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE SERVICES (EAS)

The Sts’ailes Employment Assistance Services program is funded through Sto:lo Aboriginal Skills and Employment 

Training Strategy (ASETS).   ASETS is a federal government funded program.  The strategy and design of the 

program is to improve the employment opportunities for Aboriginal people and enable them to fully participate in 

the Canadian economy.

Sts’ailes Employment Service consists of 5 Certified Career Development Practitioners (CDP), and one receptionist 

to assistant the needs of client’s with skills development through educational or employment opportunities. 

The EAS Manager and negotiation team have developed a excellent working relationship with contractors that 

commence work in the territory as this has created many opportunities for short and long term meaningful 

employment for the clients in the Sts’ailes catchment area.  Through these negotiations the Sts’ailes EAS and 

SASET have been very successful in providing training opportunities and the necessary skills to employ people in 

the catchment area.

CLIENT BASE STATISTICS

Client Base       Fiscal Year 2015-2016

Contracted # of clients      254

Contracted # of Interventions (CDP sessions)   1,533

HR & ADMINISTRATION

CLASS IN SESSION – THEORY AND PRACTICAL

 Training Program included:  

• First Aid Level 1 

• Transport Endorsement 

• Confined Spaces 

• Fall Protection 

• WHMIS 

• Power Saw Operators 

• S-100 Basic Fire 

• Suppression & Safety 

• S-232 Pumps & Water Delivery 

• S-185 Fire Entrapment & 

Avoidance 

• S-212 Radio Communications 

• S-230 Crew Leader 

Participants: 

1. Aaron Leon

2. Cheryl-Anne Point 

3. Colin Phillips 

4. Floyd Point 

5. Gary Paul 

6. Howard Cunningham 

7. Johnny Paul 

8. Matthew Modeste-Point 

9. Tad Felix 

10. Troy Charlie 

11. William Paul 

• ICS 100 Incident 

• Command 

• S-235 Burn Off & Backfiring/

Ignition Operations 

• Skid Steer 

• Traffic Control 

• Employability Skills: 

 ü Career Decision Making 

 ü Personality Dimensions 

 ü Resume Updates 

 ü Interview Skills 

 ü Employment Links 

HR & ADMINISTRATION
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PROFESSIONAL MINUTE TAKERS 2016

Back row: instructor Susan 

Code McDougal, Joanna Charlie, 

Stephanie Adams, Francine Kelly   

 

Middle row: Claudette Leon, 

Bonnie Leggat, Janice George, 

Sarah Kinshella  

 

Front row: Stephanie Phair, Christy 

Wenman

This group of ladies enhanced their skills in a 1 day minute taking course through Canadian Training Resources. 

• Introductions 

• The Agenda

• Purpose of Minutes

• Types of Minutes

• Role of Minute Taker

• Parliamentary Procedure

• What to Record 

• Listening

Their Agenda and training included:

CONGRATULATIONS CONSTRUCTION TRAINING 2016

This 5 week full time training opportunity funded by 

Sto:lo Aboriginal Skills and Training (SASET)  took 

place at Scowlitz from February 15 – March 18, 2016. 

(Participants from Sts'ailes, Scowlitz & Leq'a:mel)

Certification Included:

• Forklift

• Aerial Boom / Scissor Lift

• Occupational First Aid Level 1

• Transportation Endorsement

• Skidsteer

• Flagging / Traffic Control

• Conciseness

• Other

Program Included:  

• Construction Skills Training 

• Comprehensive Intro to the Construction Industry 

• Construction Safety Training System  

HR & ADMINISTRATION

Site Visit after completion of Big Silver Creek Hydro Electric Clean Energy Project

BIG SILVER CREEK HYDRO ELECTRIC CLEAN ENERGY PROJECT

The Big Silver Creek Project is a run-of-river hydroelectric power generating facility with estimated yearly energy 

output of 139.8 GWh. It is located approximately 40 km north of Harrison Hot Springs, British Columbia in the heart 

of the Sts’ailes territory. Construction of the Big Silver Creek Project began in 2014 and commercial operation is 

expected to commence in late 2016.

Out of the Impact Benefit Agreemment negotiations between Innergex, CRT-EBC, LandSea Camps and Sts’ailes 

around 40 people from the Sts’ailes catchment area have been employed through the Big Silver Project.
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“I love my work, it has 

variety and exposes me 

to new opportunities 

and challenges!”

Leilani Francis, a Sts’ailes band member completed the 12 month 

Aboriginal Health & Community Administration Program (AHCAP) at the 

UBC, Vancouver Campus.

Leilani, already held the Executive Assistant (EA) position to the Sts’ailes 

Health Director.  She further explained how she came to realize how broad 

of an area health covered.  As a continuous learner,  she wanted to gain 

more training and eventually move up to management levels. 

After doing course and cost research, Leilani made an appointment with 

a Sts’ailes Employment Assistance Services CDP to start a long term 

application for funding through the Sto:lo Aboriginal Skills and Employment 

Services.   Leilani was accepted into the AHCAP program, which began on 

January 15, 2015 and finished on Dec 15, 2015.  

During the 12 month program, the training included the following: 

Communications and Leadership,  Fundamentals of Administration, Policy 

and Research, Information Management, and Aboriginal Health and 

Wellness.  Along with the on line classes, Leilani attended 5 - 3 day sessions 

of residency stays at the UBC campus.  

When asked “what surprised you about this training?”  Leilani replied “how 

close and open we (AHCAP classmates) had become.  It made the on-

line training more personal and very helpful.  We were each other’s cheer 

leaders.”  Leilani went on to get very high letter grade marks and upon 

completion, returned full time as the Sts’ailes Health Executive Assistant. 

Some of the daily, weekly and monthly duties that Leilani meets are, 

arranging health meetings, entering data onto the general ledger, making 

out purchase orders, correlating and writing  reports.  Since completing the 

AHCAP training, Leilani attends meetings with outside agencies and helps 

other health staff members with any inquiries. 

Leilani adds,  “Health care needs are growing as the population ages. 

Sts’ailes is planning to build a local Primary Health Care Centre and we 

need people to train for the upcoming positions.”  She also said she’s had 

some pretty good supervisors, who challenged her to do more and to take 

on more.  Healthy challenges met, I would say!

EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE SERVICES PROFILE
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Henry (Hank) Williams, a Sts’ailes community member had expressed for 

years, that he had a goal of getting his Class One Driving Licence.  Henry 

or Hank, as most of us know him as, already had access to monies from his 

band and sought a partnership with Sto:lo Aboriginal Skills & Employment 

Services to assist with the funding costs.  Hank continued to work with the 

Sts’ailes Employment Assistance Services staff and was approved for long 

term funding.  With his Valley Driving School schedule in hand, Hank began 

the Class One Driving training on August 05, 2015.  

Hank attended his classes at the Chilliwack, Abbotsford and Langley 

training centres. Some of the prerequisites he needed and completed 

were, the National Safety Code Log Books, and the Defensive Driving and 

Transportation of Dangerous Goods.  

After completing the prerequisites, Hank went on to pass the air brake 

endorsement and learner’s knowledge tests and completed the hauling 

freight  training.  With 10 hands-on driving practise sessions under his belt, 

Hank took the Class 1 Road Test and passed.  Thereafter, Hank went on to 

take 2 mountainous terrain road practise lessons. By the end of October 

2015,  Hank completed the course and is now a full fledged Class One 

licensed driver.  

The Class One Driving Course takes about 3 months to complete, it is 

intense, it takes commitment and a love for driving.  Hank is also very 

mechanically inclined, a skill that is needed to perform pre-trip, en-route 

and post-trip inspection of the vehicle.  Ultimately, Hank’s long term goal is 

to purchase a tractor and trailer and start his own business. 

EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE SERVICES PROFILE

“He’s Got a Ticket To Drive - 

A Class One Driver”

When I asked Leilani, what her goals for the future are, she said “1 year 

from now, I will be part of a management team and in 5 years, one of the 

health leads for our community.”   She also said, “My career has variety and 

is able to grow and I am also being looked at as a junior manager.” 

Leilani is definitely growing and learning new things everyday and is sure 

that she will meet her career goals.  Congratulations Leilani and thank you 

for helping your community with all of the new initiatives and assisting to 

meet the people’s health needs. 
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STAFF 

Joanna L. Charlie 

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Social Development Administrator /  

Career Development Practitioner 

Holly Charlie 

Social Development Administrative Assistant 

Linda Pettis 

Social Development Manager

Carla Charlie 

 Social Development Portfolio Holder 

Since 2010 the Sts’ailes Social Development has 

had continued success with highly rated Social 

Development Income Assistance Program Reviews.  

In year 2010-2011 the Social Development had 

a 98.3% compliance success rate in our Social 

Development Program Review/Audit with only a 43% 

case review.  

This year 2014-2015, the Social Development had 

a 99.6% compliance success rate in our Social 

Development Program Review/Audit with only a 58% 

case review. 

In written correspondence from AANDC they say they 

are very impressed by the current management of 

the income Assistance Program under Joanna Charlie 

& Holly Charlie and like our systematic approach 

to establishing applicant eligibility and maintaining 

case files.  They state that Sts’ailes has an excellent, 

strong and dedicated team delivering the Social 

Development Program.  Not only has the Sts’ailes 

Social Development Department been recognized in 

other areas by other first nations the Sts’ailes Social 

Development Administrator has been invited by 

Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Canada to participate 

in the First Nations Mentorship Initiative.        

We as the Social Development Team are very proud 

of this accomplishment and strive to meet the 

community’s needs and expectations and exceed all 

AANDC requirements.   

The Sts’ailes Social Development Department 

continues to build partnerships with internal 

departments of Sts’ailes that focus on wellness, skills 

enhancement, and prevention programs for entry into 

the workforce.  Social Development contributes and 
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plays a strong role in many aspects of programming for 

the all around wellness of the Sts’ailes people.  

Through the National Child Benefit Reinvestment the 

Social Development Department has been able to fund 

27 Projects.  There are four modules in which these 

projects fall under.  

The Home to work Transition module provides 

income assistance clientele with a variety of relevant 

activities, workshops, courses to build their personal 

development all within the context of career, education, 

and self-improvement.  Sts’ailes provides clients with 

an assortment of certifications and opportunities to 

facilitate employability and enhance the quality of life, 

self-reliance and build confidence within.  

The Cultural Enrichment module cultivates learning and 

cultural practice as a way to promote and strengthen 

interaction through mentoring.  To build and renew 

ones identity through ceremony and celebration for all 

age group, bringing back community pride and esteem.  

Cultural Enrichment has brought community members 

of every age together to share, learn and celebrate 

through various cultural activities.  Individually and in 

group setting, participants acknowledge and continue 

to acknowledge our cultural strengths to make positive 

changes in their physical, mental, emotional spiritual 

selves.    

The Support for Parents module hosts events for 

parents and caregivers to participate and attend 

programs to promote and enhances the bond between 

parents and children; to build positive relationships.  

Providing social supports that individuals and families 

need to achieve greater independence and higher 

levels of well-being.  This module offers and fosters 

skills development activities that enhance quality of life 

and self-reliance.  This increases the number of clients 

attached to the labor force.  

And the Child Nutrition module ensures that a meal 

or snack is provided during the days when school, 

nurseries, play groups, support centers are in session.  

This budget has been able to assist with and provide 

snacks and meals to all children of Sts'ailes community 
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school, school nurseries, play groups and support 

centers during the school year and at all summer 

programming.     

All of these supports and services have assisted 

in decreasing barriers to employment and training 

opportunities have increased the clients’ chances of 

gaining employment.  There has been a significant 

increase in the number of clientele and low income 

community members applying for employment, 

gaining sustainable employment and obtaining/

continuing their education.  There was a noticeable 

improvement in client morale last fiscal year and it is 

evident that this continues to improve.  

In working closely with Employment Assisted 

Services EVERY Employable adult in receipt of social 

assistance has an active have Employment/Education 

"Action Plans" in place.  Levels of commitment and 

accountability to these plans have been very consistent 

on a monthly basis.    

Employment Assisted Services has had a huge success 

in assisting, guiding clientele into a path of employment 

and education thus decreasing the dependence of 

social programming.  Training has been provided to 

increase skill levels of individuals and several, various 

certificates were obtained.  Clientele are also improving 

their personal development which spreads to their 

overall well being.  Clientele are becoming "aware" 

of barriers they may have and are learning ways to 

overcome them with support and assistance of Home 

to Work Programming.     

Work Opportunity Program (WOP):  The Work 

Opportunity Program is intended to enhance the 

independence and employability of individuals in 

receipt of income assistance.  Within the framework of 

the Income Assistance Program, we have the ability to 

transfer income assistance allowances to employment 

projects which are supported by Chief & Council.  The 

Social Development is delighted and proud to have 

been able to work in conjunction with Employment 

Assisted Services, Sts’ailes Community School, Sts’ailes 

Early Education Centre, Sts’ailes Community Store, 

Human Resources and other Band Departments with 

WOP placements.  To date we have had 9 successful 

placements that all ran for one year.  

The Social Development Department was able to 

apply a large contribution to the Community Christmas 

Dinner, distributed Christmas Gift Cards to clients, 

and this year we celebrated ALL Sts’ailes Elders in 

the celebration of gift giving.  Social Developments’ 

main focus is “inclusion” and so we were able to offer 

every elder over the age of 65 a gift card to Fraser 

Valley Meats.  They were very appreciative for the 

extra assistance during the holiday season.  Though 

the Special Needs budget the Social Development 

Department has been able to purchase full bed sets/

bedding, dressers, various major appliances, kitchen 

utensils for almost every client and child in receipt of 

income assistance.      

Community pride and self-pride will continue to rise 

as a number of participants continually grow.  *The 

teaching of traditional forms of travel and competition 

(which is shared throughout all first nation tribes) 

continue to foster and encourage spiritual fitness.  In 

addition the teachings of mental, physical, and spiritual 

disciplines, these projects also allow for bridging 

cultures to our surrounding neighbors.  Traditional 

Protocols, history, teamwork, effective communication, 

coordination, cooperation, balance, mutual support, 

effort, cohesion, problem solving, motivation, conflict 

management, healthy competition, confidence and 

esteem building, mental discipline, develops/fosters 

positive relationships are some other great things 

coming from this project.  AWESOME!  

HR & ADMINISTRATION
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PROPOSAL WRITER

PROPOSAL WRITER

Susan Balfour 
Miytelélwet

PROPOSALS WRITTEN FOR 2014 / 15

Program/Agency: AANDC - NEW APPROACH TO HOUSING SUPPORT 

Description: 2 – 4 unit multiplex for single parent, small family housing. 

Department: Housing 

Total: $324,000 (total project $850,000) 

Status: APPROVED / Complete

Program/Agency: CAI – COMMUNITY ACTION INITIATIVE 

Description: Developed convening grant for coordinated services. 

Department: Health & Family Services 

Total: $7,425 

Status: APPROVED / Complete

Program/Agency: SASET - ASARET 

Description: 2 positions funded to begin to train and staff for Sts’ailes 

sanitation and waste diversion program. 

Department: Capital Projects & Public Works 

Total: $43,671 

Status: APPROVED / Complete

PROPOSAL WRITER

Program/Agency: SASET – LABOUR MARKET INITIATIVE 

Description: Consultant contracted to do a Solid Waste Assessment for 

Sts’ailes, staff training, community education. 

Department: Capital Projects & Public Works 

Total: $39,493 

Status: APPROVED / Complete

Program/Agency: SASET – S.T.E.P. PROGRAM FOR YOUTH 

Description: Employment training program for 20 youth at Sts’ailes School, 

comprehensive skills training with electives. 

Department: Education 

Total: $31,072 

Status: APPROVED / Complete

Program/Agency: NEW RELATIONSHIP TRUST - KINDERGARTEN TO 

GRADE 12 EDUCATION GRANT 

Description: A class set of iPads requested for remediation and enhanced 

reading and literacy skills. 

Department: Education 

Total: $4,490 

Status: APPROVED / Complete

Program/Agency: NEW RELATIONSHIP TRUST – DIRECT SUPPORT 

Description: Sts’ailes Personnel Handbook development for Directors, 

Managers, and Officers. 

Department: Sts'ailes Organization 

Total: $19,760 

Status: APPROVED / Complete

Program/Agency: SASET – CHILDCARE ASSIST 

Description: Goods and services for Sts’ailes Early Education Centre. 

Department: Education 

Total: $10,000 

Status: APPROVED / Complete

Program/Agency: AANDC – P&ID 

Description: Governance and Strategic Planning Models / Sharepoint. 

Department: I.T. 

Total: $40,727 

Status: APPROVED / Complete
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Program/Agency: AANDC – BCCI 

Description: Sts'ailes Land Use Vision – Strategic Framework and  

Training - Maps. 

Department: Rights & Title 

Total: $49,764 

Status: APPROVED / Complete

Program/Agency: AANDC – FNIF 

Description: CCP – Coordinator wages and community engagement 

activities. 

Department: Sts'ailes Organization 

Total: $73,980 

Status: APPROVED / Complete

Program/Agency: AANDC – NO SET PROGRAM, SUSAN NEGOTIATED 

Description: Industrial generator for power outage control for the school. 

Department: Education 

Total: $100,000 

Status: APPROVED / Complete

Program/Agency: ASRPA – ABORIGINAL SPORT, RECREATION, AND 

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY PARTNERS COUNCIL 

Description: Request for sports heartrate monitors and free weights 

support equipment for students. 

Department: Education 

Total: $1,497 

Status: DENIED

BREAKDOWN 

(Total Approved Proposals for 2014 / 15 - $745,879)

Proposals written for Education specifically total : $147,059

Most of the proposals that were written benefit the entire organization. The applications had 

to be spearheaded by certain Departments, as the funders require commitment from specific 

Departments in order to be eligible and apply. However, there are few, if any, proposals above 

that benefit a single Department. Most of these initiatives required time, human resources and 

effort in order to achieve the beneficial outcomes that the community and organization needed 

and sought out.

PROPOSAL WRITER

Program/Agency: MCFD - ABORIGINAL SERVICE INNOVATIONS 

Description: Assisted with the core funding application to build a proposal 

for the new Government ASI Program. 

Department: Snowoyelh 

Total: $575,000 

Status: APPROVED

Program/Agency: SASET – S.T.E.P. PROGRAM FOR YOUTH 

Description: Employment training program for 20 youth at Sts’ailes School, 

comprehensive skills training with electives. 

Department: Education 

Total: $38,882 

Status: APPROVED / Complete

Program/Agency: AANDC – P&ID 

Description: Battery back-up system for Sts’ailes Administration building 

and Server Infrastructure. 

Department: I.T. 

Total: $40,000 

Status: APPROVED / Complete

Program/Agency: AANDC – LANDS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM  

Description: Preparation to enter the Land Code development process. 

Department: Sts'ailes / SDC 

Total: $75,000  

Status: APPROVED / In process

Program/Agency: AANDC – BCCI 

Description: Sts'ailes Land Use Plan Development Project. 

Department: Rights & Title 

Total: $74,700 

Status: APPROVED

Other work written in collaboration with Departments – only one week of 

my work in 2014 / 15:

PROPOSALS WRITTEN FOR 2015 / 16

PROPOSAL WRITER
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Program/Agency: SASET – TARGETED WAGE SUBSIDY  

Description: 2 Fulltime positions for Community Sanitation Workers to 

implement the Solid Waste Action Plan. 

Department: Capital Projects & Public Works 

Total: $49,877  

Status: APPROVED / Complete

Program/Agency: FIRST NATIONS MARKET HOUSING  

Description: Multiple requests that benefit many Departments – Capacity 

development. 

Department: Sts'ailes Organization 

Total: $100,000 (and up to 300,000 over 3 years)  

Status: APPROVED / In process

Program/Agency: CEAA – CANADIAN ENVIRONMENTAL 

ASSESSMENT AGENCY  

Description: Trans Mountain Pipeline Expansion Project – Participant 

Funding Program. 

Department: Sts'ailes Organization 

Total: $5,950  

Status: APPROVED 

Program/Agency: AANDC – FNIF  

Description: CCP completion – Coordinator and development of the 

Comprehensive Community Plan. 

Department: Sts'ailes Organization 

Total: $74,926  

Status: APPROVED / Complete

Program/Agency: AANDC – TMX NEGOTIATION  

Description: Co-written with Robert Lagasse for SDC and other Depts. 

Department: Sts'ailes Organization  

Total: $50,000  

Status: APPROVED / In process

Program/Agency: DEPT OF JUSTICE – SCHOOL-BASED PREVENTION 

Description: SafeTeen training workshops. 

Department: Education  

Total: $4,350  

Status: APPROVED / Complete

PROPOSAL WRITER

Program/Agency: AANDC – NO SET PROGRAM, SUSAN NEGOTIATED 

Description: Water study, well-head protection plan, or new well. 

Department: Sts'ailes Organization  

Total: $200,000  

Status: APPROVED / In process

BREAKDOWN 

(Total Approved Proposals for 2015 / 16 - $713,685)

Proposals written for Education specifically total : $43,232

Most of the other proposals that were written benefit the entire organization. The applications 

had to be spearheaded by certain Departments, as the funders require commitment from 

specific Departments in order to be eligible and apply. However, there are few, if any, proposals 

above that benefit a single Department. Most of these initiatives required time, human 

resources and effort in order to achieve the beneficial outcomes that the community and 

organization needed and sought out.

PROPOSAL WRITER
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RIGHTS & TITLE

RIGHTS & TITLE

DEPT. MANAGER  
Boyd Peters 
Xoyet Thet

Sts’ailes people have an inherent right to self-government. The AR&T 

department follows the traditional laws of “snowoyelh” to insure that others 

respect the title and rights of Sts’ailes and our ways of governing ourselves 

for the protection and assertion of our sacred land (Xa’xa temexw) and to 

determine future uses of our traditional territory.  

We believe our strength is achieved by maintaining our connection to the 

land, stories, culture and spirituality. By maintaining our solidarity we will 

continue to grow and flourish as a strong, independent Sts’ailes Nation.

AR&T STAFF 

Sts’ailes Chief and Council have the collective responsibility for the 

management, assertion and protection of Sts’ailes Rights and Title. Council 

has formed an AR&T Committee and Governance Committee.  AR&T staff 

works closely with these and other committees, departments, legal counsel 

and various consultants.

AR&T Council Committee (2015-2017 term):

• Chief Harvey Paul - Chairperson

• Councillor Kelsey Charlie

• Councillor Ralph Leon 

• Councillor Boyd Peters

 

Governance Committee (2015-2017):

• Committee Chair/Councillor – Boyd Peters

• Community Elders Representative – Bradley Charlie

• Community Off-Reserve Representative – Gordon Phillips

• Community On-Reserve Representative/Councillor – Carla Charlie

• Technical Support – Fran Douglas

• Technical Support - Pierre Joe (Membership)
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AR&T Full-time Staff:

• AR&T Manager – Boyd Peters

• Research Technician/Justice – James S. Leon 

• Senior Research Assistant – Fran Douglas

 

AR&T Contract Staff:

• Chief Negotiator – Willie Charlie

• Heritage Research Archaeologist – Morgan Ritchie

• Kwi’kwe’xwelhp Community Engagement 

Coordinator – Terry Felix

• GIS/Field Technician – Gordon Blaine

 

On-Call Archaeological and Environmental Impact 

Assessment Staff:

• Field Technician – Burt Charlie

• Field Technician – Michael Peters

• Field Technician – Patrick Point

• Field Technician – Blaine Sonnenberg Jr.

• Professionals and University graduate students

 

Our Goals

• Stewardship and protection practices reinforce 

traditional use in the territory for future generations

• Sts’ailes members, leadership and staff understand 

the issues and the community’s approach relating 

to rights and title

• Reclaim unceded territory (golf course, Chehalis 

River Hatchery, Weaver Creek, Campsites)

Our Objectives

• Necessary plans are in place – land management 

plan, land use plan, land code, rights and duties, 

along with community development plan with 

physical development plan updates, inclusive of all 

public facilities/locations

• Teach Sts’ailes youth about Rights & Title; 

incorporate in Sts’ailes Community School: inspire 

young minds; have an education campaign to our 

members

• Install signs “Sts’ailes territory” throughout the 

territory; sign on #7 Hwy – “you are on Sts’ailes 

territory”, maps available at store for visitors with 

our logo (our territory)

• Land use plan developed with diligent consultation 

with members; apply best practices and traditional 

knowledge

• Research policy to protect our information and 

history

• Compensation for loss of land (Morris Valley Road)

• Share “the Strength of Claim” at community 

functions

• Encouraging and promoting the need for Sts’ailes 

youth to receive an archaeology degree

• Put more resources in place to support the AR&T 

department staffing

• Need to enforce buffer around Sts’ailes; 

transparent revenue allocation; departments to 

prepare business case for lands

• Respect canoeing: keep power boats on south side 

of river; prevent erosion on waterways

• Negotiate GAR (Government Action Regulation) 

orders for other sacred sites
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GOVERNANCE

According to Council’s vision to achieve sovereignty and self governance, the AR&T Department is mandated 

to assert our jurisdiction, develop the constitution, create codes and laws, and reclaim ownership rights in our 

territory.  This includes and is not limited to justice, the environment and our natural resources.  We will also 

develop our own Comprehensive Land Use Plan. 

 

Our Goals

• To continue to be governed by dedicated, 

competent leaders who honor our community’s 

interests and needs

• Improve communication between leadership and 

Sts’ailes members

• Ensure programs and services are carried out to 

support efficient service delivery

• Ensure members enjoy fairness and transparency 

of Sts’ailes government through establishing 

policies, practices and necessary constitutions

Our Strengths

• Having youth and elders sit on committees

• Having Chief & Council visit the school for  

cross-learning

• Asking the community what they want through 

CCP

• Appointing governance portfolio on Council and 

having a governance committee

• Establishing a growing influence over municipal 

governments

The Challenges

• Politics that interfere with inter-family connections

• Community dependency on leadership for some 

things that are not leadership’s responsibility

• Government policies that remain unchanged
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MEMBERSHIP CODE

Council has prioritized development of a customized 

membership code so that we may survive as a distinct 

people consistent with our heritage, our culture 

and our values. The Governance Committee will be 

doing further drafting of the membership code in 

consultation with the community. 

Sts’ailes Spousal Property Law (SSPL) – Court case 

decisions have resulted in a need for the development 

of Matrimonial Real Property Laws for on-reserve.  The 

deadline to have this in place was December 16th, 

2014.  We did not meet this deadline, so we presently 

come under provisional law regarding these property 

matters.

The Governance Committee is on Draft #6 of the 

Sts’ailes Spousal Property Law (SSPL) and contracted 

Arbutus Law to assist in the development of the 

SSPL.  Once finalized, the SSPL will go to a community 

Ratification Vote. 25% of eligible voters must vote on 

this law.  There will be community consultation on the 

SSPL. 

CUSTOM ELECTION CODE

Constitution development includes the Custom 

Election Code that is waiting for provisional approval 

from Ottawa prior to a community vote on it. Draft #19 

has been completed and further rounds of legal review 

and community consultation will take place prior to a 

ratification vote that is planned for 2017. 

Highlights of the Custom Election Code include:

• The Custom Election Code must be compliant with 

the Canadian Charter of Human Rights.

RIGHTS & TITLE
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• Chief and Council will be responsible for appointing 

our own Electoral Officer and Appeal Board with 

provisions for conflict of interest, provide our own 

forms, oversee appeals, length of terms and decide 

on the number of council members. INAC will have 

very little involvement with our elections.

• The Appeal Board under the Custom Election Code 

will include a respected Sts’ailes Elder, a Sts’ailes 

member and one other respected non-Sts’ailes 

First Nation person.

• The proposed term of office is three (3) years for 

one Chief and nine (9) Councillors.

• Persons nominated for Chief will need to pay a $50 

non-refundable fee. 

• Persons nominated for a Councillor position will 

need to pay a $30 non-refundable fee. 

• All persons running for Chief and Councillor 

positions must NOT have been convicted of an 

indictable offence in the last ten (10) years.

• The candidate for Chief must be a member of 

Sts’ailes.

• A candidate for Council must be a member of 

Sts’ailes.

• A person may be a candidate for only one of the 

offices of Chief or Councillor in any Election.

• As required by law, provisions for mail-in ballots are 

available to all members.

• Mail-in ballots are required to be compliant with 

the Corbiere Court Case regarding all off-reserve 

members’ right to vote.

• If two (2) or more candidates have an equal number 

of votes for Chief or for the ninth (9th) highest vote 

for Councillor, there will be a recount within twenty-

four (24) hours and if there is still a tie the names 

will be placed in a hat and the Electoral Officer will 

draw the name to fill the position.

• For Election Appeals there is a $75 non-refundable 

filing fee.

• The Chief or a Councillor may be removed from 

office on one or more of the following grounds:

 ü He or she has violated the Custom Election 

Code.

 ü He or she has breached their Oath of Office.

 ü He or she has been convicted of an indictable 

offence. A conviction of an offence related to 

the assertion/exercise of aboriginal rights/title 

shall not be deemed a conviction under this 

code.

 ü Removal from office could also result from a 

unanimous Band Council Resolution for just 

cause.

• Proceedings to Remove the Chief or a Councillor 

shall be commenced by a petition filed with the 

Appeal Board signed by 30% or more of Eligible 

Electors (voters).

• Vacancies of Chief and Councillors are created 

when the person holding that office: dies; resigns; 

has been convicted of an indictable offence; has 

his or her election declared invalid by the Appeal 

Board; has been unable to perform functions of 

his/her office for more than six (6) months due to 

illness or other incapacity; or has missed three (3) 
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• Council and/or General Band meetings within a 

twelve (12) month period without just cause.

• In the event that the office of Chief becomes 

vacant, a by-election shall be held within ninety (90) 

days on a date set by the Electoral Officer.

• No by-election shall be held if there are less than 

nine (9) months remaining in the term of Chief 

whose office has become vacant.

• In the event that the office of a Councillor(s) 

becomes vacant the candidate with the next 

highest vote count shall hold that office.

Amendments to the Sts’ailes Custom Election Code:

• This Custom Election Code may be amended or 

repealed only by a subsequent code made by 

Sts’ailes.

• Before amending or repealing this Custom 

Election Code, Council shall hold at least two 

(2) membership meetings that are open to all 

members to consider the proposed amendment or 

repeal.

Next Steps:

• There will be one (1) more community consultation 

meeting held in early 2016.  The draft code was 

placed on the band’s website and communiqués 

were issued in the band’s newsletter. A hard-copy 

of the Custom Election Code was distributed to all 

on-reserve and off-reserve eligible voters.

• Governance Committee is working on the final 

draft.

• The draft code will be submitted to Ottawa for 

review/comment and get formal provisional 

approval of the final draft code and authorization to 

move forward with the ratification vote process.

• The final draft will be put to a community 

referendum vote March 2017. At least fifty-percent 

(50%) of eligible voters must participate in the vote 

and fifty-percent (50%) plus one (1) must vote 

in favor of the Custom Election Code for it to be 

passed.

• We then need to comply with INAC National’s 

repeal process of waiting at least six (6) months 

after the community has ratified the code before 

the code comes into force and effect. Depending 

on when the code is approved, it may be in effect 

for the 2019 Election.

CUSTOM ELECTION CODE 
INFORMATION
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NEGOTIATIONS

The AR&T Department leads a number of negotiations for Sts’ailes for the protection of our traditional territory and 

governing rights.  The following is an update on some of these important files:

Hemlock Economic & Community Development 

Agreement (ECDA):

• The Mountain Resorts Branch has concluded its 

review and approved the Hemlock Resort Master 

Plan for expansion.  

• A Signing Ceremony was held on November 12th 

2015 at Hemlock Valley. Minister Thompson was on 

hand and media fully covered the event.

• Final Approved Master Plan - One of the 

requirements of the approval is that this 

Master Plan be updated to reflect the modified 

Development Area Boundary to remove Ten Mile 

Bay, Sheers Island, and Camp Cove; and, include 

additional information on public recreation and 

all seasons resort activities within the Controlled 

Recreation Area.

• The next step is for the Major Resorts Branch to 

work with the Hemlock Resort to finalize the Master 

Development Agreement and we anticipate that 

will be completed in the next few months.  The 

resort will also need to begin engaging with Fraser 

Valley Regional District on an amendment to the 

Hemlock Official Community Plan.

• Forest Management Plan – The Developer will 

prepare, in conjunction with the FNWL holder 

(Sts’ailes), a forest management plan that will 

guide resort development activities and the 

integrated forestry operations, recognizing resort 

development as the higher objective. Consideration 

will be made for additional volume to be harvested 

outside of the FNWL should the phased 

development become delayed or change. 

We are negotiating a revenue sharing agreement with 

the Major Resorts Branch for the Hemlock expansion. 

We have started to discuss an ECDA process and 

components that Sts’ailes would like to see in the 

ECDA. The Province’s threshold is 20% for revenue 

sharing. 
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Morris Valley Road (MVR) Trespass: 

• Negotiations are substantively complete on the 

formal ‘Proposed Settlement Terms’. The Sts’ailes 

Negotiating team and Council are pleased 

with the deal and will soon be announcing  our 

compensation package

• As of April 2015 we have the first draft of the 

Memorandum of Agreement.  

• We have notified AANDC in regards to the land 

surrender of 1.5 hectares on IR#5 on Morris Valley 

Road and ATR of equal size at 10 Mile Bay or Camp 

Cove.

MOA is nearing completion.  Environmental 

contamination at Camp Cove and Ten Mile Bay has 

stalled the process.  Further testing may take about 

six months.  Sts’ailes may revert back to Ten Mile Bay 

depending on the level of contamination, timelines, and 

the resources required for clean up.

Negotiations are being finalized for Walking Path, 

Underpasses, and Fleetwood FSR. The cash 

component is agreed upon. We have received capacity 

funding from MOTI for our capacity to negotiate.

Follow up on MOU with Province 2011: 

• MOU was signed in 2011 as an incremental 

step towards the development of a more 

comprehensive Enhanced MOU or Reconciliation 

Agreement ;  to get a mandate for a Reconciliation 

Agreement requires a strong business case

• Deputy Minister Doug Caul committed to visit 

Sts’ailes and would like to see where we are in 

this process and to see our needs/wants for the 

agreement

• The MOU will create greater certainty within 

Sts’ailes territory (for Sts’ailes, the Province, and 

proponents)

We are negotiating for more to possibly include:    

• Public Recreation, Compliance and Enforcement: 

Opportunities for collaborative work to have 

a greater presence on the land and improved 

management of public recreation within Sts’ailes 

territory (Keepers of the Land). This initiative fits in 

with our land use planning. 

•  Communication Protocol – Emergency Response/

Natural Disasters:  Streamline a communication 

protocol and explore opportunities for collaborative 

work (ie. BC Wildfire Service).

•  Archaeology: Explore opportunities for a 

streamlined working relationship on archaeological 

activities.

• Heritage Sites – Sasquatch Crossing Eco Lodge:  

Explore potential resources to support this site. 

• Education, Justice and Health will also be added.  

RIGHTS & TITLE
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LS8 PROPERTY- STS'AILES SASQ'ETS A:EYLEXWTAWTEXW

• Plans for the LS8 property include building an Assisted Living Unit for elder care.  

• We are trying to ensure value of land is equal to targeted amount of $450,000.

• The legal survey and Land Transfer Agreement will be happening very soon. 

OTHER FIRST NATIONS’ TERRITORIES

• We have a completed draft of a Nation to Nation Treaty of Peace and Friendship with In-

SHUCK-ch. 

• Sto:lo Xwexwilmexw Treaty Association (SXTA) . They are staying off of our traditional 

territory for treaty settlement land selection. 

• Scowlitz – Harvey met with Chief Colin Pennier and presented a draft LOU for their 

consideration. 

• Kwantlen – We are attempting to re-engage.

R V. CHARLIE AND CHARLIE, CHILLIWACK PROVINCIAL COURT FILE NO. 
62449-1 

• We have retained Mandell and Pinder for this case. There are a number of phases 

anticipated in this matter in order to raise Sts’ailes title and rights defenses, including: 

 ü Phase 1: Making the Crown Prove Its Case in the Fisheries Charges 

 ü Phase 2: Establishing Sts’ailes Title and Rights to the Harrison River 

 ü Phase 3: Returning to the Fisheries Charges for Infringement and Justification Hearing 

 

• Trial dates for Phase 1 are set for June 9, 20, 21 - 23, 2016 in Chilliwack Provincial Court. 

• We are finalizing our Claim Maps and Notice of Civil claim. This includes Description of 

claim area, scope of Aboriginal Rights and Fee Simple lands.

This will be a landmark case that includes the Management and Title of water and fishing.  We 

will need to enhance our SOC for this case.
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INDIAN DAY SCHOOL CLASS ACTION

• Our community members who attended the Chehalis Indian Day School have come in and 

filled out a total of 82 forms in preparation for the Class Action Suit.

• We are waiting for an update from our lawyers on the progress of this class action suit.

INDUSTRIAL WASTE DISPOSAL SITE PROPOSAL AT BOULDER CREEK 
(STATLU)

• Further to our opposition of the Statlu Auto Shredder Residue (ASR) proposal, the 

proponent proposed an industrial waste disposal site at this location to make the gravel 

business viable.  This would include two way trucking. 

• TRI did an environmental assessment of the site for remediated soil (usually from gas 

station sites), which now goes mostly to Richmond or Princeton.

• The proponent did a community consultation at Sts’ailes on June 14, 2015 and the 

proposal was rejected.

• The proponent asked us to select another suitable location for this project in our territory.  

We disapproved of this project anywhere in our territory. 

FORESTRY

• We continue to charge a road use fee for logging trucks trespassing on Morris Valley Road 

and we continue to work on a strategy for increased forestry tenure within Sts’ailes Tribal 

Lands.

• We are seeking appropriate sharing of revenue and expansion of Sts’ailes’ access to timber 

and we are seeking Timber Apportionment of over 77k+ m3 from licensee’s or royalty 

payments.  A working group was agreed upon to explore this further.

COMMUNITY HEALTH CARE FACILITY AT LS1

• We are presently looking at options for obtaining a long-term lease on the LS1 property to 

build the Community Healthcare Center (CHCC) with a Palliative Care unit.

RIGHTS & TITLE
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INDEPENDENT POWER PROJECTS (RUN OF RIVER)

• Stokke and Tipella Creek: Annual Royalty is being collected.

• Tretheway Creek: Construction is well underway. We did a ground blessing ceremony on 

site.  

• Big Silver: Construction commenced in 2014 and will be in operation soon. Many of our 

people are employed on site.

• Bremner and Trio Creeks: Permitting and Environmental Assessment process is ongoing. 

Trio will be under construction soon and council has approved the purchase of more equity 

ownership in the project that will create very good returns for Sts’ailes 

• Sakwi Creek: Construction is complete.

• Clean Energy Revenue sharing agreement was signed for Tretheway and Sakwi Creeks’.  

Sts’ailes will now receive a portion of the taxes from these projects. We aren’t happy with 

the Provinces revenue sharing formula and will continue to lobby for a change in this 

formula based on our strength of claim.

STRENGTH OF CLAIM (SOC) RESEARCH PROJECTS  

• All SOC projects are still underway, with the exception of place name information, which is 

largely compiled.

• The research focus and scope of archaeological research changed with the unanticipated 

excavation of the midden at John Mack Slough by Sts’ailes community members. 
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• Traditional Sts’ailes knowledge of past land use and occupancy, 

 ü Includes compiling, digitizing, and transcribing existing interviews conducted with 

Sts’ailes elders. 

 ü Status: Review of transcripts underway.  

Still require digitized tapes for review. 

• Sts’ailes place names, 

 ü Over 100 place names compiled and georeferenced for mapping. 

Status: Complete – but place name compilation/data refinement is ongoing. 

• Sts’ailes genealogical research, 

 ü Require community engagement to compile traditional names

• Ethno-historic documents, ethnographic literature, 

 ü Ethno-historic literature reviews focusing on Claim Areas for Title and Rights case. 

Compilation of data from historic maps and texts is ongoing and will require at least 

one more trip to BC Archives. 

• Archaeological excavation, mapping, and analysis 

Highlights include: 

• Evidence for at least 600 years of use at Chocolate Bar, and evidence for continuity in 

traditional practices during this time. 

• Evidence for many large Sts’ailes villages occupied immediately prior to contact with Euro-

Canadians (key consideration for demonstrating aboriginal rights)

• Over 10,000 artifacts recovered from John Mack Slough midden. Over 1,000 are formed 

tools, and the rest is debitage relating to the creation of spear points, projectile point, and 

knives. The raw material indicates extensive local quarrying of raw materials and also long-

distance trade. The finished tools were likely redistributed across the lower mainland. This 

is valuable for demonstrating trade and exchange. 

RIGHTS & TITLE
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

• Wood Lake Fire – We weren’t happy with the notification from BC Fire Service on the Wood 

Lake Fire (3,000 hectares) that put our community at risk and destroyed many heritage 

sites and villages in our territory. The BC Fire Service agreed to take us on Helicopter 

Reconnaissance’s to survey the damage and assess the risk. 

• AR&T put out daily community notices for the fire. 

• Elders held a cultural ceremony with regard to the forest fire and the community held a 

Recognition ceremony for the firefighters. 

• There is a three to five year aftermath with forest fires like this so more information is to 

come.

USE AND OCCUPANCY MAPPING (2014/2015 BCCI, 2015/2016 BCCI - 
ONGOING)

• 15 interviews conducted to date. Additional interviews are required.

LAND USE PLANNING FOR THE TERRITORY

Central objectives in developing the Sts’ailes Xa’xa Temexw Land Use Plan are to:

• Clearly articulate Sts’ailes interests in the lands and resources with regard to maintaining 

cultural integrity, ecological health, and ensuring economic wealth and sustainability;

• Set the foundation for shared decision making based on traditional laws and governance 

protocols within the Harrison Watershed; 

• Guide the effective assertion of aboriginal rights and title to Sts’ailes territory;

• Provide a foundation for effective decision-making tools and guide appropriate economic 

developments;

Our land use plan is under development – expected to be prepared for June 1, 2016 

Consultation with community will be required.
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KWI’KWE’XWELHP (KWI)

Sts’ailes has worked in partnership with Correctional Service Canada (CSC) for 16 years with the redevelopment of 

the Elbow Lake Minimum Security Institution into the Kwi’kwe’xwelhp Healing Village. It is now seen as a model of 

success.  

Sts’ailes has representation on various committees 

in conjunction with Kwi:

• Chief Harvey Paul chairs the Senate Advisory 

Committee. Virginia Peters is a Senate member. 

• AR&T Manager Boyd Peters chairs the Citizen 

Advisory Committee (CAC). 

• Terry Felix chairs the Cooperative Programs Board 

for community service projects.  Boyd Peters and 

James S. Leon also sit on this committee.

 Annual Contracts that we manage for 

Kwi’kwe’xwelhp include:

• Community Engagement Coordinator (Terry Felix)

• Cultural Activities Contract (for elders to teach 

crafts, Halq’eméylem Classes and share stories)

• Chief Colin Pennier has joined the Senate Advisory 

Committee. 

• Wenona Victor, UFV Professor has filled the final 

seat on the Senate.

• The Portable Mill is now at the old fire hall 

compound. The mill will produce lumber for 

community projects

• Construction of Frog House and Bear House is now 

completed. 

• We successfully negotiated an increase in the 

Community Engagement contract for 2016-17.

• A new Cultural Services Contract is signed for 

elders have not been up there in April or May.

RIGHTS & TITLE
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CITIZEN ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CAC) KWI’KWE’XWELHP HEALING VILLAGE -  
CAC ANNUAL REPORT 2015-2016

CAC Chairperson's Remarks: 

The Kwi’kwe’xwelhp CAC is an active and diverse group that continually amazes me with their dedication. My role 

and purpose as CAC Chair provides me with the opportunity to make positive changes in the correctional system 

by Observing, Advising and Liaising. 

It is widely recognized that First Nations people are vastly over-represented in the prison system and I believe that 

Kwi’kwe’xwelhp and Sts’ailes have the capacity to help offenders in their healing path. Sts’ailes is open to sharing 

our cultural and traditional forms of healing for the reintegration of offenders into their home communities. The 

Safety and well-being of all our communities benefit.  It is a mutually beneficial relationship that has gained national 

and international recognition.

CAC Profile:

• Early 2015-16 found our CAC to a full complement 

of 10 members.

• Our CAC has managed to have success with 

holding a regular monthly meeting on the first 

Wednesday of each month. We hold a minimum 

of 10 meetings annually. The Kwi’kwe’xwelhp 

boardroom is barely able house all CAC and staff 

for our meetings. 

• Our CAC members are continually trying to raise 

the profile and awareness of the CAC. We continue 

to discuss ways to strengthen the CAC membership 

and are always inviting local community residents 

to attend the monthly Welcoming Ceremony or the 

monthly CAC meeting. 

Highlights of CAC Activities & Accomplishments:

• All CAC members are actively engaged with various 

levels of participation at Kwi’kwe’xwelhp Healing 

Village. Between the monthly CAC Meeting, 

Residence Wellness Committee (RWC) Meeting, 

Warden's Board Meeting, Parole Board Meeting 

and the monthly Welcome/Blanketing Ceremonies, 

our CAC members spend many hours each month 

at Kwi’kwe’xwelhp .

• Engagement between CSC personnel and the 

CAC continues to be healthy and strong. At each 

monthly meeting there is on average between 

4-9 CSC personnel in attendance, from the 

Warden, Deputy Warden, AWMS, MAI, Manager of 

Programs, SIO along with the Recording Assistant.

• The Kwi’kwe’xwelhp staff encourage our CAC 

to attend the Healing Village events at all times; 

whether it be the cultural opening and blessing 

of new living quarters or an activities day for the 

KwikTeAlex (residents) or a Staff Holiday lunch.

• One of our CAC priorities over this past year was to 

continue to tour a number of other institutions. In 

the summer of 2015 six CAC members did a tour 

of Pacific institution. We also toured Fraser Valley 

Woman's Institution (five members took this tour). 
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• Provincial Tours - Our CAC wanted to see 

the contrast between Provincial and Federal 

Institutions. We did a tour of Ford Mountain 

Correctional in February 2016. All CAC members 

toured and were treated with lunch. 

• All the CAC members are encouraged to 

participate in Seminars and Training made available 

either through Regional CAC or through the 

Kwi’kwe’xwelhp Healing Village. (With-in reason, 

as budget allows). Five CAC members attended a 

Restorative Justice seminar in November held at 

Matsqui Institution.

• Our CAC supported the expansion of the 

Community Kitchen at Kwi. The addition would 

support cooking facilities for ceremonies and food 

storage. 

• CAC members attend ceremonies held up at 

Kwi’kwe’xwelhp Healing Village. The members are 

advised of cultural protocols for sacred events such 

as the Winter Opening or Winter Closing. The CAC 

are regularly called upon to “Witness” or “Speak to 

the Work”

• The biggest events this past year were the "Change 

of Command" Ceremony where Sts'ailes aboriginal 

culture was incorporated with the CSC protocols 

and retiring Warden Hilda Fehr stepped down and 

the new Warden Marie Cossette took over. 

• Also incorporated with one of the monthly 

Welcoming Ceremonies was the signing of the 

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between 

Sts'ailes and CSC. The MOU of 2001 was updated 

and is a re-commitment to ongoing healing and 

sharing of cultural services. 

• The Kwi’kwe’xwelhp CAC was recognized and 

Honored at a Welcoming Ceremony in January 

during CAC Awareness week. 

• As always the KwikTeAlex continue to assist in 

various community Service projects at Sts'ailes. The 

CAC Chair reports on community service projects 

to the Sts’ailes at bi-annual General Band meetings. 

• KwikTeAlex participate in community AA meetings 

and day treatment programs in Sts’ailes.  

• The Sts’ailes community is exploring options of a 

Section 81 facility in the community. 
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JUSTICE

Our Goals

• Develop and implement our own community safety 

plan and restorative justice system to include 

traditional laws, elders, family, healthy leaders and 

members who live a healthy lifestyle

• Establish our own tribal policing unit 

• Develop just and transparent laws with the 

authority to enforce them and impose penalties

Our Objectives

• Develop partnership agreements with various 

agencies regarding justice (i.e. RCMP Tripartite 

Agreement)

• Share legal process information with the 

community 

• Engage the youth (talks with elders and Kwi 

residents)

• Emergency Safe House

• Enforce the Dog bylaw

• Fishing and Hunting Education Program

• Implement security systems in all community 

buildings

• Post more signage (i.e. speed limits, trespassing, 

illegal dumping, littering)

• Implement a confidential hotline for on reserve 

community members

• Train a Justice Worker

• Re-establish a Drug Task Force

• Develop a reintegration program for members after 

evictions/banishments

Our Strengths

• A good working relationship with the RCMP and 

within the community

• Having the RCMP attend our Justice meetings

• Having Snowoyelh involved in court proceeding of 

our community members

• Addressing our poaching issues

• Developing a Justice Strategy

The Challenges

• Drugs and alcohol issues

• Lack of information on the legal process

• The Criminal Justice System focuses on the 

individual and not the family

• Lack of community security - Need an enforcement 

officer to maintain and enforce our policies

• Lack of resources and processes in Justice

The Community Consultative Group Terms of 

Reference were ratified by Council on November 2015. 

Chief and Council recognize and acknowledge that 

RIGHTS & TITLE

Justice is a growing concern in our Community and 

there is a lack of resources for this program.  In April 

2014 Council drafted a Justice Framework Strategy 

at the time to recognize that “Justice is Everyone’s 

Business”.  A Justice Steering Group of Council further 

refined the Justice Strategy Framework.   

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE JUSTICE 
STRATEGY

Community Safety is the means by which all people 

are given the opportunity to develop their spiritual, 

emotional, mental, and physical abilities to the fullest 

extent.  The holistic development of a strong sense of 

family and spirituality will in turn allow each person to 

participate fully in the social, political, and economic 

lifestyle of their choice.  The Community Safety 

and Justice Strategy will work within the guidelines 

established by the Sts’ailes Band Council and 

Community with a focus on the cultural, historical, and 

traditional teachings of the Sts’ailes people.  The goal is 

to produce a Community that is safe for all Community 

Members especially the most vulnerable such as the 

Elderly, Children, Women and Disabled. 

Council approved of a Sts’ailes Community 

Consultative Group (CCG) for Justice, Áliy xwlam te 

Stsailes Í:west lets'ó:lmexw sq'ep. 

The CCG is mandated to:

• Meet with the RCMP Upper Fraser Valley First 

Nations Policing Unit Detachment once every two 

months.

• The topics included in the RCMP monthly reports 

to Sts’ailes are:

 ü Crime trends

 ü Special events

 ü Community concerns/issues

 ü Reports on RCMP members transfers in and 

out of the community.

• Develop and maintain a Justice Strategy.

• Ensure culture and snowoyelh (traditional law of 

everything) is included in the Justice Strategy.

• Traditional Aboriginal methods of justice are 

promoted and utilized.

• Ensure justice work is carried out in a restorative 

way to prevent or resolve problems that affect the 

community’s safety and quality of life.

• Identify policing priorities that are listed in the 

Letter of Expectations.

We held a Community Justice Forum on November 

12th, 2015 at the Community Hall. Justice had a booth 

displaying the crime statistics for our community, 

opportunities for comments on justice and available 

resources for justice. Justice is included in the CCP 

and will form a section in the Sts'ailes Constitution 

development process

Key Elements of the Justice Strategy Include:   

Challenges 

• Alleviate the fear of retribution, if justice issues 

were reported by community members

• Children's lack of education on community safety

• Cyber Bullying 

RIGHTS & TITLE
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Principles for moving forward

• Set up partnerships and protocols.

• Re-Frame to “Justice is everyone’s business”

• Customize a made in Sts’ailes approach to justice 

Ideas for building a prevention strategy

• Put a focus on the family not the self. 

• Focus on Parenting Skills – life skills, effects of 

residential school.

• Programs for lateral violence and domestic violence 

• Implement a “prevention strategy” for Sts’ailes 

utilizing programs in Sts’ailes and RCMP.

• Establish and maintain relationships with First 

Nation Police. 

• Investigate what money is available.

Recognizing and building resources

• Continue to support existing policies; “zero 

tolerances to drugs/alcohol, drug and alcohol free 

role models in Sts’ailes community.

Enforcement and following up

• Banishment – letters of warning and banishment 

orders.

• Offender tells their story for the learning of others 

in a restorative manner. 

• Justice office set up in Sts’ailes administration 

buildings.

The Sts’ailes justice strategy will be further developed 

and a community forum will be held to seek 

communities input on priorities.

 
LEGAL OUTREACH PILOT PROJECT

We hosted a Legal Outreach Pilot Project by Dhanu 

Dhaliwal Law Corporation.  This service was offered 

free of charge to our community members.  

Justice Forum April 27th - Jodway Law did a 

presentation on “Child Protection and the Courts.”

RIGHTS & TITLE

JUSTICE STATISTICS

• There are 21 updated banishment BCR’s.

• Two of the Banishment BCR’s are in the process of 

being lifted.

• According to Probation there are 32 Sts’ailes 

members on Probation.

Call for Police to Sts'ailes

RIGHTS & TITLE
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• There is ongoing contact with Probation Services 

to set up a system for people on probation with 

Community Corrections.

• Sts’ailes is working on a Partnership with the Legal 

Services Society.
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MESSAGE FROM THE 
SNOWOYELH DIRECTOR

As the lead for Snowoyelh maintaining our philosophy has been one of my main goals, using 

the word Snowoyelh, which means, “the Law of Everything” is a driving force in guiding our 

programs and services. Snowoyelh is the highest responsibility for our people and this ensures 

that we continue to uphold the integrity and fabric of what keeps our community strong, by 

keeping the traditional teachings left with us by our ancestors.

Our approach, using the simplicity of our culture and tradition is the easy part and also the 

main success of our programs. Our continued collaborative working relationship with the 

Ministry of Children and Family Development, on many levels, has seen grow and change 

to our program in the past year. The Te Lalem contract being one of many successes this 

fiscal year, MCFD is looking at changing the contract, in turn changing the legislations and 

government regulations.

Snowoyelh continues to ensure that culture is incorporated into the work done with Sts’ailes 

Families. Following the teachings and culture and blending them with government regulations 

and legislation to ensure Sts’ailes members can grow strong and have positive change in their 

family systems.

Over these past few years, it has been my pleasure to be a part of growth of Sts’ailes 

Snowoyelh programs Te Emi:melh and Te Lalem.

O’Siyam,

NANCY PATRICIA CHARLIE  |  Sel Ya:al 
Snowoyelh Director
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SNOWOYELH
TE EMI:MELH TE LALEM

SNOWOYELH

TE LALEM – TE EMI:MELH

Snowoyelh is a unique program that is offered to Sts’ailes members living on and off reserve. 

We use the traditional meaning of Snowoyelh to guide our work - 

“Snowoyelh is the natural law provided by the Creator, It is the Law of Everything”.  

This natural law guides us in our duty to ensure safety and wellbeing of our children, our 

families, our ancestors, and those yet to come. The wellbeing of our people includes all aspects 

of the circle of life: physical, mental, spiritual, and emotional. 

Snowoyelh programs are guided by the Seven Laws of Life: Health, Happiness, Generations, 

Generosity, Humility, Understanding, and Forgiveness. Our vision is to conduct ourselves in 

ways that are consistent with this Law.  

Our culturally based program is an unique approach which supports goals of safety and 

wellbeing of Sts’ailes children, adults, elders, families, community members and others who are 

guided to us.  

SNOWOYELH HISTORY

Snowoyelh Department was formed in February 2009. The program built on an existing model 

of practice consisting of a collaborative relationship between Sts’ailes Health Department 

and MCFD. The Health Department and Aboriginal Rights and Titles Department created a 

proposal based on Sts’ailes culture with a key goal of assuming full responsibility for Sts’ailes 

Children and Families based in the community. In July 2009 the Snowoyelh House was 

acquired and became the center of operations. 

SNOWOYELH

STS’AILES SNOWOYELH TE EMI:MELH (CHILDREN AND FAMILY)

Snowoyelh Te Emi:melh is our Child & Family Services 

program that operates out of Snowoyelh House 

located at 5084 Sachem Rd. The office was once a 

community member’s home, but purchased in 2009 for 

the Snowoyelh Program, the space is meant to create 

a safe and welcoming environment for community 

members, clients, caregivers, family members and 

supports that access services from our program.

Te Emi:melh program is a full service culturally 

appropriate child and family services program.  

Te Emi:melh’s main goal is to ensure safety and 

wellbeing of children and support families in a 

culturally appropriate manner.  Nine staff work within 

this program, utilizing Sts’ailes Culturally appropriate 

delivery of service. Sts’ailes unique approach keeps 

children within their family system while working with 

extended family system in developing safety plans and 

supporting family growth. 

Throughout the year Snowoyelh offers various 

programs based on Sts’ailes Traditional Calendar. 

SPRING
TIME OF NEW LIFE
March / April / May June / July / August

TIME TO HARVEST

December / January / February September / October / November

TIME OF REFLECTION TIME FOR PREPERATION

SUMMER

FALLWINTER

FIRST SALMON CEREMONY ELDERS CONFERENCE

SPRING BURNING ABORIGINAL DAY

FALL BURNING

YOUTH SOCCER SASQUATCH DAYS

STS’AILES NEW YEAR

Memel (Men’s Program) - 8 wk. Healing & Wellness Gathering (February)

Healing & Wellness Gathering - National Addictions  

Awareness Week (November)

Cultural Gathering of Traditional Materials

Cultural Wellness - 12 wk. programCultural Gathering of Traditional Materials

Cultural Wellness - 12 wk. program Puberty Camp (July)

Memel (Men’s Program) - 8 wk. (Apr/May) 5-7 yr. old Summer Program

Healing & Wellness Gathering (May) Healing & Wellness Gathering (fish depending)

Cultural Gathering of Traditional Materials Cultural Gathering of Traditional Materials

Tatel (Grandma Program) - 9 wk. program

Traditional Homemakers Group - 8 wk.

Tatel (Grandma Program) - 9 wk. program

Traditional Homemakers Group - 8 wk.
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Gathering of Traditional Materials

Community Elders are invited to shared their 

knowledge of when, where and how to harvest the 

traditional materials such as Herbal medicines, cedar 

roots, cedar bark, etc. within Sts’ailes Traditional 

Territory. Those that attend gain valuable knowledge 

such as how to recognize a variety of plants and trees, 

which ones can be used for medicines and making arts 

and crafts, how to take bark off the tree, to dig in the 

earth to gain the roots, stems and flowers of plants and 

how to make the teas and salves from the plants that 

are gathered. 

Traditional Homemakers Group

For all community members aging from youth to elders, 

this program was created to gather to share teachings 

and traditional skills. Through this client driven program 

Snowoyelh is ensuring that our traditional teachings 

are practiced and passed on from elders traditional 

knowledge transference to younger generations. 

Through a proven therapeutic process of healing from 

intergenerational trauma cultural traditional practices 

covering reconnecting emotionally, physical, spiritually 

and mentally with ones self and supports. Traditional 

practices that are shared during this program are a 

wide range of activities such as but not limited to: 

weaving, sewing, crocheting, knitting, food preserving 

– fruit, vegetables and meats, scrapbooking, beading, 

traditional medicines, cooking and more. 

In keeping our teachings alive we are ensuring our 

generations develop culturally strong self-identity, 

cultural values, growth and cultural building by 

strengthening family connections between generations 

of families, increase knowledge, self-awareness and 

skill for a healthier lifestyle, build self-esteem and self-

confidence ~ keeping our traditions and culture alive.

Tatel 

Women’s group is a drop-in program opened to 

all women within the community to build a healthy 

support network. The main focus of this program is 

to create a safe, support environment for women to 

share with and support one another during specified 

activities. During program utilizing the seven laws of life 

(Health, Happiness, Humility, Generations, Generosity, 

Understanding and Forgiveness) the group is able to 

focus on the traditional roles and responsibilities of 

mothers/females within family systems. Women will 

enhance their life by learning new ways how to live a 

healthy balanced life style, while strengthening their 

bond with their family. 

Mamel 

The men’s program is offered in collaboration between 

Sts’ailes Health and Snowoyelh programs to promote 

a healthy life style and to enhance the lives of men.  A 

welcome circle and cultural practices such as a sweat 

lodge and/or spiritual cleansing, traditional art and 

crafts are used to address severe and intergenerational 

trauma, grief loss, and healing. 

SNOWOYELH

 
 

NEED MORE INFO? 
 

Natural Changes Camp: Matilda Charlie 604-796-1282 or email Matilda.charlie@stsailes.com 
 
Warrior Camp: Kelsey Charlie at 604-796-1282 or email Kelsey.charlie@stsailes.com  
 

Registration Forms available from Kristine Leon at Snowoyelh house  
604-796-1282 or email her at Kristine.leon@stsailes.com  

 

Natural Changes   
And  

Warrior Camp 
 

July 15-18th, 2014 
Where › Boys – Camp Cove 
    Girls – Charlie Longhouse 
Sign-up July 4, 2014 9:00am – 3:00pm 
@Snowoyelh House 

Living strong and healthy for our children while honoring our Elders!!! 
 
 

 
 

                              

Culture, Fun, Games, 
Teachings, Singing 

and Drumming 
 
 
 

Nutritious Snacks,  
Meals provided  
 
 
 

Events and Ceremony 
to take place  

 

Boys meet at 
Snowoyelh House at 

8:30 am 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Limited Spots 
Available  

Puberty Camp

Camp is designed to meet Youths growing needs 

of becoming a young adult, to have a strong 

understanding of Sts’ailes culture, and have developed 

life skills that prepare them emotionally, spiritually, 

mentally and physically for their changing roles in the 

community as they become young adults.

Providing Warrior Camp for boys, Natural Changes 

for girls, these camps offer program such as, but 

not limited to: Health - hygiene, nutrition, healthy 

sexuality, Traditional stories and legends of Sts'ailes 

territory, Traditional practices - , commitment, 

cleansing ceremony, traditional roles, canoeing, 

drumming singing, bannock making, family tree, jam 

making, cedar bracelets. Elders provide knowledge 

and guidance to the history of traditional practice to 

passage of rights. 

5-7 Summer Program 

Program runs from July to August, three days a week. 

The program runs out of Snowoyelh office outside on 

nice days and indoors on rainy or cold days. 

There were a number of activities that were scheduled 

and must say that it is very difficult to pick some 

highlights of the program as each day of events the 

children enjoyed and had a lot of fun as well as had 

some learning curves along the way. 

All activities were scheduled and based on themes 

and ensured that there was culture incorporated in the 

program which was always favorite for the children. 

Some of the main highlights were the cultural 

storytelling, weaving, the slahal game with the 

recreation program and the everyday teaching of being 

together and respectful to each other and self.

SNOWOYELH
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Healing & Wellness Gathering: Stelmexw Stl’axwtxw

This cultural sharing event was hosted in collaboration 

with Sts’ailes Health Department. Event started in the 

proper way with an opening prayer by an elder with the 

added touch of having a child from the community say 

a prayer in our traditional language. 

The event was a perfect opportunity for Snowoyelh 

and Health to showcase the work that we that is done 

within their departments. Snowoyelh acknowledged 

clients through an honoring ceremony for all of their 

work and dedication towards their healing, self-

care and participating in programs that we offered 

throughout the summer months. Health was also able 

to announce and explain the accreditation process 

and announce the accomplishment that Sts’ailes is 

accredited ~ way to go Health. 

Together Snowoyelh and Health allowed Sts’ailes Elders to announce their Mission 

Statement:

Empowering Sts’ailes Elders to regain their rightful place and have a strong voice in Sts’ailes 

community in sharing their gifts, stories and teachings to ensure Sts’ailes Unique Cultural 

Identity, Values and Cultural Integrity is respectfully carried forward for present and future 

generations in a safe and healthy way

“…To you from failing hands we 

throw the torch; 

 be yours to hold it high….”

(Excerpt from war poem “In Flanders 

Field” by Lieutenant Colonel John McCrae-

Canadian Physician)

VISITOR 
FEEDBACK 

“I left feeling 

so filled with 

hope and 

good feelings”

“it was a great 

opportunity 

to be in 

attendance”  

SNOWOYELH

The event was truly spirit lead participants were asked to join in on a healing circle with a 

brushing. The event finished with entertainment, there were two visiting performers that 

shared the bear dance and the deer dance, this was a great opportunity for the people of 

Sts’ailes and those in attendance to witness. The night ended with our two local dance groups: 

Leq’a:mel and Sasquatch Tours. The event was uplifting for those in attendance to witness. 

Meat Preserving 

Snowoyelh hosts this event with the intent to help those families in need to make it through the 

winter months, strengthening the teachings of our people. Traditional Harvesting or Hunting 

is the starting of this program. Hunters are consulted when they can go out usually for at least 

two days to gather the necessary meat for this program. This is also a teachable time for our 

youth to go out on the hunting trip with those adult males who are asked. After confirming with 

the hunters the date is set for the preserving. There has been more and more interest from 

community members, of all ages: elders to children, who do not have hunters in their families 

that take advantage of this program. Having elders attend Snowoyelh events is really important 

and creates Sts’ailes natural family structure, elders to guide, adults to do the work with youth 

and children. For the preserving this time we did meat cutting and burger grinding, however 

participants were able to can but had to cook it at home. The meat that is preserved is referred 

to as soul food by our elders this is an important tradition by our families – to provide for your 

family and others in need, we need to keep it alive for our future families to come and yet to 

come. 

SNOWOYELH
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Sewing program

The sewing program is offered as a therapeutic process of healing from intergenerational 

trauma. Also promoting skill building in areas of the use of a sewing machines & serger, on 

items such as clothing, quilts, how to apply a native design, sewing for community events, etc.  

The program promotes multigenerational participation of Daughters, Mothers, grandmothers, 

aunties, cousins and family and provides self-esteem and self-confidence to participants. 

Keeping within Sts’ailes Traditions of Generosity this group of participants provided give 

a way’s and gifts for numerous community events including the Sts’ailes Elders Christmas 

Luncheon.

Expressive Art/Play Therapy Centre for Children 

The Expressive Art/Play Therapy Center for children is located upstairs at Snowoyelh #2. 

An identified need in the community for children, youth and adults this program has been a 

success with many referrals to seek services from Dr. F. Paris. The demand has been so high 

that Snowoyelh and Health have assigned 2 to work with F. Paris to learn how to offer Art/Play 

Sessions with a few of the children/youth, the program has been moving forward as planned 

and children/youth continue to attend. 

Letse’mot Awtexw

Located behind Snowoyelh House, along with a traditional sweat; these are used for Cultural 

Programs such as Traditional Circles, Cultural Ceremonies, Cultural Teachings, Celebrations, 

Elders Teachings and Sharing Groups and Cultural Knowledge Transference. 

SNOWOYELH

TE LALEM (THE HOUSE)

Te Lalem started as a Sts’ailes Specialized Residential Resource program in April 2008 through 

a collaborative partnership between Sts’ailes and MCFD to keep families together while parents 

learn to safely care for their children. Parents and children are accepted into the program 

through a social worker referral. Length of stay is based on each family’s unique plan. 

Since 2009 Te Lalem has worked with 22 parents and 40 children as of June 2016.  This 24-

hour a day 7 day a week program with the help of 5 program support staff.  

Residents learn traditional parenting and basic life skills from staff with Sts’ailes Cultural 

Teachings. 

In the past year Te Lalem worked with 2 single moms and 3 children. Each family plan 

determines the length of stay, 1 mom with her 2 children successfully completed the program 

and met all goals outlined in her care plan, moving on to have her children returned to her care 

and living in her home community with the children. A Cultural ceremony was held for her at 

Letse’mot Awtexw after completion of the program.

Te Lalem had 2 different nations visit the program to gather information to possibly start a 

program of their own. MCFD has also planned visits to view the program. 

SNOWOYELH
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MESSAGE FROM THE 
CEO

Welcome to the 2015-16 Community Report for the Sts’ailes Development Corporation.  

These are exciting yet challenging times in SDC and I hope this report is an opportunity 

for Sts’ailes members, visitors, and partners around the world to learn more about our 

innovative operations, financial performance, strategies, services, and sustainability 

initiatives.

First, I would like to acknowledge our full-time, part-time and on-call staff for their ongoing 

commitment to our mission to serve the sovereign interests of the Sts’ailes people. I also 

raise my hands in gratitude to both our Board of Directors and to the Sts’ailes Chief and 

Council for their direction and support in pursuing the creation, ownership and operation 

of profitable businesses, including socio-economic enterprises that nurture and strengthen 

self-reliance.  

Sustainability and Success 

To succeed, organizations need to sustainably grow. The world moves at an ever-

quickening pace; stagnation really means moving backward. Since our very beginning, 

SDC has continued to demonstrate impressive growth in terms of business development, 

geographic reach, increased customer-base, infrastructure development and 

improvements, employment, and, of course, revenue. This growth has enabled us to be 

innovative, and in some notable cases, lead the way in engaging in business. 

It has been quite an interesting year with many developments and accomplishments. Prime 

examples of success are found in the “highlights” segments of this report. To name a few: 

we re-directed hydro companies to undertake habitat restoration work to the Harrison 

sloughs and spawners quickly returned in abundance after decades of absence; SDC 

received contracts and hired Sts’ailes workers on the Big Silver Hydro project and similarly 

on the Bremner Trio Hydro Project beginning in 2016-17 whereby we negotiated a contract 

to provide remote camp services; the SDC Board recommended to Sts’ailes Council, and 

they agreed, to pursue a major investment in the Bremner Trio Hydro project with SDC 

responsible to secure the financing and conduct due diligence.
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Furthermore, our ongoing efforts to further advance our corporate social responsibility is 

continually apparent. For instance, Sts’ailes was awarded the Environmental Stewardship 

and Community Improvement Award by the Clean Energy BC for SDC’s work in restoration 

of four of the Harrison sloughs – with more underway! Other noteworthy undertakings:

• Successfully negotiated sub-contracts for construction of run-of-river hydro projects. 

• Entered an economic development agreement with Innergex, BC’s largest independent 

power producer, to jointly develop a hydro project in the territory.

• Sts’ailes received a $500,000 grant that will be transferred to SDC to initiate 

investments to either increase the timber volume under Sts’ailes license and/or to 

establish a single or joint venture opportunity.

With such advances it is very apparent that our world needs - and there is high demand 

for - enterprises that strike a balance in sustainability, socially, environmentally, and 

economically. Our ancestors understood this, and the modern world is catching up. It is only 

fitting, as we celebrate our involvement in clean energy, to acknowledge that our success is 

deeply rooted in the principle of sustainability. Sustainability is not only the right thing, it is 

simply good business.    

Looking Ahead

So what do the coming years hold for SDC? We have recently completed our annual 

workplans and budget projection for the coming year, which set the direction and pace for 

the organization. We have also completed a five-year work-plan that incorporates elements 

from the Comprehensive Community Plan (CCP) – direct input from the community, which 

will serve as a blue print for our progress over the coming years.  SDC is well positioned to 

continue sustaining our existing businesses while exploring new business opportunities. 

We aim to go beyond the status quo to establish genuinely innovative enterprises. This 

means pursuing and nurturing pathways to new revenue streams.  There are emerging 

possibilities that come with the increase of Sts’ailes presence on the land and meaningful 

engagement in equity positions in the clean energy and other sectors that ultimately benefit 

Sts’ailes as a whole. 

Community  

Being a “community report”, some may ask what the implications of SDC’s growth are for 

the Sts’ailes community, one of SDC’s primary stakeholders, and perhaps also for SDC staff. 

It is with deep respect and confidence that I say the growth and prosperity of SDC has and 

will continue to produce positive effects, such as:

• Increasing own-source revenue. 

• Creating more businesses and jobs.

• Preparing community members for professional positions.

• Increasing our credibility and profile for investors and government, leading to better 

networking and benefits for Sts’ailes. 

• Positioning to manage and protect the Sts’ailes Xaxa Temexw – Sts’ailes traditional 

territory through land acquisitions and sustainable land development.

• Participating in environmentally sustainable clean energy projects. 

• Promoting stewardship of our watershed’s salmon eco system. 

• Increasing planning, promotion and partnerships in fish habitat restoration. 

• Developing a fisheries cooperative leading to revenue sharing.

• Staying involved in community functions, such as the Youth Soccer Tournament, 

Sasquatch Days, Harrison Salmon and Eagle Festival and Christmas.

SDC is growing into a success story that would not be possible without the contribution 

of our patrons, our industry partners, our dedicated employees, and our strong leadership 

who have all shared our incredible journey thus far. 

Sincerely,

ROBERT LAGASSÉ |  Xéylsqóyeplexw
CEO
Sts’ailes Development Corporation 
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DEVELOPMENT 
CORPORTION

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUR BOARD & STAFF

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

PRESIDENT 

Kelsey Charlie

CEO 

Robert Lagassé

DIRECTOR 

Brad Charlie

A/FINANCE OFFICER/

SENIOR ACCT. CLERK 

Sadie Radford

DIRECTOR 

Chief Clarence Louie

BUSINESS DEV. 

MANAGER 

Dave Allen

DIRECTOR 

Al Stobbart

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT 

Sherylynn Crispin

ADMINISTRATION

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

A / SUPERVISOR 

Laura Wright

STS’AILES LHAWATHET LALEM

Custodian  

Violet Blain

Maintenance Worker 

Dwayne Commodore

On call staffFACILITY OPERATOR 

Denny Stobbart 

SASQUATCH CROSSING ECO LODGE 

Maintenance Contractor 

Al Stobbart

GENERAL MANAGER 

Dave Moore 

OPERATIONS MANAGER 

Kim Charlie 

FISHERIES

Administration Assistant 

Shauneen Charlie

Operations Assistant 

Joseph Mercredi

Seasonal staff

SENIOR FORESTER 

Dave Allen

SASQUATCH FOREST PRODUCTS 

Operations Forester 

Vacant

CHEHALIS STORE & GAS BAR

STORE MANAGER 

Vanessa Jules

A / Supervisor 

Lois Neufeldt  

Store Clerk 

Dominic Charlie-Francis

Store Clerk 

Will Adams

Store Clerk 

Aleeshia Point

On call staff

CAMPGROUND ENTERPRISES

Rec Sites Contractor  

Bruce Ledingham

Camp Cove 

Store Manager Vanessa Jules
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 

SDC’s role in business development is to find new strategic opportunities for SDC, determine feasibility of 

prospective businesses and expansion of existing enterprises, start new companies on the path to viability and 

stimulate the Sts’ailes economy, including job creation.  

Projects in Pre-Feasibility Stage:

• Bottled water plant

• Health Care Centre & Assisted-Living Facility

• Lakefront Resort Development at Harrison Lake

• Kiln – lumber drying facility

• Purchasing additional timber volume

• Managing a major forestry tenure for the province  

Projects in Business Plan Stage:

• Hydro Project at Lookout Lake

• Fisheries added value products

• Cross laminated timber manufacturing facility

• Commercial Ice Production 

Joint Ventures & Other Businesses:

• Commercial/Residential Construction 

• Land Clearing Construction

• Clean Energy Production 

• Real Estate Development (on/off-reserve) 

TH’AWEL: A CLEAN ENERGY PROJECT 

Last year we reported that SDC is developing an 

Economic Development Agreement (EDA) for a Clean 

Energy Project with Innergex. An agreement was 

concluded. SDC has obtained the water rights and land 

use certificates for this proposed project.

• Key provisions of the agreement include:

 ü The opportunity to buy into significant equity 

position on a hydro project;

 ü Direct award contracting opportunities;

 ü Employment and training commitments;

Separate from the EDA, a business opportunity is 

being negotiated by SDC with BC Hydro.   In parallel, 

the AR&T department is negotiating a Reconciliation 

Agreement with the Province that could include a 

hydro business opportunity.  

LAND DEVELOPMENT 

Sts’ailes and the Province are nearing the conclusion 

of negotiations of two parcels of Crown land within 

Sts’ailes Traditional Territory. The negotiations are 

taking place as an accommodation for the sale of 

recreation lots in the Harrison Lake area, and the 

trespass of portions of Morris Valley Road onto reserve 

lands. 

SDC currently awaits conclusion of these negotiations 

on the transfer of the Crown land properties before 

untertaking business planning. More information about 

the progress of the negotiations can be found in the 

Aboriginal Rights & Title section of this Community 

Report. 

So how does this relate to SDC? 

The Province requires the lands to be transferred to a 

business entity. The land will be held for Sts’ailes under 

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

a partnership of the Chehalis Economic Development 

Trust which will serve as the Limited Partner (LP), 

and SDC will serve as the General Partner (GP). The 

partnership that will be referred to as Sts’ailes Land 

Development (SLD). SLD will hold and develop the 

properties on behalf of Sts’ailes, much like how Sts’ailes 

is developing in the clean energy sector (SEED - 

Sts’ailes Eco Energy Development). 

The lands under negotiations are being earmarked for 

specific uses, one being a Primary Health Care Centre 

which is being referred to as SLD Sts’ailes Sasq’ets 

a:eylexwt awtexw LP, and the second property for 

future development.   

The land transfer is a significant milestone for Sts’ailes 

and SDC in that the transfer of lands exemplifies 

Sts’ailes’ commitment and assertion of increasing our 

presence on the land, continuing to protect our lands, 

and developing our socio-economic efficiencies. 

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

LEGAL STRUCTURE FOR SLD (Lands) & SEED (Hydro)

COUNCILCHEHALIS 
ECONOMIC 

DEVELOPMENT 
TRUST

MEMBERSHIP

SEED: Sts'ailes Eco Energy Development 

(A partnership of Chehalis Economic 

Development Trust and Sts'ailes 

Development Corporation)

The trust, as limited partner, has liability 

protection as long as it is a passive 

investor that does not participate in 

management.

The Chief holds the shares in SDC  in 

trust for membership.  Chief and Council 

appoint directors of SDC but do not 

participate in management.

SDC, as general partner, is responsible for 

managing the various limited partnerships.
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SLD: Sts'ailes Land Development 

(A partnership of Chehalis Economic 

Development Trust and Sts'ailes 

Development Corporation)
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Five-Year Evergreen Contract 

New this year, SDC and Maharg Contracting/Senica 

Logging (MS) are negotiating a five-year renewable 

logging contract whereby MS will have a guaranteed 

volume of timber to log over the next five years. The 

volume will be 70% of the five-year allowable cut 

or 104, 000 m3. Logging rates will be negotiated to 

industry competitive rates. The target completion of 

the contract is within the third quarter of the next fiscal 

year (Oct-Dec 2016).  

Purchase of Washington 78A 40 Grapple Yarder 

(Swing Yarder) 

Also new this year, a yarder was purchased to facilitate 

the timely logging of the cable ground associated with 

our forest licenses. Much of our volume is located 

on the mountain slopes which require a yarder. It is 

projected that our logging company, Sasquatch Forest 

Products (SFP), can save approximately $5.00/m3 

by doing our own cable logging. The yarder started 

work in March 2015. A projected volume to be logged 

annually is 7,500 m3 with a capacity to log 25,000 m3 

annually. Contracting the machine out is a possibility. 

LandSea Camps/SDC Joint Venture

The partnership has provided remote camp services 

under contract to Innergex for services at the Big 

Silver hydro project over a 30 month period., ending 

June, 2016. Bremner Trio Hydro Corp has contracted 

our services beginning in April 2016. Employment 

opportunities are under discussion between LSC and 

the Sts’ailes Employment Assistance Services agency.

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

CLEAN ENERGY SECTOR

Over the last 8 years Sts’ailes has established itself as a significant participant in the clean energy economy through 

negotiation of various revenue sharing opportunities. These 7 projects will each play a role in helping the Province 

achieve energy self-sufficiency. They also play a role in generating tax revenues for BC over the next 40 years, 

provide opportunities for employment and training, for creation of parallel business opportunities for SDC and 

adding quality assets to the Sts’ailes economy. 

These projects provide a long term stable cash flow stream through the development of our natural resources in an 

environmentally sustainable and responsible manner.

Constructed projects: 

1. Stokke 22 Mw

2. Tipella 18 Mw

3. Sakwi 5.4 Mw

4. Tretheway 21.2 Mw

 

Projects under construction: 

5. Big Silver 40.6 Mw (completed August 2016) 

Projects to be constructed or awaiting final 

approvals:

6. Trio  25 Mw (starting spring 2016) 

7. Bremner  25 Mw (starting winter 2016)

Projects in preliminary planning stage:

8. Tha’wel – Lookout Lake 

STOKKE HYDRO PROJECT 

Innergex Renewable Energy, Inc. 

22 megawatt project   

• The project continues to 

operate and produce a royalty 

to Sts’ailes. 

TIPELLA HYDRO PROJECT 

Innergex Renewable Energy, Inc.  

18 megawatt project

• The project continues to 

operate and produce a royalty 

to Sts’ailes. 

SAKWI HYDRO PROJECT 

Pacific Slope Power LP & Sts’ailes 

Eco Energy (Sakwi) LP 

5.5 megawatt project

• This project completed 

construction and became fully 

operational in January 2015.

• SDC has secured 30% equity 

ownership in addition to a 

position on the Board for the 

Sakwi Hydro Project 

• A share distribution report is 

anticipated in May 20, 2016

TRETHEWAY HYDRO PROJECT 

Innergex Renewable Energy, Inc. 

21.2 megawatt project

• The project was completed in 

October 2015. SDC provided 

oversight throughout the last 

few years of the construction 

phase. Sts’ailes received 

capacity funding from project 

owners Innergex to participate 

on the Tretheway Construction 
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• Committee. The CEO served 

as the Sts’ailes Representative. 

The project will now start 

to provide an annual royalty 

payment for each of the next 40 

years beginning in 2016.

BIG SILVER HYDRO PROJECT 

Innergex Renewable Energy, Inc 

40.6 megawatt project 

Previously Reported: 

• Last year this project was in 

the construction phase and 

SDC secured revenue sharing 

with Land Sea Camps – camp 

services were provided during 

the construction of the project. 

Training and employment 

opportunities were offered.

• Sasquatch Forest Products 

(SFP) received a contract 

to clear the camp and 

powerhouse site including the 

penstock right of way.

New Highlights:

• SFP secured the harvested logs 

which generated additional 

profits over and above a volume 

ordinarily logged in our own 

blocks.

• This project is expected to be 

commissioned by BC Hydro 

within the second quarter of 

the next fiscal year (July 2016).

BREMNER AND TRIO HYDRO 

PROJECTS 

BTHCorp. & Sts’ailes Eco Energy 

Development 

25 Mw each.

Previously Reported: 

• Sts’ailes owns a small but 

significant equity position in the 

project as a benefit negotiated 

in an Accommodation 

Agreement. SDC is negotiating 

the purchase of additional 

equity which will be held by 

a special purpose company - 

SEED Bremner Trio LP.

• The Trio project is scheduled to 

start construction in the Spring 

of 2016-17. SDC is confident 

in obtaining site development 

contracts and employment 

opportunities.

• Equity investment 

 ü The SDC Board provided 

a recommendation to 

Sts’ailes Council to borrow 

$5,000,000 to purchase 

additional shares and 

Council agreed. The 

First Nations Finance 

Authority, of which 

Sts’ailes is a borrowing 

member, approved the 

loan in principle, subject to 

completion of due diligence 

requirements. SDC 

continues its due diligence 

to finalize the loan in 2016-

17.

• LandSea Camps/SDC JV

 ü The LSC/SDC contract 

that was negotiated for 

the Big Silver project will 

carry forward on these two 

projects.

Sakwi Hydro Project 

• SDC serves as the general 

partner of Sts’ailes Eco Energy 

Development (Sakwi) LP which 

owns a 30% of this project. 

The project began operating 

in January 2015. Share 

distribution will be announced 

in early 2016/17.

Th’awel – Lookout Lake Hydro 

Project

• This is a proposed project 

under negotiation with 

Innergex. SDC secured the 

water licence and the land 

tenure from the Province. This 

is a long term, forward thinking 

initiative.

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

CONSTRUCTION SECTOR

CONSTRUCTION WORK FOR BREMNER 

TRIO HYDRO CORP 

Site Development Contract

• Contracts

 ü SDC secured a contract for clearing for the 

penstock route. 

 ü SDC also submitted a proposal to the primary 

construction companies for this project 

outlining SDC’s capacity to undertake contracts 

along with a letter describing the goods and 

services we could provide to the contractors.   

CONSTRUCTION WORK FOR INTERIOR TO  

LOWER MAINLAND (ILM) 

A BC Hydro Project 

• Construction completed.

• SDC/Maharg Contractor profit sharing $167k 

• In 2012 Sts’ailes formed the SSS JV which is a SDC 

partnership with Seabird and Cheam First Nations 

to develop access roads and clearing/logging 

the right-of-way required to build a high voltage 

transmission line from Merritt to Port Coquitlam. 

SDC’s net profit was (3.1%) $198k. 

• Obtained contracts of $6 million in summer 2012; 

as of 2014/15 we had obtained $20 million in 

contracts to be undertaken by 3 partners. 

• The final holdback payable to SSS JV is still 

outstanding. SDC does not anticipate any further 

opportunities on this project.  

CONSTRUCTION WORK FOR TRETHEWAY CREEK 

HYDRO PROJECT 

Site Development Contract

• SDC obtained a contract to perform excavation, 

monitoring and other work on the John Mack 

Slough and the Frank Dan Slough. The work was 

successfully carried out.

• We were unsuccessful on our bid to clear the 

transmission line right of way despite a competitive 

bid. No future construction work is expected on this 

project for SDC other than for slough enhancement 

and select community amenities. 
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CONSTRUCTION WORK FOR BIG SILVER CREEK 

HYDRO PROJECT  

Site Development Contract

• SDC obtained a contract to perform excavation, 

monitoring and other work on the Jimmy Charlie 

Slough. The work was carried out successfully. 

 ü And another from CRT, the prime contractor, 

to clear the powerhouse site and the short 

penstock right-of-way (this project will divert 

the water to the turbine via a blasted tunnel).

SDC/LANDSEA CAMPS JV 

Camp Services 

• Big Silver Creek Hydro Project: 

 ü SDC LSC JV will continue to provide camp 

services through to Summer of 2016.

 ü SDC LSC JV continues to honour the 

commitment for employment, job training, 

and subcontract opportunities by employing 

over 15 of our members, directly and indirectly, 

creating over $500k in opportunities. 

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

• Bremner Trio Hydro Project: 

 ü SDC LSC JV will be providing contracted 

services to this project beginning in early 

2016/17 through to the next 3 years. A similar 

revenue sharing arrangement as Big Silver is 

underway for the Bremner Trio projects. 

 ü Employment opportunities are under 

discussion between LSC and the Sts’ailes HR/

EAS department. 

STS’AILES SORTYARD 

• The site was rented to Flatiron Graham JV (FGJV) 

to perform their contract obligations on the ILM 

Transmission Project. They are now moved out of 

the sort yard. The yard was left in a condition better 

than when FGJV entered the yard.

• 3 Sts’ailes members that were already trained to 

assemble the towers on site. Security personnel 

and flaggers were hired as required.

• Net profit for the 15 month period was $103,500.

• There has been no formalization of the business 

park at this time. Intended uses might include 

light industrial, green industrial, commercial 

industrial, possibly heavy industrial – all under lease 

agreement. 

RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL 

CONSTRUCTION 

• A joint venture agreement was drafted with Nations 

Construction to build on the working relationship 

we enjoyed in working together on several projects 

over the years. No significant advancement 

has been made on developing the joint venture 

agreement with Nations Construction at this point 

in time.  

• Renewed interest has been expressed by 

Maharg Contracting Ltd. to explore a partnership 

whereby SDC and Maharg would address land 

development opportunities. Although no significant 

advancement has been made in developing the 

partnership further, there remains interest from 

both parties.  

FISHERIES HABITAT ENHANCEMENT 

CONSTRUCTION

Previously Reported: 

• SDC has led in Habitat enhancement of 4  major 

Sts’ailes sloughs: Ed Leon; John Mack; Frank Dan 

and recently the Jimmy Charlie Slough. Funding 

was obtained from our clean energy partners 

Innergex and WindRiver Power. They were 

mandated to invest in offsite compensation for 

fish impacts caused by the construction of run-of-

river hydro projects. Construction completed on 

schedule.

• Chum and Coho were spawning within days of 

completion. 

• A bank of enhancement projects is under 

development to guide us in setting priorities 

throughout Sts’ailes Xaxa Temexw in the coming 

years.

• Slough enhancement work took place for the 

Jimmy Charlie Slough within the 2nd quarter (July 

2015) and all stakeholders noted the work well 

done by SDC. Additional work on the slough is 

planned for 2016/17. See Fisheries Sector report 

for greater detail.

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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FISHERIES SECTOR

HARRISON FISHERIES AUTHORITY (HFA)  - A Sts’ailes and Scowlitz Partnership

How HFA Works 

Allocations are negotiated between DFO and the HFA represented by Council designates from 

Sts’ailes and Scowlitz. General fshing plans are agreed to in advance of the season, while 

actual allocations are generally announced within 24 hours of the fshery. Access, timing and 

space sharing is coordinated with the  rest of the Lower Fraser First Nations through pre-fshery 

meetings hosted by the Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance (LFFA). 

• The AFS funding agreement ($250k) is in place for the second year. The funding is 

dedicated to annual stock assessment work, monitoring and the Fisheries Manager 

position.  

• Fishers were invited to four fishers forums to plan Economic Fisheries for the season. 

• Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance (LFFA):

 ü The Fisheries Manager is on the Executive Committee of the LFFA. 

 ü This group is becoming an effective organizing force in the lower Fraser River.  

• See data sections for more info.

About HSP 

The Harrison Salmon Producers Limited Liability Partnership is a business forum for the shared 

fshery. Access to Economic Opportunity (EO) fsheries is provided via a contract set out by the 

HFA represented by Sts’ailes and Scowlitz and is then assigned to designated fshers.  

HARRISON SALMON PRODUCERS (HSP)

New Highlights: 

• In 2015 HSP refreshed a business plan for 2015-2020 and it is built upon our existing 

strong core of fishing capacity by independent designated fishers from Sts’ailes and 

Scowlitz who fish wild salmon from Total Allowable Catch (TAC) transferred by DFO into 

this terminal fishing area from voluntary license relinquishment. 

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

• The business is starting to profit from the emerging logistic services in the fishery, and 

is expanding from commodity markets to rural consumer-direct and corporate markets 

between Abbotsford and Hope, BC. 

• HSP launched a baseline of local salmon products targeting consumer-direct sales and 

local restaurants. 

 ü The Chehalis Store (aka Harrison Market Hub) reported sales of $1,942 in first three 

months of sales (October-December 2015) and a total of $4,829 by the end of March 

2016, and $27,200 in sales to Vancouver restaurants.   

• We also constructed a walk-in freezer at the Chehalis Store ($80k value) with great support 

from DFO.

• Contracted and trained 9 Sales Teams (expected to employ 3-5 assistants on each team for 

a total of 24-40 new part-time jobs).

HARRISON SALMON STRONGHOLD (HSS)

About HSS 

The only stronghold initiative in Canada, HSS advocates local leadership and encourages 

partnership building among managers, landowners and users of the resource through habitat 

and fsheries stewardship. The return of salmon fshing to the Harrison River allows the 

harvesters to select the most productive stocks to protect biodiversity. This move to terminal 

fshing improves opportunities for Aboriginal subsistence as well as commercial and sport 

fsheries.

The HSS works to:

• Promote stewardship of our watershed’s salmon eco system to conserve a nationally 

signifcant salmon stronghold,

• Advocate for the sound management of wild salmon and their habitats,

• Encourage selective and sustainable fshing practices, and 

• Generate funding and partnerships for stewardship. 

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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New Highlights:

• The HSS is in its 5th year of operations. The forum is now represented by a formal Board of 

Directors called the Harrison Salmon Stronghold Council. The HSS is still administered by 

the SDC and chaired by Willie Charlie on behalf of Sts’ailes.  

• No operational funding was secured for the HSS for 2015/16. Activities have focused on 

advancing the Harrison Salmon Festival in a partnership with the Bald Eagle Festival to 

create a tourist season of “the salmon and eagles” and conservation awareness. 

Harrison Salmon Festival 2015 

The Harrison Salmon Festival was held October 14-19, 2015 with: 

• Public education activities at the Weaver Creek Spawning Channel,

• An “outdoor school day” for Bradner and Sts’ailes Elementary Schools, 

• A Salmon Theatre piloted at the Charlie Longhouse by Sasquatch Tours in partnership with 

the Harrison Salmon Producers as a platform for the launch of locally-produced “Harrison 

Select” salmon products. 

Public information booths were operated in partnership with the Fraser Valley Bald Eagle 

Festival Society, Orphaned Wildlife Society (OWL), Harrison Mills Regional Associations, ACES, 

and the Miami River Stewardship Society. 

A short video of the Harrison Salmon Festival at Weaver Creek Spawning Channel was produced 

by the Fraser Valley Bald Eagle Festival Society at https://youtu.be/pJ3LBDZb601 

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

RIVER SELECT FISHERIES COOPERATIVE (RSFC)      

About River Select 

The RSFC was created in June 2014 and the Harrison Salmon Producers LLP (HSP) was 

appointed as the administrator/manager of the shared cooperative business. The RSFC creates 

effciencies in the production of the local commercial harvest of salmon that the HSP can now 

brand while using the combined marketing and distribution services to make the local fshery 

proftable and sustainable.  

Our knowledge of salmon is embedded in our communities’ histories, arts, and cultures. By 

combining our traditional knowledge with conservation science, and sharing this with others, we 

are celebrating the abundance and diversity of river life. 

New Highlights:

• The cooperative initiated a supply chain program through market hubs under development 

at the Chehalis Store, Lower Mainland, Export, Okanagan, and the Upper Fraser River. 

• Sales through the Cooperative for this fiscal year are over $300,000. 

• Harrison Salmon Producers (HSP) acted as host for the cooperative since 2014. The goal is 

to make the co-op profitable by year five and to generate profits for operations to the SDC. 

• Additionally, the co-op is a vehicle for HSP to move from commodity to value-added 

markets and replace our dependency on large fish companies.  

Environmental Stewardship and Community Improvement Award  

We are proud to share that Sts’ailes has been awarded the Environmental Stewardship and 

Community Improvement Award by Clean Energy BC (CEBC). CEBC is the clean energy business 

association of which SDC is a member. The award was presented at the November 2, 2015 

CEBC annual conference and banquet. 

Sts’ailes is a leader in the renewable energy sector in BC and has demonstrated how 

independent hydro-power projects can support conservation of Pacifc salmon habitat and 

sustainable development. By working with project proponents and regulators in the Harrison 

River Valley, SDC was able to direct fsh habitat compensation in the headwaters downstream to 

habitats at risk on the Harrison River, where salmon productivity can be much higher. The results 

improved the benefts for salmon, harvesters and the renewable energy partners.  

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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In 2008 Sts’ailes fully restored the Ed Leon Slough with support from INAC and DFO. The project 

was part of a salmon habitat compensation resulting from the construction of the Chehalis River 

dyke. In 2014 Sts’ailes partnered with Innergex and the Pacifc Salmon Foundation to restore 

three important salmon sloughs and wetlands on Chehalis River flats more than 40 kilometres 

downstream from the hydro-power projects and in the heart of the Harrison Salmon Stronghold. 

Later on, Sts’ailes partnered with Windriver Power Corporation and with Innergex Renewable 

Energy Inc. on additional restoration work on John Mack Slough and Frank Dan Slough. The 

work targeted productive salmon habitats, degraded and in-flled by a century of development 

in the valley. 

While in-stream work lasted less than a couple of weeks for each of the projects, coho and 

chum salmon moved into restored habitats within days of completion, and successive waves of 

spawning salmon occupied these new sloughs continuously for the next 12 weeks. The project 

partners reported the creation of over 14,000m of new and improved restored salmon habitat. 

Based upon the success of this project, ongoing work in the surrounding 6 km Chehalis flats 

area will continue to improve the productivity and stability of these world-renowned Pacifc 

salmon populations. 

FISHERIES STATS

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

CHEHALIS RIVER HATCHERY  

2015 ESSR HARVEST

        Male      Female     TOTAL

CHUM        3,499     2,822        6,321

WEAVER SPAWNING CHANNEL 

There was no 2015 ESSR Harvest.

FSC Harvest summary 2015 

Sockeye   

Chinook (wild & hatchery)

Chum

Pink

Coho (wild & hatchery)

Steelhead Released

Sturgeon Released

3,088

867

589

27

1

2

38

FOOD/SOCIAL/CEREMONIAL (FSC) FISHERIES HARVEST RESULTS

2015 PINK SALMON ECONOMIC FISHERY

Pink Economic Fishery Catch

0 2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000 10,000 12,000 14,000 16,000 18,000 20,000

22-SEP-15

23-SEP-15

24-SEP-15

25-SEP-15

18,668

9,851

7,335

2,683

Total Fishers (2 crews for 3 days and 1 crew for last day)

Average members for beach seine crew  

 

Business Stats

Total Pink fishery crew earnings

Average earnings per fisher

Monitoring Night watch costs

HSP Pink Fishery net profit/loss

Harrison Fisheries Authority (HFA) Allocation

Transferred Allocation

Upper Fraser Fisheries Conservation Alliance (UFFCA)

Secwepemc Fisheries Commission (SFC)

Tsawwassen First Nation (TFN)

Total  Allocation

Allocation caught

Sets completed

Average Pink caught per set

18,200

9,200

8,500

3,700

39,600

38,837

50

777

19

9

$18,357

$966

$9,617

$4,463
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Chum

Chinook (Wild & Hatchery)

Sockeye

484

799

Steelhead

Sturgeon

8

7

586

Coho (Wild & Hatchery)

Pink

27

226

52

Sucker

By Catch for Species
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Total Fishers (4 crews for 2 days and 3 crews for last 2 days)

   

Business Stats

Total Chum fishery crew earnings

Average earnings per fisher

Monitoring Night watch costs

HSP Chum Fishery net profit/loss

Chum Economic Fishery Catch

0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 4,000 4,500 5,000

26-OCT-15

27-OCT-15

28-OCT-15

29-OCT-15

3,802

2,954

4,744

2,613

Total  Allocation

Allocation caught

Sets completed

Average Chum caught per set

14,853

14,142

92

153

32

$79,338

$2,302

$9,420

$7,154

By Catch for Species

Chinook (Wild & Hatchery)

Sockeye

55

76

Steelhead

Sturgeon

1

0

Coho (Wild & Hatchery)

Pink

1

425

2015 CHUM SALMON ECONOMIC FISHERY

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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FORESTRY SECTOR

Sasquatch Forest Products LP

Our forestry operations are located in the Fraser Timber 

Supply Area. 

Timber Profile: 95% saw log and 5% pulp log; 55% 

Douglas Fir; 38% Hemlock & Balsam; 7% Cedar 

Total Annual Cut: 30,460 cubic meters (m3) 

SDC manages two forest licences for Sts’ailes: 

• 20-year, 10-year renewable Woodlot License 

W0089 (Annual Cut: 2,732 m3) 

• 5-year, non-replaceable Forest License A80584 

(Annual Cut: 27,728 m3)

 ü This license will be converted to an Area-Based 

Woodland License within the next two years.

Sasquatch Forest Products (SFP) works closely with 

Sts’ailes’ Aboriginal Rights and Title Department to 

ensure that Sts’ailes’ traditional and cultural values are 

considered in the planning stages of harvesting and 

those values are protected as the actual harvesting 

operations unfold.

Summary of timber harvesting, road construction 

and reforestation for the period April 1, 2015 through 

March 31, 2016:

Logging 

• Forestry License A80594: 8,800 m3  logged by 

SFP;

• Forestry License A80594: 40,000 m3 logged by 

Tamihi Logging Ltd.;

• Forestry License A91110: 69,230 m3 engineered 

and under permit to be logged by Tamihi Logging 

Ltd. by December 31, 2017;

• IR 5:  16,000 m3 logged by SFP;

• Woodlot License 0089: 7,800 m3 logged by SFP.

Road Construction

• 2.5 km constructed by Maharg Contracting Ltd.

Reforestation

• Planted:  27,000 seedlings;

• Brushed:  47 hectares.

 

Area Based First Nations Woodland Licence (FNWL)

Sts’ailes and SDC are negotiating with the Province to 

convert its short term renewable licence to a FNWL.  A 

FNWL is a ‘forever’ license in a specified legal area(s) 

in which no other forestry companies can interfere. It 

allows the licensee to invest in more intense forestry 

management practices and improved growth of the 

forest.

Timber Management Proposal To BC Timber Sales 

We are in the process of entering a partnership with 

BC Timber Sales (BCTS)  to manage 30,000 m3 of BC 

Timber Sales volume within the new Area-Based First 

Nations Woodland License. This would in effect double 

the volume under SDC management. A management 

fee will be provided to SDC by BCTS to develop volume 

to cutting stage permit. An opportunity for SDC to 

provide contracted services to construct access roads 

is also under discussion. 

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Forestry Advisory Services 

SDC is working with Chawathil First Nation in 

an advisory role and consulting services role on 

Chawathil’s forestry business.  Activities included:

• Advice on timber quality and start-up of logging

• Advice and assistance in forming Chowethel 

Axwest Managing Partner which is the company 

that will manage Chawathil’s forestry operations

• Advice on financial controls and compiling a 

proforma and cash flow statement for accessing an 

operating line-of-credit

• Drafted a successful funding proposal for timber 

profile assessments on operating areas for 

Chawathil’s First Nations Woodland License.

Strategic Forestry Accommodation

The forest ministry granted Sts’ailes $500,000 to help 

Sts’ailes with a) increasing its timber volume under 

license and/or b) establishment of a single or joint 

venture opportunity. The funds will be transferred to 

SDC to initiate.

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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RETAIL SECTOR

Rebranding of Chehalis Store Fuel Supplier

The Business Development Manager is coordinating the possible rebranding of the Chehalis Store. Seven fuel 

providers were contacted to seek their interest, and two responded with a proposal. A preliminary report with a 

comparative analysis was submitted to the CEO and SDC Board for review and selection of a successful candidate. 

On-site upgrades are expected to start within the 3rd or 4th quarter of the next fiscal year – 2016-17. 

Other Highlights: 

• Walk-in freezer was constructed in the 4th quarter (March 2016) to serve as the “hub” location for Harrison 

Salmon Producers LP to conduct salmon sales.

• An application will be submitted to Fisheries and Oceans Canada for financial support to purchase and install 

an outdoor backup generator with the capacity to power all of the Store's operations.

• We began selling (and continue to sell) salmon fillets and candied salmon.

• Received a new ATM machine in the 1st quarter.

• Two Summer Workers for Summer 2015 are receiving training.

• A $50,000 line of credit was established with BMO to assist in improved cash flow management. The main 

purpose being to meet financial obligations that arise when we occasionally receive unusually large deliveries 

of fuel.

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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TOURISM SECTOR

CAMPGROUNDS

SDC holds a 5 year management agreement with the BC Province’s Ministry of Forest, Lands and Natural 

Resources Operations to manage Recreation Sites and Trails at the following sites: Chehalis River; Weaver Lake (2); 

Grace Lake; Wolf Lake; Wood Lake; Stepsum (20 Mile Bay); Skwellipel (Chehalis Lake); Denham Trail.  Management 

oversight is provided by a contracted Operator who hires Camp Hosts to provide stability and good order for 

enjoyable, family focused camping experiences.  SDC also operates Camp Cove as a group-only campground, 

managed by the Store.

Highlights: 

• Provincial Recreation Sites

 ü The annual Management and Operating Plan 

was submitted in the 3rd quarter (December 

2015) as per the Partnership Agreement 

with the Province. This report covers 7 

campgrounds and provides extensive details 

on improvements and standard operations. 

 ü A proposed development plan was submitted 

to Sts’ailes Aboriginal Rights & Tilte Dept for 

their review of a potential expansion of the 

Chehalis River Rec Site by adding up to 65 sites 

or more. 

 ü The Skwellipel site is closed due to various 

hazards, especially poor road conditions. 

The Wood Lake site was closed due to site 

improvements needed to rectify forest fire 

issues from last year. It may reopen in the 

Summer of 2016.

• Camp Cove 

 ü Road upgrades were undertaken including 

expansion of the lower area allowing better 

access.  (approx. $20k cost) 

 ü SDC continues to run the camp as a group site.  

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

SASQUATCH CROSSING ECO LODGE

Highlights: 

• New Shaw Go!/SCEL promotional video first aired in Fraser Valley mid-June 2014, and in 

Vancouver on June 24, 2014. We have been promised national exposure too! View the 

video on YouTube at http://www.youtube/come/watch?v=_ZZV8MIJcqk

• SCEL received editorial space and sponsor status in the UFV Alumni publication and floor 

space at the student grad fair. 

• In addition to Trip Advisor and Booking.com SCEL has been able to showcase some of the 

cultural traditions of the Sts’ailes people for our Lodge guests to experience during their 

stay. Sts’ailes artists and artisans may share, for a fee, their knowledge and demonstrate 

skills and abilities such as carving, cedar weaving, medicine walks, storytelling or song and 

dance. 

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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• Following our application and the resulting audit conducted by Green Tourism Canada, 

we were awarded a Silver Certification for our high standards in environmental and 

cultural sustainability! This “green” stamp of approval (which appears on our website and 

promotional materials) ensures we can compete worldwide with tourism businesses that 

appeal to travelers who make choices which protect and benefit the planet. 

STS’AILES LHAWATHET LALEM

Sts’ailes has owned and operated Sts’ailes Lhawathet Lalem (SLL) since November 2001. We 

are located on 34 acres of pristine provincial Crown land. Ideally suited for hosting business 

meetings, conferences, seminars, community or family gatherings, this facility has full catering 

services. Includes industrial kitchen, games room, meeting facilities, covered gym, climbing 

wall and can accommodate 140 guests in 16 bedrooms.

SLL operations paid off the debt taken to purchase the facilities. SLL continues to operate at a 

profit. Sts'ailes and SDC regularly use the facilities for planning retreats.

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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SDC FINANCE 

SDC engaged MNP LLP, Chartered Professional Accountants, to compile the statements of the financial position of 

each of SDC’s business operations as of March 31, 2016 and the statement of operations and accumulated surplus 

for the 2015-16 fiscal year then ended. MNP LLP have not performed an audit or a review engagement in respect 

of these financial statements and, accordingly, they express no assurances thereon. Readers are cautioned that 

these statements may not be appropriate for their purpose.

The above statement is a paraphrased excerpt from the firm’s Notice To Reader provided to SDC June 27, 2016 

along with the following Statements. Note that this report was provided to the Sts’ailes Membership at the General 

Meeting held at the Sts’ailes Community School Library on October 26, 2016.

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

STS'AILES DEVELOPMENT LIMITED PARTNERSHIP - Balance Sheet 

For the year ended MARCH 31, 2016

ASSETS

Current 

Trade and other receivables 

Goods and Services Tax receivable 

Inventory

Prepaid expenses and deposits

Property, plant and equipment

Investment in Seabird-Sts'ailes-Cheam ILM Joint Venture

Due from Sasquatch Crossing Eco Lodge Ltd.

Due from Sts'ailes Eco Energy Development Limited Partnership

LIABILITIES 

Current

Bank indebtedness

Trade and other payables  

Goods and Services Tax payable

Due to Sts'ailes

Due to Harrison Salmon Producers Limited Partnership  

Reforestation obligation

PARTNERS' CAPITAL

2016 2015

818,796

5,617 

118,349

577,931

1,520,693

121,758 

13,278

195,564

138,879

 

1,990,172

322,426

294,289

 - 

616,715

1,686,969

210,013

463,634

2,977,331

(987,159) 

1,990,172

399,229

-

140,925

93,809

633,963

-

198,546

175,196

-

1,007,705

655,468

146,111

30,685

832,264

1,534,184

245,291

364,710

2,976,449

(1,968,744)

1,007,705

Approved on behalf of the Board

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Director Director
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STS'AILES DEVELOPMENT LIMITED PARTNERSHIP - Statement of Earnings 

For the year ended MARCH 31, 2016

2016 2015

Revenue

Cost of sales

Gross margin

Expenses

Administration

Advertising and promotion

Amortization 

Delivery, freight and express

Directors' fees

Dues, licenses and fees

Food and beverage

Fuel rebate fees

Insurance

Interest and bank charges

Office

Permits and licenses

Professional fees

Program expense

Repairs and maintenance

Salaries, wages and benefits

Sub-contracts

Supplies

Telephone, fax and internet

Travel

Utilities

Vehicle expenses

Earnings from operations

Other income

Management fees - Sts'ailes

Net earnings

5,700,892

3,475,892

2,225,000

50,000

960

15,065

981

6,736

2,078

837

56,255

17,570

29,644

6,987

371

34,949

16,142

26,092

794,520

19,338

77,618

18,554

17,778

47,095

3,845

1,243,415

981,585

 - 

981,585

3,641,615

2,366,574

1,275,041

100,001

541

 -

1,615

2,716

600

787

-

20,760

40,891

6,674

367

77,436

18,939

52,640

806,575

2,699

48,999

16,732

17,121

48,548

5,491

1,270,132

4,909

2,600

7,509
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STS'AILES DEVELOPMENT LIMITED PARTNERSHIP - Statement of Partners' Capital 

For the year ended MARCH 31, 2016

2016 2015

CHEHALIS INDIAN BAND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT TRUST

Balance, beginning of year

Share of earnings

Balance, end of year

STS'AILES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Balance, beginning of year

Share of earnings

Balance, end of year

(1,968,726)

981,487

(987,239)

(18)

98

80

(987,159)

(1,976,234)

7,508

(1,968,726)

(19)

1

(18)

(1,968,744)

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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STS'AILES DEVELOPMENT LIMITED PARTNERSHIP - Store & Gas Station

Schedule 1 - Schedule of Revenue and Expenses 

For the year ended MARCH 31, 2016

2016 2015

Revenue

Expenses

Advertising

Amortization

Bank charges and interest

Delivery, freight and express

Direct costs

Dues, licenses and fees

Fuel Rebate

Insurance

Office supplies

Rent

Repairs and maintenance

Salaries and benefits

Supplies

Telephone, fax and internet

Travel

Utilities

Vehicle

Income from operations

1,673,754

- 

2,766

- 

981

1,495,079

101

56,255

3,456

1,247

393

(46,188)

149,464

1,634

4,717

200

19,471

700

1,690,276

(16,522)

1,594,094

204

-

61

1,615

1,342,032

-

-

3,765

551

-

7,146

128,805

9,182

4,098

80

16,641

915

1,515,095

78,999
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STS'AILES DEVELOPMENT LIMITED PARTNERSHIP - Forestry

Schedule 2 - Schedule of Revenue and Expenses 

For the year ended MARCH 31, 2016

2016 2015

Revenue

Royalties and other income

Interest income

Expenses

Amortization

Bank charges and interest

Direct costs

Office supplies

Professional fees

Salaries and benefits

Supplies

Telephone, fax and internet

Travel

Vehicle

Income from operations

3,185,477

209

3,185,686

12,299

26,014

1,830,056

1,462

1,110

158,833

24,595

1,093

2,869

3,098

2,061,429

1,124,257

916,844

-

916,844

-

37,394

302,810

2,244

1,074

152,075

627

1,096

2,570

3,421

503,311

413,533

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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STS'AILES DEVELOPMENT LIMITED PARTNERSHIP - Fisheries

Schedule 3 - Schedule of Revenue and Expenses 

For the year ended MARCH 31, 2016

2016 2015

Revenue

Expenses

Advertising

Bank charges and interest

Contracted services

Insurance

Office supplies

Repairs and maintenance

Salaries and benefits

Supplies

Travel

Vehicle

Loss from operations

53,100

-

88

2,000

1,747

23

- 

58,292

- 

1,319

48

63,517

(10,417) 

57,116

250

133

2,699

2,171

123

626

73,885

553

(44)

1,155

81,551

(24,435)

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

STS'AILES DEVELOPMENT LIMITED PARTNERSHIP - Lhawathet Lalem

Schedule 4 - Schedule of Revenue and Expenses 

For the year ended MARCH 31, 2016

2016 2015

Revenue

Expenses

Advertising

Bank charges and interest 

Dues, licenses and fees 

Insurance

Office supplies

Repairs and maintenance 

Salaries and benefits 

Supplies

Telephone, fax and internet 

Travel

Utilities

Income from operations

311,152

- 

1,372

371

7,311

234

39,860

148,400

48,044

8,201

717

27,624

282,134

29,018

272,044

43

1,722

367

9,824

32

12,468

131,206

38,637

6,855

1,466

31,907

234,527

37,517

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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STS'AILES DEVELOPMENT LIMITED PARTNERSHIP -Business Development Services

Schedule 5 - Schedule of Revenue and Expenses 

For the year ended MARCH 31, 2016

2016 2015

Revenue

ILM Project

Administration recovery

Seabird-Sts'ailes-Cheam ILM Joint Venture Agreement

Contribution agreements

Management fees

Expenses

Administration

Advertising and promotion

Bank charges and interest

Community donations 

Contracted services 

Direct costs

Directors fees

Dues, licenses and fees

Food and beverage

Insurance

Office supplies

Professional fees

Program expense

Repairs and maintenance

Salaries and benefits

Supplies 

Telephone, fax and internet

Travel

Loss from operations

359,144

72,052

33,005

13,000

- 

477,201

50,000

675

2,170

184 

15,532

150,757

6,736

2,078

2,643

5,056

3,628

33,839

16,594

32,420

279,531

2,894

4,543

12,673

621,953

(144,752)

661,687

116,210

17,370

6,250

2,600

804,117

100,001

45

1,581

-

-

721,733

2,716

600

787

5,000

3,725

76,363

18,939

32,400

320,603

-

4,685

13,049

1,302,227

(498,110)
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SASQUATCH CROSSING ECOLODGE - Balance Sheet

For the year ended MARCH 31, 2016

2016 2015

ASSETS

Current

Cash

Goods and Services Tax receivable 

Due from Harrison Salmon Producers Limited Partnership

Property, plant and equipment

LIABILITIES

Current

Trade and other payables

Due to Sts'ailes

Due to Sts'ailes Development Limited Partnership

SHAREHOLDERS' DEFICIT

Share capital

Deficit

476

- 

476

45,651

2,820,500

2,866,627

5,016

3,563,112

195,564

3,763,692

100

(897,165)

(897,065) 

2,866,627

3,848

80

3,928

45,651

2,851,733

2,901,312

5,982

3,545,112

175,196

3,726,290

100

(825,078)

(824,978)

2,901,312

Approved on behalf of the Board

Director Director
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SASQUATCH CROSSING ECOLODGE - Statement of Loss and Deficit

For the year ended MARCH 31, 2016

2016 2015

Revenue

Bed and breakfast

Other

Expenses

Advertising and promotion

Business taxes and licences

Donations

Insurance

Interest and bank charges

Office

Professional fees

Property taxes

Repairs and maintenance

Salaries, wages and benefits

Supplies

Telephone, fax and internet

Travel

Utilities

Loss before amortization

Amortization

Net loss

Deficit, beginning of year

Deficit, end of year

44,273

5,421

49,694

3,563

160

- 

3,928

1,997

10,396

2,454

8,425

19,009

25,290

1,146

4,155

117

9,908

90,548

(40,854) 

31,233

(72,087) 

(825,078)

(897,165)

47,273

6,887

54,160

1,703

160

20

5,372

2,430

10,322

2,205

7,251

11,127

24,451

3,790

3,309

182

4,554

76,876

(22,716)

34,456

(57,172)

(767,906)

(825,078)
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ASSETS

Current

Cash

Trade and other receivables

Goods and Services Tax receivable

Inventory

Property and equipment

Advances to Sts'ailes Development Limited Partnership

LIABILITIES

Current

Trade and other payables

Advances from Sts'ailes

Advances from Sasquatch Crossing Eco Lodge Ltd.

PARTNERS' CAPITAL

268,141

36,600

3,349

11,449

319,539

552,716

210,013

1,082,268

357,602

20,541

45,651

423,794

658,474

1,082,268

55,260

15,001

4,676

25,962

100,899

293,128

245,291

639,318

98,510

15,522

45,651

159,683

479,635

639,318

HARRISON SALMON PRODUCERS LIMITED PARTERSHIP - Balance Sheet

For the year ended MARCH 31, 2016

2016 2015

Approved on behalf of the Board

Director Director
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HARRISON SALMON PRODUCERS LIMITED PARTERSHIP - Statement of Earnings

For the year ended MARCH 31, 2016

2016 2015

Revenue

Revenue

Other

Co-op Investment premium

Expenses

Advertising and promotion 

Amortization

Automotive

Commissions 

Custom work 

Dues and licenses

Equipment rental

Freight

Insurance

Interest and bank charges

Office

Professional fees

Purchases

Repairs and maintenance

Salaries, wages and benefits

Sub-contracts

Supplies

Travel

Utilities

Net earnings

14,095

496,260

493

510,848

11,732 

75,311

902

550 

10,726 

1,250

265

17,323

6,734

626

2,397

13,355

36,420

2,867

62,117

76,032

5,536

685

7,181

332,009

178,839

162,677

135,625

11,786

310,088

-

52,649

731

-

-

20,584

68

921

6,419

697

853

2,109

73,554

1,311

62,227

42,484

14,141

454

7,923

287,125

22,963
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HARRISON SALMON PRODUCERS LIMITED PARTERSHIP - Statement of Partners' Capital

For the year ended MARCH 31, 2016

2016 2015

STS'AILES

Balance, beginning of year

Share of earnings

Balance, end of year

SCOWLITZ FIRST NATION

Balance, beginning of year

Share of earnings

Balance, end of year

HARRISON SALMON PRODUCERS GP INC.

Balance, beginning of year

Share of earnings 

Balance, end of year

240,509

89,411

329,920

240,508

89,410

329,918

(1,382) 

18 

(1,364) 

658,474

229,027

11,482

240,509

229,027

11,481

240,508

(1,382)

-

(1,382)

479,635

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

RIVER SELECT C0-OPERATIVE - Statement of Financial Position

For the year ended MARCH 31, 2016

2016 2015

ASSETS

Current

Cash

Trade and other receivables

Goods and Services Tax receivable 

LIABILITIES

Current

Trade and other payables

Deferred revenue

NET ASSETS

Share capital

Surplus

121,266

175,334

- 

296,600

60,575

50,000

110,575

3

186,022

186,025

296,600

123,940

47,293

8,706

179,939

35,388

27,055

62,443

3

117,493

117,496

179,939

Approved on behalf of the Board

Director Director
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RIVER SELECT C0-OPERATIVE - Statement of Operations and Accumulated Surplus

For the year ended MARCH 31, 2016

2016 2015

Revenue

Cost of sales

Direct costs

Transportation and cartage

Commissions paid 

Gross margin

Expenses

Advertising and promotion 

Automotive 

Equipment rental 

Interest and bank charges

License, dues and fees 

Professional fees 

Office 

Sub-contracts

Supplies

Telephone, fax and internet

Training and education 

Travel

Annual surplus

Accumulated surplus, beginning of year 

Accumulated surplus, end of year

394,877

139,881

20,395

- 

160,276

234,601

7,905 

- 

- 

303

- 

1,929 

- 

136,151

4,954

75

- 

14,755

166,072

68,529

117,493

186,022

1,264,590

905,919

41,863

120,596

1,068,378

196,212

-

1,108

4,460

233

4,539

-

408

48,608

12,205

559

5,164

1,435

78,719

117,493

-

117,493

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

EVALUATING OUR PROGRESS

What’s Working

• Strong Board presence

• Strong Executive Team and 

core staff 

• Clear and realistic work plans

• Managers – Accountable with 

their own Budget

• Support from Chief Negotiator

• Timely and accurate financial 

reporting

• Building business partnerships 

and relationships.  

 

Examples:  

 

Innergex; WindRiver Hydro 

Corp; Bremner-Trio Hydro 

Corp; LandSea Camps; 

Maharg Contracting; Nations 

Construction; Harrison Salmon 

Stronghold; Vancouver Port 

Metro Authority; Harrison 

Fisheries Authority and Scowlitz 

FN; Provincial Rec Sites; BC 

Hydro;  Clean Energy BC; FN 

Clean Energy Executive; DFO; 

FNFA; etc.

The Challenges 

1. Improving cash flow

2. Improving adherence to 

policies & procedures

3. Improving financial position, 

timely decision making, and 

borrowing ability for investment 

in new businesses

4. Aging facilities and 

infrastructure

5. Updating SDC web site and 

print materials for businesses

6. Weak management for the 

provincial rec sites and Camp 

Cove 

7. Structuring a Land 

Development business regime

8. Focusing on time 

management/scheduling

Addressing the Challenges 

1. Improve collaboration with 

Sts’ailes finance managers

2. Always look at the “big picture” 

at all levels

3. Create cash reserves; develop 

relationships with senior 

lenders

4. Continue to make sound 

decisions in capital 

improvements 

5. Develop a plan with support 

from IT

6. Restructure management and 

contractors 

7. Collaborative approach to land 

development sector: Chief & 

Council, SDC Executive, Chief 

Negotiator, AR&T Dept, legal 

counsel, community 

8. Back to Basics: 

 ü Stick with the work plan & 

its realistic goals

 ü Stay within budget

 ü Prioritize needs (on-going 

analysis)

 ü Continue with transparency

 ü Risk management (eg. non 

recourse financing)
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STS'AILES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION ORGANIZATION CHART

CHIEF EXECUTIVE  
OFFICER

CHEHALIS STORE 
& GAS BAR LP 

MANAGER

Sakwi LP

Trio Bremner LP

New Developments

STS'AILES ECO
ENERGY DEV.

(SEED)

Camp Cove LP

Primary Health 
Care Centre LP

New Developments

STS'AILES LAND
DEV. TRUST
(SLDT)

Senica  
Logging LTD

Maharg  
Contracting LTD

Nations 
Construction

CONTRACTED 
SERVICES
PROJECT 

PARTNERSHIPS

Sasquatch Forest 
Products LP 

OPERATIONS 
MANAGER

BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT

MANAGER

STS'AILES 
FISHERIES 
MANAGER

SDC - LANDSEA 
CAMPS JV

CAMPGROUND 
ENTERPRISES

EXECUTIVE 
ASSISTANT

CHIEF  
FINANCIAL  

OFFICER

SENIOR FINANCIAL
CLERK

Harrison Salmon  
Producers LP

River Select 
Fisheries Coop.

HARRISON 
FISHERIES 
AUTHORITY
GENERAL MANAGER

SASQUATCH 
CROSSING ECO 
LODGE LTD 
FACILITY OPERATOR

LHAWATHET 
LALEM LP 
MANAGER

Sts’ailes
4690 Salish Way, Agassiz, BC V0M1A1

t (604) 796.2116  w stsailes.com

This Annual Report is also available on our website: 
www.stsailes.com/annualreport
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